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Mitch's Sketchbook

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography. Meetings, which
normally include 3D slide projections, are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single or $40/dual (send to the
Membership Director). The 3D News, with a total circulation of about 250 copies, is sent monthly to all members. Annual subscription for those
not wishing to participate in Club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to the Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to submit
stereo-related news items, articles, art work or photo tips for the 3D Wews—deadline is the last day of the month (send to the Editor).
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Calendar of Events

August 5 Movie Division meeting 7:00 pm at Longley Way School,
2601 Longley Way in Arcadia.

August 17 A Stereo Expo, a Stereocard competition and a London
Slide Battle, all in one event-filled evening. 7:30 at the
Wilshire United Methodist Church, 711 South Plymouth
Boulevard, near Crenshaw and Wilshire in the downtown
area of Los Angeles.

Sept 21 First Club competiton of the new Club year, plus
additional program.

October 19 Our annual Club auction. Clean out the closets and stock
up your wallet!

Nov 16 Second Club competition and additional program.

Presldenfs Page

Settling In as the New Kid on the Block
by Steve Berezin

Justanote to introduce myself as the
new president. When the SCSC

board asked me to be president one of
the first things I asked was whether I
would be expected to contribute as
much reading material to our newsletter
as my esteemed predecessor Lawrence
Kaufman does. Mercifully, Lawrence
volunteered to continue his voluminous

contributions to the tome and Mitch

Walker his cartoons for the front coverl

will be content to offer a little filler on

the top of page two as part of my official
duties. Judging by the number of people
at our awards banquet who asked (with
concern in their eyes), whether
Lawrence will be continuing his col
umn, Mitch his cartoons, and Marvin
Jones his editing I think we made the
correct and popular decision.

The Awards Banquet
Our last meeting was the biannual

shindig at the French eatery Taix,
pronounced tax. For many of us it was
the 2nd 3D banquet of the month, the
other one being the NSA awards
banquet held at the annual NSA
meeting at Mesa Arizona. The NSA

banquet featured our distinguished
member, Ray Zone, as the featured
speaker where he especially honored
Susan Pinsky. Our banquet started
with Susan Pinsky making a speech
especially honoring Ray Zonea
satisfying symmetry

After a delightful banquet with
the niceties that we have been

accustomed to thanks to Mitch

Walker (door prizes, great programs)
Oliver Dean gave his hat presentation
(I have never seen it before and found
it both amusing and a bit bewildering
in a nice sort of way). A feature that I
never before have heard of included

the members pledging an oath to the
officers. The officers this year include
Charley Van Pelt, Vice President,
David Kuntz, Treasurer, Jim
Comstock, secretary and myself as
president.

After the banquet we filed into
the projection room and were treated
to a tribute to David Hutchinson that

was put together with great care by
members Susan Pinsky and David
Starkman. Hutchinson was

instrumental in the success of Starlog,
a magazine devoted to science fiction
and took many excellent 3D

photographs.Especially stunning
were his shots of Central Park in

autumn.

We also were treated to the slide

of the year slides. Our fellow club to
the south, the San Diego Stereo Club,
judged these. Presenting the awards
was our able though departing
competition director Mike McKinney
(and taking over for Mike will be the
able Chris Olson). The awards
included:

SCSC Slide of the Year
Hold Onto Your Hat

by Kathy Day

The Wonderful World of Color
Pink Salt Pans

by Mike McKinney

Imagineering
Pinhead Lives

by Abe Perlstein

All Creatures Great and Small

Munckins (or Gray Persian Cat)
by Earl Colgan

Complete information on the
awards will appear in next month's
newsletter.

Berezin—Continued on page 8



Cl7e T^istorp Zone
Astroll through the

history of stereography
(oith Roy "3D" Zone

The Stereoscopic Family
"It is not what equipment you have
that counts. It is getting to know
what you have and how to use it.
That is what really matters. "--Dr.
W.R. Grove, President of the
Stereoscopic Society, I925-I949

rhe Stereoscopic Society of America
(SSA) is a group of currently active

stereo photographers and artists who
circulate their work by means of postal
folios. This long-distance stereoscopic
family is derived from one of the oldest
3-D groups in the world. Both stereo-
card and transparency formats are used
in the folios and several different groups
are operating to meet the needs of each
format.

When a folio arrives, a member

views and makes comments on each

of the entries of the other folio

members. His or her own view, which

has traveled the circuit and has been

examined and commented upon by
the other members, is removed and
replaced with a new entry. The folio
then continues on its endless travels

around the circuit.

In the folios "the one constant

factor,"writes Bill Patterson, General
Secretary of the SSA, "is a love of the

3D image...whatever the form or the
method of obtaining it. We can expect
that to continue...and who knows what

visage it may take? The possibilities
of the application of digital methods
to stereo imaging seem boundless..."
Over the years, the methods and
means of creation for stereographic
images has changed and undoubtedly
will continue to do so.

The viewing methods, however,
remain quite the same despite the
passage of a century. And there is a
special form of (stereo) optical delight
in looking at thevenerable 3'/2" x 7"
stereocard through the Holmes
stereoscope. This was the stereo
window on the world for several

generations in the late 19th and early
20th century. And thanks to the SSA,
this stereographic format is very much
alive and well today.

The origins of The Stereoscopic
Society trace back to 1893 in England
where a small group of stereo
photographers began to circulate their
work among the membership by
means of postal folios. The
Stereoscopic Society American
Branch (SSAB) was formed during
the first months of 1919 with the help

Walters. Cotton, who organized theStereoscopic Society American Branch in 1919, sent
this portrait in anearly folio to introduce himself to the circuit, itdated a tittle earlier than
1919.

STEREOSCOPIC
SOCIETY of AMERIfi

of Walter S. Cotton of Los Angeles,
California and W. Marley of New
York. Initially the society had about
10-15 members and this group was
composed almost entirely of
practising darkroom photographers
who mounted their monochromatic

prints on 3'/2x 7 inch cards.
Cotton moved to Australia in the

mid 1920s and in 1925 founded an

Australian Branch of the Society
which participated in international
exchange of the folios. Generally
speaking, the life of the SSA can be
broken up into three eras. The first
period from 1919 to 1951 saw
members sharing and enjoying
monochromatic viewcards. But the

status quo was shaken up when
former SSAB member Seton

Rochwite invented the Stereo Realist

camera and color transparencies
became the dominant format in the

second era lasting from 1951 to 1977.

After assuming the duties of
General Secretary, Dr. Brandt Rowles
represented the SSA in proposing
affiliation with the National

Stereoscopic Society (NSA) in 1977.
By this time the membership of the
SSA had dwindled to less than 20
members working only in stereo
transparencies. The new relationship
with the NSA created an influx of
applications from potential members
and the stereo print circuits were
revived and open to both color and
ZONE—Continued on page 8
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there have been numerous reports on
the Photo 3-D email list, so I will only
mention a few other highlights for me.
With the convention falling in a
holiday week, it was hard for us to get
away. We arrived early Friday, so we
did not take in any of the room
hopping. Mary Ann and Wolfgang
Sell began selling their new book
about the history of View-Master. It
was written with our own Charley
Van Pelt. Hopefully Charley will
bring some to the August meeting,
especially since selling items is one of
the reasons for the Stereo Expo. Many
people had brought their copy of the
SSA 1999 Yearbook to get signed by
all the other SSA members. The

Yearbook is now sold out, but there is
talk of an update or even a color
version. If you did not get a copy
before, don't pass it up again, if it
becomes available.

We did see all of the slide shows

in the stereo theater on Friday and a
couple on Saturday. We did however
miss a couple new shows that were
projected on Saturday. The quality
was top notch. The View-Master
Exhibition was shown and the images
projected very nicely. Charley Van
Pelt had his own VM show that was

only shown at the VM meeting. Since
most people likely missed it,
hopefully he will show it to our club
soon. The workshop subjects all
looked very interesting, but we only
made it to a few of those. The trade

fair was very spacious, yet full of
wonderful equipment, all types if
stereo images, marvelous toys and
everything 3D one could every lust
after. It did however appear that the
local folks hadn't got the word that
the best trade fair all year was taking
place.

Awards Banquet
The awards banquet was held on

Saturday evening and was easily one
of the convention highlights. Mary
Ann Sell became the first female

president of the NSA. Shab Levy (the

August 17th Meeting
Just a quick reminder, everyone is

encouraged to bring something to
show off and/or share with the rest of

the members. But also bring three
stereo cards to enter into our only club
stereo card competition of the year
and bring three stereo slides (Realist
Format only for this meeting) for our
annual London Slide Battle. Bring
slides that you have already entered or
that you don't plan to enter in this
years club competitions and let every
member be the judge (see last month's
issue for the basic rules). Originally
the idea was to bring slides that the
judges had not scored as high as you
thought they should have been scored,
this way you and all the members
would get a chance to judge them.
10;00am.

NSA 2000 Convention

This year's NSA convention was
held in Mesa, Arizona, close enough
for us Angelenos (and Angeleno
wannabes) to drive. SCSC had a good
turnout at the convention, which was
a very enjoyable time. There were
many memorable moments. Actually
way more memorable moments than
one could possibly take in. Referred
to as NSA Y2K, it seemed well
planned and ran mostly without
incident (there was this little fistfight
that resulted in some cracked ribs and

torn clothes). Thanks to Tom Dory,
the NSA convention committee, and
NSA for organizing and hosting the
Mesa Y2K convention. My favorite
part of the convention was seeing and
talking with all the old friends, plus
meeting some new ones. As always, I
continue to hear names of individuals

who were at the convention that I did
not meet. That I guess, will have to
wait until next year. If you have been
to past NSA conventions, you can
imagine how this one was. If you have
not been, too bad since it was so close
to us.

Stereo World magazine will
likely have the whole report, plus

most active person in stereo
photography today) took over as vice
president. As usual there were
numerous awards given out. Our own
Ray Zone not only gave the keynote
address (in which Ray thanked
everyone for their contribution to
stereo photography), but Ray also
accepted the William C. Darrah
Fellow Award for distinguished
scholarship in and extraordinary
knowledge of stereoscopy. I even
received an honorable mention (and
certificate-suitable for framing) for a
Stereo World article on contemporary
stereoscopyfor my " 3-D Galapagos"
article (excepts of which have
appeared in the 3D News).

There was even talk that Mark

Blum, who has published several
great 3D books will be coming out
with a new book this fall titled "The
Galapagos Islands in 3D" This will be
a departure from his underwater and
3D macro-photography. I can hardly
wait to see it. Ever since the release of
the large format film, I have been
fascinated with the Galapagos Islands.

President's Breakfast

Prior to retiring Saturday night, I
checked a copy of the convention
schedule that I had downloaded from
the internet. It listed the President's
Breakfast as starting at 9:00. We
commented that it would be nice to

sleep in for a change. When we were
getting ready Sunday morning, we
doubled checked the convention
program to see that the Breakfast had
in fact already begun. We rushed to
the room and took the last two
available seats. Luckily we made it to
the breakfast before the official
announcement that I would be the
Co-chairman of the 2002 NSA

Convention in Riverside, California.
Next year the convention is being held
in Buffalo, NY. I hope everyone can
make plans for a New York trip next
July. Once again, in 2002 the
convention will be local and we are

the host club! I hope everyone can



held out to make that convention one

of the most memorable ones. Please

let me know what ideas you have.

PSA Conference

If you missed the NSA
convention, you can still take in the
Photographic Society of America's
conference. The PSA 2000

International Conference of

Photography takes place September 4
- 9 in Albuquerque, NM. The stereo
division along with all the other PSA
divisions have shows, speakers, tours,
meals and photo opportunities. The
host hotel will be the Albuquerque
Hilton (800)274-6835. Next year the
conference will be in San Diego at the
Town and Country Hotel and
convention center.

A Few Thank Yous

I really want to once again say
thanks to everyone on the SCSC
Board for making this the great club
that it is;

• Mike McKinney, our departing
competitions director, former
outings director and past vice
president. Competitions director is
a tough job, since you miss the
majority of the program that
follows the competition, due to the
fact that you are tabulating the
scores. I am glad Mike will have a
chance to sit back and enjoy some
of the upcoming programs.

• James Comstock, continues in his
role of bringing humor to the
SCSC Board meetings in his long
tradition of writing the most
entertaining minutes of our bored
meetings. James also is in charge
of rounding up the clubs best slides
for the International Stereo Club

Competitions.
• David Kuntz, a past president, took

on the extra duty of Membership
director in addition to the very
demanding role of Treasurer.
David works very hard 'behind the
scenes' and with his knowledge of
SCSC history, helps keep the club
going in the right direction.

• Mitchell Walker, another past
president has kept us entertained in
his new capacity of
Banquets/Social director. Mitch
had entertained us for several years
as program director, sometimes

doing the lion's share of the work
in that capacity. He continues in
this new position and keeping his
hand in running and overseeing our
PSA competitions, such as past
View-Master exhibitions and

running the 42nd Hollywood
Exhibition and again next January
he will chair the slide portion of
the 43rd Hollywood Exhibition.
Not to mention his fabulous work

he does on drawing the covers for
the 3D News each month.

• Kathy Day, for years helped Mike
McKinney with the club
competitions (since 1996), Kathy
had volunteered to assist him and

last year became Co-competitions
director, which really helps the
competition nights move as
smoothly as they do. Kathy
continues in that job.

• Bruno Lizzi, has been very active
in a 2D camera club, but he will be
putting that aside to concentrate
more time on his 3D photography.
He continues doing a great job
greeting everyone as they enter the
meeting room and making sure
everyone, especially the new folks
feel at home. He will continue as

Hospitality director, but he needs
everyone's help. Something that I
think we are doing better at, is
welcoming the many guests that
come to our meetings. I certainly
want to see more guests come and
hopefully have them join our club.
So when you see a new face, be
sure and greet them, welcome
them, try to answer their questions
and make them feel welcome!

• Christopher Olson, is another
former SCSC president and he
always makes the meetings fun. In
addition to being Co-Program
director last year, Chris also
headed up the 5th View-Master
Exhibition. Chris will become the

new Co-competitions director,
which should keep him more than
busy enough.

• Ray Zone also is a former SCSC
president. He almost single-handily
has made my passion for collecting
all the 3D comics an impossible
task (even though he has been very
helpful in adding to my collection).
Ray is a frequent and very

welcome contributor to the 3D

News. Last year he became
Co-programs director and will
continue as Program director this
year. I think he can add a lot to our
programs, he has put together
several himself and he can be

found often out there with one his

own at a library, spreading the
word of 3D! If you have any ideas
for programs, see Ray Zone,
because we always need good
programs.

• Dr. John Hart has for the last

seventeen years been one of the
driving forces behind our special
interest group, the 3D
MovieA^ideo division. Meeting
quarterly, their meetings are very
enjoyable and informative. The
movie division meetings are much
more casual than the regular club
meetings and I would hate to miss
one. Plus I would recommend them

to all as a very enjoyable evening.
• Marvin Jones is probably the one

individual that you have to thank
for me being your president for the
past two years. Marvin is doing an
excellent job keeping the 3D News
on schedule and making sure
SCSC has a worldwide presence on
the World Wide Web.

• David and Linda Thompson, for
years David was our Competitions
director. David and Linda have

helped the club welcome back
another form of stereo images, by
running the 1st abd 2nd Hollywood
stereo card exhibitions and helping
with the SCSC club stereo card

competitions. Team Thompson
will again run the 3rd Hollywood
stereo card exhibition.

• Oliver Dean, who even though he
is very active with the Pasadena
Stereo Club, finds time to lead
several workshops a year. Oliver
will now also took on the

additional duty of House director. I
am sure he wouldn't mind a little

help, so feel free to come early to
visit and help set up. Or stay late
and help clean up.

• Philip Steinman is relatively new
to the club, but the 3D bug has
bitten him and he has volunteered

to join the SCSC board.
KAUFMAN—Continued on page 8



ZONE—Continued from page 3
black & white as well as both home
and commercial processing.

Under the guidance of Bill
Walton, who took over the duties of
Secretary of the print folios in 1979,
the stereocard circuits enjoyed great
growth. Today Bill is very active in
promoting the stereocard format for
inclusion in many stereo competitions
and international exhibitions. The

Southern California Stereo Club
recently began having an annual
Stereocard competition and, as
sponsor of the Hollywood Stereo
Exhibition, has also included the
stereo print as a format eligible for
competition. More and more PSA
sanctioned .stereo exhibitions are

including the stereoview card in their
competitions.

At the present time the SSA has
147 active members who participate
in 12 different folios that include

stereocards, transparencies, medium

format and digital images.
Membership Secretary Shab Levy
recently compiled and designed a
"1999 Yearbook" for the SSA which

is a lovely showcase for the 3-D work
of over 70 SSA members. The SSA

recently held its 5th annual
"International Stereocard Exhibition"

and exhibited the accepted entries at
three separate venues including the
NSA Y2K Convention in Mesa,
Arizona in July.

SSA membership is limited to
members of the National Stereoscopic
Association. Stereographers interested
in joining this unique Stereoscopic
family may apply for Society
membership to the Membership
Secretary, Shab Levy, 6320 SW 34th
Ave., Portland, OR 97201 or email:
shab@easystreet.com. Note: Special
thanks to Bill Patterson for his history
of the Stereoscopic Society of
America included in the SSA "1999

Yearbook" and to Shab Levy for
publishing it.

A Stereoscopic Family. The family of R. G. Parry of Queensland, Australia, shows the
Society's international circuit what the "ideal" Society family in the mid 1930s should be
like. His wife, six children, and one doll all do their parts tor R. G. 's camera. One of many
fine entries by fdr. Parry.

Berezin—Continuedfrom page 2
Goodbye Abe

A heartfelt goodbye to Abe
Perlstein who, after winning the
non-conventional A-group award is
moving up to northern California. We
will miss his wit, many nude slides
and aluminum foil covered car (not
necessarily in that order).

Our Next Meeting
For those of you who have been

complaining about the seemingly

randomness of judging at stereo
competitions you now have your
chance. The London Slide Battle!

Bring three slides for judging and the
entire club, not just an elite panel of
judges, will judge them.

Last but certainly not least will be
our second annual card competition
organized by the Thompsons. Bring
three stereo cards and partake in the
traditional method of judging and
sharing stereo views for over one and
a half centuries!
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• Steve Berezin is our new President

after serving as our vice president.
1am looking forward to watching
his passion for 3D rub off on all the
rest of us.

• Charles Piper, who up until his
recent surgery has been adding to
his Technical Pages with
installments into the 3D News. We

hope Charlie is back into the swing
again soon with more technical
tips. We call can use a few tips.

• Thanks to everyone who took the
time to say such nice things about
the club under my presidency. It
has been a fun two years for me. I
was happy to serve and I look
forward to the future and watching
the club grow. I will continue on
the board, as club librarian and
anything else I can help out with.

• Thanks to everyone who took the
extra time and effort to put
together a show or program.
Thanks to everyone who came out
to enjoy the great stereo images.
Thanks to all the SCSC board

members for the great jobs that you
do, 1 really appreciate it!

With the August SCSC meeting,
a new club year will begin. We are at
the end of what Marvin Jones called

the 'Kaufman era' (had a nice ring,
don't you think?). We have a great
group of volunteers for officers this
year. The officers need all the help
they can get. They might ask you for
help. Please, if you see the chance,
help the club and don't wait to be
asked. Volunteer, and the club will be
better because of it! I, for one am

looking forward to the Berezin era.

C3D TV Field Trip
Hopefully everyone who was

interested got on the sign up sheet for
our tour of C3D Television, which
was scheduled for August 9th. C-3D
is the only 24-hour 3D-satellite
television channel. They have been
operating for almost two years from
the Marina Del Rey and Venice areas.
They have moved to Mar Vista. We
should have plenty to report about
their other 3D projects, including
publishing and motion pictures,
among other things.

See you at the meeting!
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Calendar of Events

September 21 First Club competitor! ofthe new Club year, plus
additional program.

September 23 Oliver Dean's Mounting Workshop, from 2:00 PM to 6:00
PM (or later, if you want to stay for additional practice or
questions). Residence of Oliver Dean, 19009 Laurel Park
Road, Space Number 174, Dominguez Hills, CA
90220-6055. Either e-mail at 3d-image@concentric.net,
or phone (310) 635-2400 (24 hours).

October 19 Our annual Club auction. Clean out the closets and stock
up your wallet! 7:30 at the Wilshire United Methodist
Church, 711 South Plymouth Boulevard, near Crenshaw
and Wilshire in the downtown area of Los Angeles.

November 4 Movie Division meeting 7:00 pm at LongleyWay School,
2601 Longley Way in Arcadia.

Nov 16 Second Club competition and additional program.

Notes From the President

by Steve Berezin

Our last meeting had avariety of
activities that included a stereo

slide battle, the stereo expo and the ste
reo card judging.

Stereo Expo
The stereo expo included some

well made sequential viewers brought
by David Starkman and Susan Pinsky
of Reel-3D. They also had a blow up
of a Raumbild stereo pair that was
converted to an anaglyph and blown
up to poster size by Steve Aubrey.
This was amazing since the original
was a small stereocard and it was

blown up to a large poster and
maintained clarity. I was interested in
the books where the views came from

so I asked David Starkman to clarify:
"It is RAUMBILD (literally, it

would translate as the words space
and image, or spatial image). The
German company that made them
(Raumbild Verlag Otto Shoenstein)
started in 1933 with a travelogue book
on Venice, Italy. The basic format is
A4 size (11.69 X8.27 inches) with
thick covers, and pockets in the front
and back covers, which hold a folding
viewer, and groups of 25 views. Most

of the books have 100 views. Some

have 200. Later in the 1930s, the
publisher was sucked into the Nazi
propaganda machine and quite a few
propagandistic 3-D books were
published. In English the titles
translate as: The Fight in the West,
The Soldiers of the Fuhrer in the

Field, Flight and Victory (on the
Luftwaffe), The Kriegsmarine (on the
German Navy), The Olympic Games
1936, Several volumes on 3rd Reich
"Party Days", Hitler-Mussolini,
German Districts, Vienna-the pearl of
the Reich, The Hundred Towers of
Prague, The Paris World's Fair 1937,
and similar titles. Others were

produced after the war, including ones
as souvenir sets for American

Soldiers, such as "Occupied Zones".
The last book in the classic thick

cover A4 format was the Helsinki

Olympics in 1952.

Other smaller travel books were

published, and after Shoenstein died
his assistant took over under his own

name Siegfied Brandmuller, and
published more books, again mostly
on scenic subjects, with the exception
of the historical "Hitler's Reich".

After Brandmuller died the negative
collection was sold at auction, and

was bought by a German museum."

On the other side of the exhibit

hall Phillip Steinman brought some
sequential viewers that showed some
of his 3d photography of the LA
marathon. We had a guest artist, John
Lucero who had created abstract

paintings that appeared 3D with the
use of Chromatek glasses. This effect
allows for a 3D effect using the color
spectrum. I had met John while
visiting the Sawdust Festival that is a
local art festival in Laguna Beach and
introduced him to our members. Our

Vice-President Charlie Van Pelt

brought some of the books on
Viewmaster that he authored with

Wolfgang and Maryanne Sell. This
large tome covers the history of the
view-master reel.

Card Judging

While people were browsing the
stereo expo in the comer of our
meeting room one of the oldest
traditions in stereo photography was
taking place, stereo card judging.
Supervised by David Thompson the
judging went well into the night. The
winners were:

BEREZIN—Continued on Page 11



C})e T^istorp Zom Astroll through the
history of stereography

(julth Roy "3D" Zone

Journey of the 3D Film
r^rom the inception of its use in the

motion picture, 3D has been per
ceived as a novelty, an additive gim
mick which has had no great importance
to the story. The stereoscopic aspect of
films has been 'tacked on' like so much

icing, layered to superficial narratives
without much emotional depth consist
ing primarily of a series of violent ac
tions. In a very real sense, despite a
considerable body of stereoscopic pro
ductions, the 3D film has yet to come of
age as an artistic form of visual storytel
ling in which the dynamism and beauty
of the stereoscopic image is wedded
seamlessly to an appropriate narrative
vehicle.

The number of 3D motion

pictures that qualify as cinematic art is
woefully small. Despite its
promotional origination, one would
have to place John Norling's 1939
"Motor Rhythm" within the domain
of art if only for its innovative use of
animation allied to the stereoscopic
film. And Norman McLaren's 1951

"Around is Around" remains to this

day a triumph of modernism. One
would also have to cite the tasteful

use of 3D by Andre de Toth in
Warner Brother's 1953 "House of

Wax" within the context of a

commercial stereoscopic feature film.
Otherwise, the die hard

aficionado of stereoscopic cinema has
had to endure countless films that tout

the fact that 3D actually works in the
motion picture medium as if this was
a recent discovery. These 3D films
themselves consistently and without
subtlety of any kind call attention to
their stereoscopic aspects to the great
detriment of their narratives,
derivative as they are. In fact the
stereoscopic film is well over a
century old. And, even worse, the 3D
film buff has for decades had to abide

transgressions of technology and taste
that effectively tar and feather
stereoscopic cinema, keeping it
perpetually relegated to a "ghetto" of

visual communication, a frivolous
'blip' on the cultural screen which
infrequently appears and then goes
away for long periods of time.

But there's hope. The Large
Format 3D Film holds great promise
for stereoscopic cinema. And a recent
film in IMAX 3D and currently
playing at Large Format cinemas in
America and Canada demonstrates the

beauty of the stereoscopic medium
when it is allied to an emotionally
expressive and aesthetic vehicle.
"Cirque du Soleil Journey of Man" is
a breakthrough for stereoscopic
cinema. There are no "Look Ma! I'm

in 3D" moments here to break the

narrative spell as the human journey
from birth to old age is visually
recapitulated via a series of symbolic
and acrobatic vignettes. The dynamic
tension of the body is powerfully
invoked in visual depth. The high
resolution and very large stereoscopic
images acutely convey the living
presence of the actors.

Each stage of life in Journey of
Man is introduced by a Cirque du
Soleil act. The odyssey begins with
the appearance of an embryonic child
amid a tribal cave of Taiko drummers.

Birth is represented by synchronized
swimmers in a luminous underwater

sequence, and that is followed by

childhood, a sequence in which the
Flounes (two clowns representing the
instincts), introduce the child to his
emotions in the world of nature. The

gradually aging child encounters
yellow, bird-like creatures diving
Bungee-style from the treetops in a
forest and then proceeds to
adolescence, where he is drawn to
manhood

After discovering the power of
love in a water garden with a graceful
Statue Act, the young man is tempted
with greed by the demon-like
Stiltman. Then, as he gets older, he
discovers the Banquine, who put on a
rousing display of phenomenal
acrobatic feats. The final stop on the
journey is the Brandenburg Gate in
Berlin, which signifies hope for the
future of mankind.

Directed with great taste by Keith
Melton, Journey of Man is a seamless
marriage of color and sound, motion
and depth. Here, at last, the promise
of stereoscopic cinema is realized in a
40 minute film that immerses the

viewer in a universal fable with a

sequential array of sights and sounds
that are visually dazzling and
emotionally compelling. Journey of
Man has planted a flag for
stereoscopic cinema in the domain of
art.



eton ochwite
The Father of the Stereo Realist Camera is Remembered
W Susan Finsky, David Starkman and a Few of Their Friends

V. eton Rochwite, the inventor of the
StereoRealist camera, passed away

on July 18,2000, having almost reached
the age of 96. We found this out almost
a month later, at the monthly meeting of
the Stereo Club of Southern California.
Part of the programfor the eveningwas
a "Stereo Fair" (a show-and-tell of
sorts) and one of the items that we hap
pened to bring with us was a "Stereo
50"—a 50 slide sequential viewer. Just
because it was interesting we decided to
bring one that we had filled with 50
slides of Seton that we, and others, had
taken, since we first met him at the
Denver PSA Annual Convention in

1978.

When we first met Seton we were

in our first year of publishing "Reel
3D News". Having already done a lot
of research in 1950smagazines, we
were amazed that the inventor of a

camera introduced to the world in

1947 was still alive—and very active
as an award winning stereo
photographer. We were both in our
late 20s, so 74 seemed "older" to us
at the time. We had no way of
knowing then that we would continue
to know Seton, and to see him almost
every year, and exchange Christmas

4

I

cards for another 22 years!
Seton enjoyed our young interest

and enthusiasm in stereo, and, from
the beginning was encouraging and
always forthcoming to us with
suggestions and information about
3D. Thanks to the encouragement of
Seton and many other "old timers"
we got quite involved with PSA and
the PSA competitions, to the point
where Seton was one of our sponsors
to receive the honor of

APSA—Associate of the

Photographic Society of America.
However, that's another story.

The story of the Stereo Realist
camera is unusual in many ways. The

main point being that it was not
commissioned to be designed by a
major camera company, after a time
of great research and development. It
was based on the third stereo camera
that Seton had built for himself for his
own stereoscopic hobby. All of the
key aspects of the camera, viewer, and
slide mountwere designedbyjust one
man. And by the mid 1950s over 40
brands of stereo cameras were on the
market, copying this same format.
This was the man and the 3D camera
responsiblefor the stereo boom of
the 1950s.

In 1979 we did an article for

" Reel 3D News" on the history of
Seton Rochwite, and the cameras that
he developed. We did this partly to
share the history that Seton had shared
with us, and partly to honor him as the
recipient of the Progress Medal
Award at the annual Convention of

the Photographic Society of America
(PSA) held at Hartford, Connecticut
in October 1979.

Following are some updated
excerpts from what we had written:

(Start of excerpts):

Rochwite had been interested in
stereo photography since 1929, and in
photography in general, since he was
12 years of age. There is no doubt that
SETON—Continued on page 5
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he has been one of the great
contributors to the art and science of

photography.
Seton's outstanding contribution

to photography was the invention of
the Stereo Realist camera. Prior to

World War II, stereo photography had
been limited to larger format cameras,
and because of the sheer size and/or

bulk were of limited scope. It was the
advent of color film in the 35mm size

in 1936 that created the opportunity
for the introduction of an appropriate
35mm format stereo camera.

Seton was a lighting engineer at
what is now the Wisconsin Electric

Power Company. "I first saw 3D
pictures in 1929 when I did some
photofinishing for my boss, Irving
filing. As soon as I viewed his black
and white glass stereo slides, other
types of photography lost their appeal
to me."

Seton built his first stereo camera

in 1930. It was made up, essentially,
of parts from a pair of Kodak box
cameras. It took adequate pictures in
black-and-white. Better cameras of

American and German manufacture

could be purchased at that time. Seton
elected to make his own, probably as
much for the fun of designing and
building it, as for enjoying its use later
on. His second camera, built in 1932,
was of all-metal construction and used

a pair of 50mm Certar f/4.5 lenses in
Vario shutters with interlocked

focusing and aperture adjustments.
Neither

of these cameras was particularly
significant in itself. The self-assigned
task of designing and building them
gave Seton the experience and
confidence to go ahead when the time
was right for a third experiment.

When Kodachrome was

introduced in 1936 (in 35mm format

in 1938) Seton was quick to visualize
its significance in connection with
stereo. Here was a natural marriage- a
chance to combine the inherent

realism of color with stereo's built-in

depth effect. He assumed that the big
camera manufacturers would see it the

same way. He waited for them to
bring out the ideal stereo outfit - a
camera designed to use 35mm
Kodachrome. He waited, but nothing
happened.

Nothing kept on happening.
Seton finally decided that, if he
wanted his dream camera he would

have to build it himself. He started

shopping around for a pair of used
cameras to provide parts and lenses,
meanwhile wondering what would be
the best picture size to use. The
combination he came up with became
the standard of the stereo field in the

1950s. He selected a pair of Univex
Mercury cameras with 35mm
Wollensak Tricor f/3.5 lenses that had

been worth $25 each, new, in 1938.
That's where the 35mm focal length
of modem stereo camera lenses came

from. He chose the 5-perforation-wide
picture on 35mm film as a most
economical size, one his lenses would
cover well, and a most convenient
size for which to design a stereo film
transport system. He did not
remember if he had seen the film

transport progression that had been
invented by Colardeau in the 35mm
Homeos camera of Jules Richard, but

11 -Jf

he essentially updated that same idea
from a 4 sprocket to 5 sprocket
(square) film format. This allowed for
a 70mm lens separation, with half of
two frames available between each

stereo pair. This created virtually no
wasted film, and allowed for 28 or 29
stereo pairs on a 36 exposure length of
35mm film. That's the source of the

Realist stereo-picture format.
The camera was finished in 1940,

along with its companion viewer.
Seton's first slides had to be mounted

for viewing, and the most convenient
glass for him to use came in 3 1/4x4
inch lantern-slide plates. Cutting one
in half gave him two pieces 15/8x4
inches, which is the over-all size of
the Realist-format standard stereo

mount. Thus, most of the basic
elements of modem stereo evolved,
not in a big research laboratory, but in
an amateur's home workshop. The
David White Company of Milwaukee
became interested, but the war
intervened, and it was not until 1947
that Seton's camera was placed on the
market as the Stereo Realist, which
started the 1950s stereo boom, which
continues to this day.

Upon filing's encoiu^agement,
Seton took his camera to the David

White Company. The Milwaukee
firm, founded in 1900, specialized in
the production and sale of precision
optical instmments. Seeking new
products to replace those they had
produced during the war, David White
bought Seton's designs for the
camera, viewer and home mounting
kit. Seton then joined the company in
1943.

During the years 1943-47 Seton
designed and developed the Stereo
Realist camera, including giving it its
most descriptive name and logo
design. The camera and its companion
slide viewer appeared on the
SETON—Continued on page 6
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American market during the summer
of 1947. By the middle of the 1950s
Kodak, Revere, Graflex and TDC
followed suit with their own cameras.

Later on Seton developed the
Kin-Dar attachment for the Exacta

camera, permitting close-up
photography in 3Dimensions of small
moving objects at a distance of 3 to 13
inches, which, in itself, is an
outstanding contribution

The Kin-Dar camera was an

assignment by Kin-Dar Corporation
of South Milwaukee to design a
camera that would take good stereo
pictures with a minimum of effort and
could be made to sell for less than

$100. The Kin-Dar camera resulted,
with a price tag of $99.50. It retains
some unusual features similar to those

of the Realist, like a left-hand
shutter-release button and viewfinder

window placed at the bottom of the
camera. Other details are entirely
different - it is focused by a large
knob at the top center of the camera,
which moves the lens board in and out

instead of shifting the film within the
camera. A single window at the back
of the camera serves the dual purpose
of rangefinder and viewfinder.

Perhaps the most beautifully
designed stereo camera is the

• almost-unknown Contura, which
Seton designed for Stereo Corporation
in Milwaukee. It resembled the Stereo

Realist, including the bottom
rangefinder. The lenses and the
shutters appear to be of Ilex
manufacture. It had a lens aperture of
f/2.7 to f/22. Shutter speeds B to

1/100. Rangefinder focusing. The
shape, the center knob, and saddle
leather trim make it an unusually
graceful camera in appearance. Like
the Stereo Realist and Kin-Dar it also

had a left hand shutter release button,
although Seton was right handed.
Seton designed the technical details of
the camera, but the sleek look of its
design is due to the work of the visual
stylist Brooks Stevens, who designed
racing boats, and later the Bxcalibur
automobile!

In the 1970s he developed the
polarizing fdter attachment for the
Realist camera, which proved of
immeasurable value to stereo

enthusiasts throughout the world

He applied for, and received, a
patent on a new stereo system
designed for the mass market which
was designed to make stereo
photography almost as simple as the
popular 35mm itself. It was intended
to use 16mm film, and would have

masses in the same pocket size
camera as 110 film, which was
popular at that time..

The Progress Medal of the
Photographic Society of America is
awarded annually to a person who has
made an outstanding contribution to
photography or an allied subject.
Seton Rochwite certainly fit that
description. He was a member of the
Photographic Society of America
(PSA) for 46 years, had been awarded
the honor of Fellow in the PSA and

achieved his " Diamond Star" for

more than 680 acceptances in PSA
slide exhibitions, with a total of 146
different slides.

We are grateful to Seton
Rochwite for creating the camera(s)
which made it possible for all of the
3D enthusiasts throughout the world
to enjoy the many fascinations of
three-dimensional photography.

Information for this article was

compiled and reprinted from
contributions by Joseph P. Fallon, Jr.,
"Stereo Today" by Robert L.
Mclntyre, "Seeing Double Two: The
Stereo Renaissance" by Steve
Coppinger and Barbara Beniak, Creg
Taylor at Stereo Photography
Unlimited, Three Dimensional
Projection by Farl F. Krauss, and
Susan Pinsky's interviews with Seton.

(End of excerpts)

In April 1985 Seton and his wife,
Isabelle donated their vast collection

of prototype photographia that he had
created since the 1930s to the

California Museum of Photography in
Riverside, California. We were
fortunate to be on hand, along with
SETON—Continued on page 7
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NSA members David Hutchison, Nick
Graver, and Ed Earle, curator of the
Keystone-Mast stereoview collection
to witness the donation

We feel privileged to have
known Seton (and his wife of more
than 60 years, Isabelle, who died
just a couple of years ago), and
hope that we have been able to
share just a little of the incredible
significance that this kind and gentle
man has had on all of us who enjoy
the hobby of stereo photography
today. We will miss Seton, but his
spirit and his images will live on and
beyond us in full color
SDimensional Kodachrome.

tdU
For more information on Seton

and the 3D history of his
contributions see an article in the

Stereo World dated July/August
1988 "A Visit with Seton Rochwite"

by Mark Willke.

Seton Rochwite, Remembered In His Own Words
Seton Rochwite had the foresight to prepare his own
obituary, which has been kindly supplied to us by a
longtime family friend, Stuart Weiner. So here is the
man as he wanted to be remembered.

VJeton Rochwite of Loveland, Colorado, a retired con-
^sulting product engineer, died July 18, 2000. He was
95.

He was bom November 22, 1904 in Princeton,
Wisconsin. After his family moved to Hartford,
Wisconsin he attended Hartford High School. After
graduation in 1924 he went to Marquette University in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, graduating in 1929 with the
degree of Electrical Engineer.

The first 14 years of his career were as a lighting
engineer with the Milwaukee Electric Company. In 1943
he designed a stereoscopic camera utilizing the newly
announced Kodachrome Color film. He named it the

Stereo Realist and it caused a worldwide revival of

interest in stereo photography and is still the standard by
which others are judged.

Two years of his career were spent as a staff member
at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. Leaving there in

1952 he began a career as a consulting product engineer
in both the photo and medical instrument fields. In 1977
he and his wife Isabelle left California, where they had
lived for 14 years, and moved back to Loveland to spend
their retirement years. She preceded him id death in 1995
shortly after they had celebrated their 69th wedding
anniversary and just two days before her 91st birthday.

Lor many years he was active in photo exhibitions
worldwide, receiving many medalos and honors. He had
achieved the rating of Master 1 for having had over 755
acceptances with over 171 different pictures. In 1979 the
Photographic Society of America presented him with its
highest honor, the Progress Medal, for his achievements
in photographic equipment design.

He was an honorary member of three camera
clubs—the Photo Pictorialists of Milwaukee, the Oakland
Camera Club and the Rocky Mountain Camera Club. He
was also a member of Tau Beta Pi, national engineering
honor fraternity.

He is survived by two daughters—Sue Richardson of
Casper, Wyoming and Sally Kustka of Bowie, Maryland,
six grandchildren and three great-grandchildren.

Step into the spotlight at DDD.COM!
Dynamic Digital Depth (DDD) is

transforming the visual experience
by bringing stereo 3D to mainstream
entertainment.

Don't miss your chance to be part
of the future of 3D as DDD launches

its new website at DDD.com in

October, 2000. DDD is offering
talented stereographers the chance to
showcase their work on the DDD.com

3D Photo gallery.

With press tours in New York
and Los Angeles planned to launch
the site, maximum exposure is
guaranteed!

Awards

First prize: An 8" x 10" StereoJet
print of the winning image, plus a
featured position on the DDD.com 3D
Photo gallery. Runners up: Two
additional images will be selected for

display on the DDD.com 3D photo
gallery. All featured images will
receive full credit and a web link if

desired.

Submission of Entries:

Deadline for receipt of entries is
Monday, September 25, 2000. Entries
can be submitted in photo, slide or
digital format. Both left and right eye
DDD—Continued on page 9



Equipment Review

Dukes Design Super 12X View-Master Viewer (Mark II)
by Oliver Dean

I s it worth putting $200 into the pur-
\ chase ofahigh quality, View-Master
Viewer having 12X magnification? If
you have (and use!) a View-Master Per
sonal or Mark II Camera, the answer
would be an unqualified "Yes!" If you
have a large collection of View-Master
Reels, the answer would also be "Yes,"
but with some qualifications. Here's
why:

First off, let's make it clear that
the Dukes Design Super I2X (Mark
II) is a "class act." The lenses are
superb, individually focusing, 12
power (" 12X"), three element, coated
achromats having a clear opening of
roughly 17.5 mm, which is large
enough to see all four comers of the
magnified View-Master image when
viewed without glasses. To give you
some idea of what makes this viewer

outstanding, the high I2X
magnification blows up the tiny
View-Master image so that its
apparent width is actually greater than
the apparent width of a Realist slide
image viewed in a red-button Realist
viewer, and its apparent height is
almost as great as the apparent height
of the Realist image! The view
through the lenses is extremely
satisfying, showing no color fringing,
a bright, razor-sharp image, and no
noticeable barrel or pincushion
distortion. A little looseness in the

focusing threads can be corrected with
a very small amount of high quality
grease.

For you eyeglass wearers out
there, you may have to move the

viewer slightly to see each of the
comers of the image. However, unless
you have severe astigmatism, you can
probably focus the lenses enough so
that you can use the viewer without
your glasses, allowing you to see the
entire image at once. I have severe
farsightedness, normally requiring
about a 4.0 diopter correction for
reading, and the Dukes viewer focuses
easily for me without my glasses.

On the down side, the
individually screw-focused lenses are
slow to adjust, which makes the
viewer inconvenient to pass around
among people who have different
focusing requirements. I found that
it's much better to let one person at a
time use the viewer for all the

available views before passing it on to
the next person, who may wish to
alter the focus drastically.

Note that this viewer does not

include an illuminator. You must

point it at a light source, preferably
one that is somewhat spread out or
diffuse. I get excellent results pointing
the viewer at a propped up piece of
white letter paper brightly illuminated
by a desk lamp or high intensity lamp.
Dalia Miller tells me that, at a price
tag well under $100, she will soon
carry a Dukes Design illuminator that
will fit this viewer, adding
significantly to its convenience.

Another missing feature is a
tripod socket. Few View-Master
viewers have them, but those that do
are eminently more desirable for long
viewing sessions. The steadiness
provided by a small tripod support
adds tremendously to the sense of

IPlSiBfc
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realism while viewing at high
magnification and helps to prevent the
fatigue that sets in from having to
hold the viewer up in front of your
face over a long period of time. This
viewer deserves a tripod socket.
(Perhaps the new illuminator will
include one?)

For those who appreciate
appearance, the lenses are mounted in
black barrels on a satin finished, black
anodized mounting plate, all of which
match the sleek design of the rugged,
black viewer that John Dukes has

modified. The cap screws holding the
mounting plate can be loosened,
permitting small vertical, horizontal,
or rotational adjustments to the
mounting plate alignment, if you
should find it necessary after much
hard usage or after a drop.

Where the 12X magnification
really shines is with fine-grain
images, properly mounted with
infinity points not too far apart. The
best assurance of getting these kinds
of pictures is when you take and
mount them yourself, using a
View-Master camera and the proper
cutter. If you already have this kind of
equipment, the 12X viewer would
give you a greatly enhanced way of
viewing your reels, approaching the
"ortho" experience.

Of course this high magnification
carries with it some obvious

drawbacks when used with

commercial View-Master reels. For

one thing, all the flaws in a view are
magnified. Dust, scratches, vertical
misalignment, and other flaws that
seemed insignificant in a standard
viewer can be annoying at 12X. Also,
while many of the reels have been
made to high enough standards that
viewing in a I2X viewer can be
enormously satisfying, other reels
have been made to marginal standards
that are barely acceptable for even the
low magnification of ordinary
viewers. Such reels can appear out of
focus, misaligned, or excessively
grainy in the 12X viewer.

In addition, some of the

DEAN—Continued on page 11
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Fond Farewells

David Starkman announced the
very sad news at the August SCSC
meeting. Seton Rochwite, FPSA
passed away on July 18, 2000. Stereo
photographers everywhere remember
Seton, the man who designed the
Stereo Realist system with great
affection. His contribution to

stereoscopy and to our culture at large
can not be overstated.

Arthur Girling
Arthur Girling also passed away

earlier this year. Born in 1916, he was
84 when he died peacefullyon the
17thof April, after a short hospital
stay. Mr. Girling was a foundation
member of the International

Stereoscopic Union (ISU) as well as
an Honorary Life Member of the ISU.
Unfortunately, it would appear as
though his membership has run out.
Many present-day stereographers will
remember Arthur best for his

wonderful stereo drawings as well as
the book in which he described his
technique.

Ray Zone's View-Master Reel
I had mentioned that in addition

to being the keynote speaker at this
year's NSA convention, Ray Zone
also accepted the William C. Darrah
Fellow Award for distinguished
scholarship in and extraordinary
knowledge of stereoscopy.1have
heard Ray called everything from
Legend to 3D Hero. I am honored to
be able to call him friend. He almost
singlehandedlyhas made my passion
for collecting all the 3D comic books
an impossible task (even though he
has been veryhelpful in adding to my
collection).

Ray is a frequent and very
welcome contributor to the 3D News,
Stereo World, Photo-3D, American
Cinematographer and several other
publications that 1 choose to read.
Steve Berezin recently announced that
he has the newest Stereo Club of
Southern California Limited Edition

by Lawrence Kaufman
View-Master reel (second in a series)
for sale. It is titled RAY ZONE:

Pioneer of 3D Conversion, http://
www.berezin.com/3d/ray_zone.htm

I purchased one of these reels at
the August SCSC meeting. Ray was
there and he kindly autographed the
numbered VM reel folder for me. I

love the images on the reel and all the
information on the folder that comes
with the reel. I highly recommend the
reel to anyone who is interested in 3D
in any form—stereophotography,3D
collecting, 3D comics, 3D conversion,
etc. The reels weren't available in

time for the NSA convention, but they
will be available at SCSC meetings. It
also makes a great gift, so check out
the reel and see if you don't agree.

SCSC View-Master Reels
Not only is the second SCSC

View-Mastercollector reel featuring
that 3D legend Ray '3-D' Zone a
must-have reel, but so is the first reel!
The first SCSC VM reel spotlights
George Lewis, Keystone's last stereo-
grapher, the last of his kind! Have you
purchased your copy of the first of
several SCSC collectible View-

Master reels? The reel will also be

available for sale at all the upcoming
SCSC meetings. But supply is
limited! These are a limited edition,
numbered collector reel. Through
some generous assistance from
long-time VM photographer and
SCSC vice president Charley Van Pelt
and the use of seven great shots pro
vided by the UCR/Califomia Museum
of Photography, SCSC now has its
first two 'collectible' reels for sale.
The reels are only $5 at the meeting.
Several SCSC members will be

selling the reels through their normal
for sale outlets. You can purchase
from Berezin Stereo Photography
Products at (949) 581-8378, email
3d@berezin.com and Reel 3D

Enterprises, Inc (310) 837-2368,
email reel3d@aol.com their regular
postal rates will be applied. Euture
reels are being planned.

DDD—Continuedfrom page 7
views must be submitted. Digital
entries can be subrpitted via email or
PC formatted disk in jpeg, tif, tga or
bmp format—jpeg preferred. If
submitting via email, maximum
resolution should be 1024 x 1024.

Submit entries to: Michelle

LaPaglia, Communications Manager,
mlapaglia@ddd.com. Dynamic
Digital Depth Inc., 2120 Colorado,
Suite 100, Santa Monica, CA 90404,
Phone: 310 566 3340

Competition Rules:
• Each person may submit a

maximum of three stereo photos

• Entries will be judged by a panel
selected by DDD

• The judges' decision shall be final

• By virtue of submittingan entry,
the entrant certifies the work as
his/her own and permits DDD to
reproduce all or part of the entered
material free of charge for
publication and/or display at
www.ddd.com and related media.
DDD assumes no liability for any
misuse of copyright by the entrant.

• Entries will only be returned if
stamped, self-addressed envelope
is included with submission

• Submissions must include name,
address and phone number of
applicant

• Winners will be notified by
Monday, October 2, 2000

About DDD:

DDD's patented technologies
provide solutions for converting 2D
material to stereo 3D and transmitting
2D compatible 3DTM content via the
internet, television, DVD and CD.
The company is publicly traded on
The Canadian Venture Exchange
under the symbol CDNX:DDE. More
information is available at

www.ddd.com.



Competition News

Chicago Bulls and SCSC Competitors Both Pull Off Three-peats
by Mike McKinney

I t's not just the Chicago Bulls that can
\ pull off multiple championship sea
sons, Kathy Day, the Michael Jordan of
SCSC, walked away with another Slide
of the Year award to place on her overly
stocked trophy shelf. Kathy's slide,
"Hold Onto Your Hat," is a superbly
dimensional photograph of her main
man Doug sitting at the end of a precipi
tous granite spire. Did I mention that
Kathy's slide was the only one in the
competition to receive a perfect score?
Obviously she thrilled the San Diego
judges that graciously staged the com
petition. Oh yes, Kathy also earned a
Silver medal in the cumulative awards

competition on the A-Group category.
Way!

Abe Perlstein was in the money
as well taking the special award for
Imagineering for, Pinhead Lives." In
the cumulative awards for the year
Abe earned a Gold medal in the

Non-Conventional category. Earl
Colgan, our perennial award winner
took home the, "All Creatures Great
and Small," award for, "Munskins,"
and a Bronze medal in the cumulative

Non-Conventional category. And
yours truly also brought in a
three-peat performance by winning
the Wonderful World of Color award

for the third year in a row.
The cumulative point's

competition saw some new faces rise
up the ranks and some old faces (just
a figure of speech) get shuffled
around. I got shuffled right off the
planet in A-Group Standard. Scott
Ressler, photographer extraordinaire,
moved to top dog in A-Group, and
Chris Olson, who is always in the
hunt, took home a well-deserved
Bronze. It was a tight race in A-Group
Standard with only a three-point
spread between the top three
contenders. Next year should be
interesting. Phillip Steinman moved
into medal-ville with a Bronze in the

Non-Conventional category. B-Group
Standard had a tough battle between
Cassie Kaufman and Dorothy
Bemahardt with Cassie taking Gold
by a mere eight points. They are both
turning out excellent photographs and
I hope to see them moving up into
A-Group in the near future. Bruno
Lizzi anchored the medal trio with a

Bronze. Go get 'em Bruno.

It's been a fulfilling experience
for me overseeing the competitions.
The photographic talent in our club is
exceptional and it's always with great
pride that I send our best-of-the-year
entries to fellow clubs. I like to brag
about you all. And it truly lightens my
heart when new club members enter

the competitions, braving their
photographic egos under the critical
eyes of some of the world best
stereographers. Conversely I am
saddened when talented

photographers sideline their cameras
and drop off the entry list. Cheer me
up, get back in the game. I am really
looking forward to the humor and
commitment of Chris Olson as he

takes over the task of running the
competitions. Chris, with his terrific
and very active imagination will
certainly make the competitions better
and bigger than ever.

Finally I want to thank all of you
who judged, worked the projectors,
read the scores, and controlled the
horizontals. And a special thanks to
Kathy Day for her assistance at the
COMPETE—Continued on oaee 11

cSpeeuil
ALL CREATURES GREAT AND SMALL

"MUNSKINS"
BY EARL COLGAN

WONDERFUL WORLD OF COLOR
"PINK SALT PANS"

BY MIKE MCKINNEY

SLIDE OFTHE YEAR
"HANG ONTO YOUR HAT"

BY KATHY DAY

IMAGINEERING
"PINHEAD LIVES"
BY ABE PERLSTEIN

iC—

A CROUP STANDARD B CROUP STANDARD NON-CONVENTIONAL

GOLD—ABE PERLSTEIN

SILVER—MIKE MCKINNEY
BRONZE—PHILIP STEINMAN

GOLD—SCOTT RESSLER

SILVER—KATHY DAY
BRONZE—CHRIS OLSON

GOLD—CASSIE KAUEMAN
SILVER—DOROTHY BERNHARDT
BRONZE—BRUNO LIZZI

10



DEAN—Continuedfrom page 8
individual commercial views exceed

by a slight margin the acceptable limit
for infinity point separation. While
you can get away with this in a viewer
that doesn't magnify the image by
much, when you view such an image
in the 12X viewer, the excess
separation can be magnified to the
point where you can't fuse the
images, and the stereo pair becomes
unviewable. While this is not the fault

of the 12X viewer, it is an unfortunate
fact of life about commercial reels and

will result in some commercial views

being usable only in your standard
viewers. Thej)nly correction for this
would be to include a lens separation
adjustment on the 12X viewer, but
this can be atrociously expensive. The
only View-Master viewer I know of
with a lens separation adjustment
feature costs over $600, and it has
only 8.5X lenses!

Generally speaking, though,
while at 12X the usual commercial

views will most certainly show some
grain, the better views will still show
a wealth of detail and a feeling of
presence that can make the whole 12X
experience worthwhile.

In summary, if you are a
dedicated View-Master enthusiast,
you may find that this viewer will
thrill you, causing you to look at all
your old reels over again with a new
sense of discovery inspired by the
greatly enhanced feeling of presence
from the large images. Had this
viewer been made available 10 years
ago in mass production quantities, it
might have changed the orientation of
View-Master commercial products
back to the higher age brackets. But
don't throw away your old viewers;
you'll still need them to look at many
of the images too flawed to view at
12X.

The Dukes Design Superl2X
Focusing Viewer (Mark 11) is
available exclusively by placing a
custom order with Dalia Miller,
http://www.stereo3d.com (The viewer
is NOT shown on her web site, but
she DOES take orders for it.) Her
e-mail address is ddd@3dstereo.com,
and her phone is (702) 838-7015. The
new illuminator, now in production,
will be available also through Dalia.

BEREZIN—Con'tfrom page 2
Awards

• David Saxon for "Autumn Leaves

Tabletop, New England"
• David Thompson for " Old Oak in

Winter"

Honorable Mentions

• David Saxon for "Beautiful

Desolation, Joshua Tree Nat'l
Park"

• David Thompson for "Virginia
City Gem"

• Linda Thompson for " Butter &
Honey"

• Susan Pinsky for "Babies Mine"
• Ray Zone for " Brontosaur Steps

Out"

• Lawrence Kaufman for "California

ScienCenter"

London Slide Battle

After the description of what
would be a raucous time in our

London slide battle, a rather tame

audience gave the blue ribbon to Gary
Schacker who was visiting from the
San Diego Club to our south.
Honorable Mentions also went to

David Kuntz and Ray " 3D" Zone.

Next meeting
Our next meeting will include a

new feature added with my
presidency. With every meeting 1
would like to have a 15 minute

technical session which will include a

presentation from one or more
members on a specialty such as macro
stereo photography, twin camera
photography or view magic

Our first session will include Ray
Zone giving a presentation on 2D to
3D conversions.

Thanks to the quick work of
Lawrence Kaufman, we are blessed to
have the Photographic Society of
America (PSA) Stereo Division, Hall
of Fame Vlll. The PSA SD HOF Vlll

is an hour long show of 130 slides that
have been retired from competition.
To qualify, the slides must have at
least eight stereo exhibition
acceptances.

The Hall of Fame was established

in 1980. 1150 stereo slides have been

submitted and used in eight shows. In
the original concept no one person
was allowed more than four slides in a

given show. Over the years some
individuals had to wait up to 10 years
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scoring table and making the job a lot
of fun. Kathy has promised to
continue her support with Chris.
Lucky guy! So for the last time.

^ tieW'
THOU

A Group Standard

May Final
Scott Ressler 63 327

HM: Lotta Bull

Kathy Day 131 325

A: Below the Cornice
Chris Olson 131 324

A: LeGo My Empire State
HM: A Hyper Government

Clay
HM Fail Trees

HM: Fail Lakeside
Earl Colgan 66 317

HM: Goat Herder

HM: Rug Maker
Abe Perlstein 62 314

Mike McKinney 120 313

HM: Spire Climber
Lawrence Kaufman 57 312

Phillip Steinman 62 311

Mitch Walker 62 311

Bob Phillips 60 304

Chuck Bemhardt 61 283

Dave Porfiri — 164

Dick Howe — 160
Todd Eifert 90

Mark Kemes 62

Tony Alderson — 21

Ray Zone
—

20

B Group Standard

May Final
Cassie Kaufman 59 303

HM: Future Scope
HM: Getty View

Dorothy Bemhardt 61 295
A: Resting in the Sun
A: It's the Water

Bruno Lizzi 112 213
HM: Xmas Tree Lights

Derek Cowie 183

Non-Conventional

May Final
Abe Perlstein 63 344

Mike McKinney 136 343
HM: Death Valley
A: Cracked Earth
A: Reflecting Heaven

Phillip Steinman 325 325

HM: Narrow Bull Valley Gorge
HM: Grey at Angels Landing
HM: Kids at Angeis Landing

Earl Colgan 64
Derek Cowie —

Mitch Walkder 60
Jim Comstock —

Ray Zone
Todd Eifert

Scott Ressler

Tony Aldetson

323

191

184

— 138

— 42

— 42

— 26

— 23



Rules for Club Competition
1. Therewill be two competition categories: (1) standard stereo, and (2) non-conventional stereo. Standard stereois
defined as all those slides made with a standard 35mm camera (Realist, Kodak Stereo, Verascope, Nimslo, etc.) at
normal interocular. Cropping, sandwiching, multiple exposures, filtration and color manipulation are permitted as long
as the original chips were made with a standard stereo camera. Non-conventional stereo is defined all those slides made
withExakta/ Kindar/ Hyponars, Realist MacroStereo, regular35mmcameras with the aidof a slide bar,or slideswith
modified interocular(hyperor hypo stereo) regardlessof camera used. Standard stereo slides will be mountedin
Realist-format (iVg" x 4") mounts. Non-conventional stereo slides may bemounted ineither Realist-format mounts or
in 2x2standard 35mm mounts. TheCompetition Director shall decide the appropriate category of a slide in eventof
dispute.

2. Members willbe allowed to enterup to threeslides in eachof the twocompetition categories at eachcompetition.
If a member enters slides in the non-conventionalcategory, all of that member's slides entered in that month's
non-conventional category shall be mounted in the same format (all in Realist-format or all in 2x2 mounts).

3. There will be two competitions within each category: an'
may be grouped in the "A" group in one category and the "B'
assigned at the discretion of the Competition Director.

A" (advanced) and a "B" group (all others). A member
' group in the other category. Member's group shall be

4. Cumulative scores will be computed for each member in each category. Members entering both categories will
have two cumulative scores. These scores are not combined. Scores for both Realist-format and 2x2 non-conventional

entries will be combined.

5. End-of-year awards will be made to top scores in each group of each category. It is possible for the same member
to earn the awards for both categories.

6. The two groups within each category shall be judged as one complete group. Each category shall be judged
separately. Following each competition the judges will comment on selected slides as time permits.

7. There will be five competitions during the year for each category. Both categories shall be judged on the same
evening. Realist-format slides will be projected with a conventional stereo projector. The 2x2 format slides will be
projected by twin Ektagraphic AF-2 projectors.

8. Scoring shall be from five to nine points.

9. The top scoring slides of each group of each category shall be given Award and Honorable Mention ribbons.
Number and distribution of ribbons to be awarded shall be determined by the Director.

10. Slides may not be entered in Club competition more than once during the same fiscal Club year. Slides that have
won an Award or Honorable Mention in any previous Club competition in any year, or similar slides whether titled the
same or different, may not be entered again.

11. There shall be three stereo judges for each competition. A member who is judging shall not enter slides in that
competition. Judges will receive a prorated score based on their scores for all other competitions entered during the
fiscal year.

12. All slides should be mounted in glass. However, to encourage beginners and less experienced to enter, this
requirement may be waivedin the "B" group. Realist-format slides shouldbe spotted in the lower left-handcomer as
viewed in a hand viewer.2x2 stereo slides will be spottedin the lower left-handcomer of each slide; a red spot will be
placed on the left slide, a green spot will be placed on the right slide.

13. Make-up slides for missed competitions will be allowed only at the discretion of the Competition Director.
Make-up slides will not be eligible for Awards or Honorable Mentions.

14. Members may not submit more than one set of make-up slides per competition.

Adopted by the Club Board on July 31, 1991
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TheStereoClub of Southern California wasfounded in 1955 to promote theart, enjoyment andscience ofstereophotography. Meetings, which
normally include 3D slide projections, are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single or $40/dual (send to the
Membership Director). The3DNews, with a total circulation of about 250copies, issent monthly to all members. Annual subscription for those
notwishing to participate in Club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to the Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to submit
stereo-related news items, articles, artwork or photo tipsfor the 3DNews—deadline isthe lastdayofthe month (send tothe Editor).
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Calendar of Events

October 19 Our annual Club auction. Clean out the closets and stock
up your wallet! 7:30 at the Wilshire United Methodist
Church, 711 South Plymouth Boulevard, near Crenshaw
and Wilshire in the downtown area of Los Angeles.

November 4 Movie Division meeting 7:00 pm at Longley Way School,
2601 Longley Way in Arcadia.

Nov16 Second Club competition and additional program. 7:30 at
the Wilshire United Methodist Church, 711 South
Plymouth Boulevard, near Crenshaw and Wilshire in the
downtown area of Los Angeles.

December 14 Remember that the annual Christmas Banquet will be
held one week ear/y this year (the second Thursday
instead of the third Thursday) so as not to interfere with
other Holiday functions. As usual, it will be held at Taix
Restaurant, 1911 Sunset Boulevard, in Echo Park.

From the Prez

Last Month's Meeting and a Peek at Coming Events
by Steve Berezin

rhe September meeting was marked
with the first club competition of the

year. All divisions had a pretty fair num
ber of entries. The winners of the com
petition are listed in Competition
Director Chris Olson's column else

where in the 3D News.

Conversion Mini-Workshop

We also were blessed with our

first mini-workshop, a new feature
that we can look forward to seeing
from time to time in future meetings.
Sitting in for Ray Zone, Tony
Alderson gave a presentation of 2D to
3D conversion. Tony has his own
company that does digital effects and
in the past has converted artwork for
some comic books. He brought in a
slide and a one of the boards he used

for the conversions. It was interesting
to see the difference in using an
exacto knife in the older methods

compared with the total takeover of
the computer for this sort of work
now. Tony did a some of the work in
the book Battlefor a 3D World.

Hall Of Fame Show

We were lucky through Lawrence
Kaufman's diligence to get to see the
Photographic Society of America,
Stereo Division's Hall of Fame show.

These are slides that have been in at

least 8 competitions. We were
mercifully relieved from the
monotone cassette tape narration that
came with the show when Susan

Pinsky stepped in with pleasant
narration from the included script.

Long-Time Member Attends
Meeting

Jim Lucas designer of the
Teco-Nimslo and the Teco Uncut

stereo slide film viewer attended this

months meeting. Jim has been a
member since 1987 and invented the

Teco-Nimslo to save slide film when

using the Nimslo as a normal stereo
slide film camera (not as a lenticular
camera). He does this by changing the
advance in the camera. Jim also

manufactures the Teco-3 viewer

which views uncut Nimslo and Realist
slide format film. This is

accomplished through the use of front
surface mirrors. Jim's company
Technical Enterprises has a web site
at:

Next Meeting Club Auction
David Starkman will be donning

his famous vest and bow tie to act as

auctioneer for our next club meeting
which will be the annual club auction.

Some of the proceeds will go towards
the clubs treasury so clean out your
closets and come with plenty of cast
or a checkbook to buy what are sure
to be a large variety of 3D items. If
you are planning to auction off a lot of
items please come early to fill out the
paperwork.

New 3D Products

Some interesting new 3D
products were recently introduced that
most 3D enthusiast might find
interesting. The company out of
Shanghai China is introducing a 120
(Medium) format lenticular Seagull
camera this month. It has 5 lenses and

takes three pictures per 120 roll or 6
BEREZIN—Continued on page 8



Cl)e T)istorp Zone Asiroll through the
history of stereogrophy

(juith Roy "3D" Zone

A 3D Inventor

by Ray Zone

My first experiment with 3D was
when I was ten and we had a 3D

movie come to town in Henderson,
North Carolina. I talked the theatre
manager out ofa couple ofpairs of3D
glasses. I took them back home and I
had a (Kodak) Brownie camera you
could make double exposures with. So I
took a shot through onefdter of the 3D
glasses and then with another shot, took
a double exposure through the second
fdter. And I was very excited to have the
fdm processed and get it back. And I
thought 'Oh Boy, I'm going to move the
filters over the photo and see the pic
tures jump.' Ofcourse, it didn't happen.
I didn 't know at the time you couldn 't
record polarization on film.

Steve Hines of HinesLab in

Glendale, California is recalling the
beginnings of his fascination with
stereoscopic imaging. Despite that
initial failure, Hines went on to
become a successful inventor of 3D

devices which have advanced the

state-of-the-art for stereoscopic
motion pictures and other 3D
applications that range from an
anaglyphic instant portrait booth to
autostereoscopic television.

After graduation from college
Hines went to work for Kodak and

ended up in their research labs. In
1980 Hines designed a twin camera
rig for the Walt Disney Imagineering
Group that was used to shoot Murray
Lemer's "Magic Journeys" with two
65mm cameras aimed at 45 degrees
through a partially reflective
beamsplitting mirror. Hines
subsequently patented this "Camera
Assembly for Three-Dimensional
Photography" which provided
unprecedented control for 3D
moviemakers with mechanical control

linkage to adjust the interocular
spacing between the two cameras as
well as convergence distance setting.

Another camera assembly of

Hines' design is often referred to as
the "Iwerks 8/70-15/70" 3D rig and it
was used recently to film the forest
sequence in the IMAX 3D film
"Cirque du Soleil, Journey of Man"
which required a reduced interocular
setting smaller than the fixed 2.85" of
the IMAX 3D camera. With these 3D

camera assemblies, Steve Hines has
designed the first modem-day,
dual-camera 3D systems. He added
some refinements to his basic design
to create the " HinesLab StereoCam"

which adapts to a variety of film,
video and HDTV cameras. The

StereoCam allows the use of

wide-angle lenses and uses an internal
electronic mechanism that permits
independent adjustment of interocular
and convergence during a shot. The
interocular distance in the StereoCam

ranges from 0 to 4.5 inches with a
convergence adjustment from 4 feet to
infinity.

Hines has also assembled a very
useful "3D Video Viewfinder" which

provides valuable information on

location when shooting dual camera
3D. Built-in 8mm VCRs allow the

scene to be recorded and replayed in
3D on two color monitors. The 3D

Video Viewfinder also makes a

valuable post-production tool,
allowing edited Left eye/Right eye
film transferred to tape to be
previewed in 3D before printing.

Besides those already mentioned,
HinesLab dual camera 3D rigs have
been used to shoot films such as

" Pirates" (in 4-D), " Nightmare on
Elm Street," "Terminator 2/3D" as
well as " Muppetvision 3D" and
" Honey, I Shrunk the Audience" for
Walt Disney.

More recent stereoscopic
developments of HinesLab include 3D
TV without glasses that uses
conventional optics and is built
around a single liquid crystal display
panel. Another autostereoscopic
HinesLab invention is the

" Holo-Box" which makes

3Dimensional images float in space,
ZONE—Continued on vase 7

Steve Hines in his instant 3-D Photo Booth



Mshjs and MQtGis fram
tlie SCSC Clui£(ajise

by Lawrence Kaufman
October 26 - 29 all shows at 8pm with
a Sunday matinee at 1pm. The
Saturday night late shows feature
THE STEWARDESSES.

In San Fransisco

HOUSE OFWAX will be shown

in twin strip 3D at the Castro theater
in San Francisco from Oct 24 through
Oct 31St (except for October 26th)
daily at 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30.
LUMBERJACK RABBIT with bugs ;
Bunny will also be shown in twin strip
3D.

In San Diego
The Museum of Photographic

Arts (MOPA) in Balboa Park is going
to have a Halloween 3D Festival on

October 27th and 28th. CREATURE

FROM THE BLACK LAGOON and

REVENGE OF THE CREATURE

will be shown (anaglyph prints) three
times each day.

Free Samples at the NSA
Convention

There were lots of free samples at
this years NSA convention that was
held in Mesa, Arizona this past July.
American Paper Optics was giving
out a couple different free
promotional packages, one including
glasses, the other included viewers.
Q-VU (PO Box 55, Holtville, CA
92250) was handing out samples of
their new print mounting cards and
only asking for a little feedback in

Be sure to pass along any 3D news to
Marvin Jones. He would love your

contributions to the 3D News. If you
know of, or read about something 3D,
pass it onto Marvin. The contact infor
mation is on the cover, the deadline is
the last day of the month.

October 3D Movie Screenings
The Silent Movie Theatre, the

only silent cinema in the U.S.A. is
making plans to present both DIAL M
FOR MURDER and HOUSE OF

WAX in 3D in October. These will be

new Stereovision side-by-side
anamorphic prints and the theatre is
purchasing a new silver screen for
these screenings. The screen size is
relatively small and the image should
be bright and sharp. Apparently, the
theatre cannot run twin strip films due
to certain limitations in the booth

area. They also plan to have Saturday
night late screenings of a new print of
THE STEWARDESSES in 3D. The

Silent Movie Theatre is located at 611

North Fairfax Avenue, Hollywood,
California 90036 (one-half block
south of Melrose Avenue) (323)
655-2520 for recorded program
information or (323) 655-2510 for the
Main Office. On the web at;

The Silent Movie Theatre will be

screening DIAL 'M' FOR MURDER
from October 5 - 8 and October 12 -

15 all shows at 8pm with a Sunday
matinee at 1pm. HOUSE OF WAX
will be screening October 19-22 and

Inone of the classic images incinema, enhanced by 3D photography, Vincent
Price stalks Phyllis Kirk in 1953's House of Wax. The 3D classic is being
revived in a new stereo print this month by the Silent Movie Theater.

return. Rocky Mountain Memories
has been working on some new
options for quality, easy-to-use
affordable stereo slide mounts. They
distributed a package in Mesa
containing pre-production samples of
a 5P Realist format self-stick mounts,
a 5P Realist format heat seal mounts

and 2x2 slip-in mounts. If you would
like a free sample email your mailing
address to samples@rmm3d.com. I
was given some samples to distribute
to our club, so see me at the meeting.
These are pre-production samples,
additional design improvements are
expected before the first production
run. Anticipated availability is late
fall. There are several exciting
advantages to the new designs. The
heat seal mounts will include a

"register" to guide placement of the
chips. Use of a register is standard in
the billions of 2D cardboard mounts

used every year in this country.
Self-stick mounts will be quicker to
seal than either heat seal or tape-shut
mounts. They will also include a
register. The 2D slip-in mounts
demonstrate the style of 5P slip-in
mount currently under development,
but not yet ready. These mounts will
be made from the same card stock as

the heat seal and self-stick mounts.

All three styles of mounts will feature
a gray inner coating on the cardboard
that is pH neutral and helps improve
the opacity of the cardboard mount.
RMM currently offers the
Australian-made "precision tape-shut
mounts" designed by Steve Spicer.
Steve Spicer's mounts will continue
to be the highest quality cardboard
mount on the market. Initially the
mounts will be offered with normal

5P apertures, additional sizes will be
added in the future. The new mounts

offer new conveniences, especially
intended for those of us who have not

achieved a high level of mounting
efficiency with the Spicer mounts.
Reel 3-D Enterprises, Inc. reports that
KAUFMAN—Continued on page 5
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they too will have some new
mounting options available soon and
will keep us posted.

View-Master News

Have you checked out Charley
Van Pelt's new book of View-Master

history? Charley had copies at the
August meeting. Written with May
Ann and Wolfgang Sell it is
amazingly rich with the fabulous
history of the most-known 3D item.
"View-Master Memories" is

available for sale from Charley. It is a
historic work with over 300 pages of
text and lOO's of photographs. It
details the history of VM from 1939
to present. The book is $30.00 plus
$3.20 for priority mail from Charley
Van Pelt, 1424 E. Mountain St,
Glendale, CA 91207 (818) 243-5636
or check out the Sell's website:

http://www.cinti.net/~vmmasell

New VM Viewers

Mary Ann Sell had suggested the
Collector Barbie doll with her own

mini View-Master viewer. So she

should not have been surprised when
she received an email as a result of an

inquiry she had made last year.
Mattel's Fisher-Price division had

taken another of her suggestions and
acted upon it. Mary Ann had asked
about a clear Viewer. Fisher-Price had

to go through a lot of material testing,
but they came up with Hot
Translucent color View-Master

Virtual 3D Viewers. You can find

them now at a Target store near you.
They are in edge glow green and edge
glow orange with two more colors to
follow in the next month or so.

Fisher-Price continues to improve
the Virtual Viewers. Now even folks

with glasses can use them. Plus you
can cycle through the entire reel that
is included with the viewers that you
purchase - before you open the
package. Fisher-Price is still planning
to be an active participant in our NSA
2001 convention in Buffalo.

Magazines w/3D
There is a new magazine at your

local book store, newsstand and even
supermarket. Mary Beth's
HALLOWEEN Spooktacular is a
special activity magazine for kids.

1

Fisher-Price's new transparent
View-Master viewer was suggested
by Mary Ann Sell.
The cover states "Free! 16-page
section in 3-D! Glasses included".

The 192 page magazine retails for
$9.95, it is nice to know that 16 of
those pages are free! Published by
H&S Media Incorporated, 2121
Waukegan Ave. Suite 120
Bannockbum, IL 60015(847)
444-4880 or fax (847) 447-1153.
Distributed by Warner Publisher
Services and ADS Publisher Services.

Gentleman's Quarterly w/3D

The September issue of GQ, the
German issue only has a 3D anaglyph
section of models. The models are a

little risque, including primarily nudes
and lingerie. The magazine also
includes a one page history section

1

and a 3D ad among the thirteen page
spread. Glasses are attached to the
front cover and the cover is also

anaglyph. The models are very
beautiful. I am not sure why the other
versions (i.e. British, American or
Spanish) did not include this (or part
of) 3D section. Hurry and check the
larger newsstands they could order it
for you. Price in the United States is
$9.25.

SCSC Field Trips
SCSC has been able to put

together some last minute field trips.
The last three were scheduled at the

last minute, with much of the notice
only through the SCSC email
reminder list. Be sure to sign up at the
SCSC eGroup home:

DDD

Our most recent outing for the
Stereo Club of Southern California

and the National Stereoscopic
Association was held on October 10.

Dynamic Digital Depth (DDD)
opened up their new Santa Monica
facility for a visit by SCSC & NSA on
October 10. Members and their guests
met at DDD at 7:00 PM with Phil

Harman, DDD's Chief Technology
KAUFMAN—Continued on page 6

As Davy Crockett would have said, these guys are "loaded for b'ar"! David
Klutho (left) and David Stuckey prepare to photograph the 2000 Sydney
Olympics in 3D for an upcoming special edition of Sports Illustrated, the
magazine that brought you the 3D Swimsuit Edition! Photo by Ray Moxom.
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Officer for a speech and a demo.

This was a rare opportunity to see
some great state of the art work that is
beingdone in 3D. Dynamic Digital
Depth's mission is to be the world's
leadingproviderof 3D technologies
and services. DDD is well on their
way to this goal. DDD's DeepSee ™
conversion technology has enabled
2D footage to be converted to 3D for
motion pictures and live television
broadcasts. DDD is delivering 3D on
the Internet, on television, in motion
pictures, on DVD, everywhere! I
hope the word got out to everyone
who might have been interested in
this outings.

C-3D Television's Fall Schedule

Hopefully everyone who was
able to attend our tour of C-3D
Television on August 9 . C-3D
Television Network is part of C-3D
Digital, a leading innovator in media
content creation and technology for
3D imagery and virtual entertainment
for television and the Internet. In

addition to C-3D Television (the
world's first and only broadcast
network to offer 24-hour,
7-days-a-week stereoscopic 3D
programming), the company operates
several synergistic divisions including
3D.COM, its Internet subsidiary and
home to the virtual reality/3D
portal/e-commerce community center
on the Web; Strata Software, a
leading producer of 3D graphic design
software; and the Hotel Movie
Network, a private broadcast network
focused on the hospitality industry.

In addition to seeing a test reel of
3D programming, we got the first
news of their new shows for the fall;

Chequemate International Inc.
(AMEX;DDD), doing business as
C-3D Digital Inc. announced its C3D
Television Network division is

premiering four shows as part of its
fall line-up. The new stereoscopic 3D
programs include "Rave-O-lution," a
rave dance party show that brings the
rave scene right into your home from
some of the hottest nightclubs and
rave locations throughout the U.S. and
abroad. Episode One, filmed in Los
Angeles, features a live perfomiance
by intergalactic "Blue Girl" -
professional dancers and DJs spinning

the latest techno, house and dance
music. "Planet X-3" - a half-hour
action and extreme sports show
features world-class extreme sports
talent from around the globe. The first
episode features freestyle motocross
world champion Mike Metzger,
champion bicycle stunt riders Dave
Voelker and GT Air Show teammate
Mike Parenti, top 5 vert skateboarder
Matthias Ringstrom, and wild surfing
footage from the North Shore of
Hawaii.

This new line-up features a
combination of original stereoscopic
3D programs as well as shows
containing converted 2D to 3D
movies created using C3D Digital's
proprietary zVision conversion
process. Also included are
"Convergence" - a two-hour
3D-Sundance-like experience that
includes films, shorts and animation
from independent filmmakers that are
all converted using zVision. We met
Graham, the show's host and "The
Big Eat Movie Show" - a hosted 3D
movie program with two comedic and
very interesting hosts, featuring
classic 3D movies as well as classic

and current 2D movies also enhanced

through zVision. For more
information, visit www.3d.com.

SCSC LF 3D Movie Outing
It was great to see a dozen (or so)

members who were able to gg to the
special Tuesday, August 22
morning special screening of Two
3-D Large Format Films. Thanks to
Kathleen Eairweather of TOTAL

MOVIE DVD - IMAGINE MEDIA

special arrangements were made for
SCSC members, family and friends to
attend a special 3D-movie screening.
The screening that was also open to
the world's largest grade school field
trip included (an almost) private
screening of ALIEN ADVENTURE
and 3-D MANIA (formerly known as
ENCOUNTER IN THE THIRD

DIMENSION) at the Universal City
Walk IMAX theater. ALIEN

ADVENTURE screened at 10:30 a.m.
and was followed by 3-D MANIA at
11:50 a.m. Members could attend

both, or choose one if their time was

limited.

Both films along with CIRQUE
DU SOLEIL: JOURNEY OF MAN

and T-REX: BACK TO THE

CRETACEOUS are playing as part of
a 3D Madness festival at the

Universal City Walk theater, for
showtime information call (818)
768-8100. The theater is at the

Universal City Walk outside the
Universal Studios Hollywood Theme
Park, 100 Universal City Plaza,
Universal City. Their webpage:

Prior to the screening there was a
little discussion on the Photo 3D

email list about the film 3D MANIA

and if it would be in anaglyph or a
'polarized/LCD' presentation. 3D
MANIA has had some play dates in a
new anaglyph process called
ColorCode at some Tmax' theaters.

See also:

To help clear up a couple points,
I replied:

1) Not all large format theaters
are Imax, in fact the two films that
were at our screening were from
nWave Pictures. The theater did use

Imax equipment, so calling large
format theaters Imax is like calling
facial tissues Kleenex, acceptable -
but not correct.

2) Most of the large format
theaters in Southern California use the

polarized projection with liquid
crystal shutter (LCS) glasses, these
are not LCD (liquid crystal display)
glasses. One theater in San Diego is
not capable of projecting polarized 3D
LF films. One theater in Los Angeles
uses the oversized polarized glasses.
These are much more comfortable,
but there is a little ghosting in the
films. The other five (5) theaters, I
believe all use the shutter/polarized
glasses/goggles.

Both the films 3D MANIA:

ENCOUNTER IN THE THIRD

DIMENSION and ALIEN

ADVENTURE were shown with dual

filmstrips with polarized-LCS
goggles. Also shown was the preview
for CYBER\YjpRLD (which opened
on October 6 at most LF theaters). I
have already reviewed both films for
Stereo World Magazine, ALIEN in
Vol.26 #2-3 and E3D in Vol.25 #5.1

can email either of these reviews to

anyone who missed them.

The theater is at the Universal

City Walk (part of the Loews theater
KAUFMAN—Continuted on page 7
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chain) just outside the Universal
Hollywood Theme Park. Their
webpage is:
http://www.loewscineplex.com/location
s/ca/index.html

They are now showing both films
with two other 3D LF films for what

they call "3D Madness - A Festival of
Four 3D Films". Besides ALIEN And

E3D, they are showing CIRQUE DU
SOLEIL: JOURNEY OF MAN and

T-REX: BACK TO THE

CRETACEOUS.

Now about the anaglyph version
of 3D MANIA -1 saw this new

version screened at the Large Format
Cinema Association's conference in
May. I must agree with others, that
only diehard 3D fans should see this
version. nWave had planned all along
to make an anaglyph version of E3D.
Which would enable them to make it
available to all 2D and dome LF

theaters.

nWave had completed a black
and white version (except for the
titles) for viewing with the normal
red/cyan filters. At which point they
discovered ColorCode 3-D®, which
uses amber/blue filters and which

Sirius film ApS:
http://www.siriusfilm.dk is marketing
for "Full Color, true stereoscopic
3-D". The prints and internet images
seem to work very well for this
variation of the anaglyph. Even
though my thoughts are "a rose by
any other name".

The film version of 3D MANIA,
had problems. It was for me the
beginning of Excedrin headache #3D.
Without the ColorCode glasses the

.screen on the image looked normal
with a bright yellow glow and some
blue/purple shadows, much like the
website images at: The left eye
image was the amber one and it
seemed to be okay for viewing. The
right eye image was very dark and
when viewed alone, it seemed to only
have images that were slightly offset
from the left image and wereonly
shadow images, with very little detail.
I found my right eye was strainingto
see an image, but there was not a
well-defined one for it to see, so more
straining.

For those individuals not as lucky

as us to have so many 3D LF theaters,
it is a good idea to make a LF film to
play in the 2D LF theaters.
Unfortunately this new anaglyph
process doesn't seem to be the
answer.

New Disneyland
Disneyland plans to open their

new California Adventure park
adjacent to Disneyland next year.
With the opening of the new freeway
off ramp on the 5 freeway, Disney
announced that they would be
drawing up plans for a third park near
Disneyland. The third park will be a
water park on land that Disney has
control of near the current park. This
is a mostly bare strawberry field that
Disney had tried for year to purchase.
Now with all the false starts and plan
changes to the second park and
disputes with other attraction owners
in the Anaheim/Garden Grove area, I
wonder if the third park will ever be
built.

Disney's parks are now
outperforming their films. This mainly
due to the numerous increases in fees

charged at the parks and the reduced
film production schedule. Not to
mention the recent addition to the

parks where 'guests' are allowed to
reserve a time to ride on a ride while

they spend more money around the
park, instead of waiting in a long line.
As soon as Disney announced the
third theme park. Entertainment
Weekly lampooned "The only ride
will turn you upside down and shake
out any leftover money".

I am looking forward to the
California Adventure theme park, it
will feature the 3D attractions "It's^

Tough To Be a Bug" and
"MuppetVision 4-D". When Disney
opened the Muppet attraction at their
Disney-MGM Studio Park, it signed
an agreement that it could only play
the film/attraction at that park.
Luckily Disney was able to sign
another contract with the new owners

of the Muppets that allows them play
the film here in Califomia. I have

been told the attraction will play just
as it does in Florida, with only one
change to the fiber optic fireworks
towards the end of the show.

Disney had only announced the
KAUFMAN—Continued on page 8
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hovering dramatically in front of the
display. A more traditional 3D device
is the anaglyphic instant portrait booth
which produces a 3D color photo
viewable with red/blue glasses. The
3D photo booth is ideal for theme
parks and tourist attractions and Hines
is licensing it for use in various
locations around the world.

Steve Hines has been a very
welcome visitor recently to the Stereo
Club of Southern California. He has
done much to assist the proliferation
of stereocopic images in a very public
way and will continue to do so.
"Everyone should be shooting all
their movies in 3D," he observes.
"People shouldn't always have to sit
there and look at these flat things that
hurt your eyes." For more information
about Steve Hines and HinesLab visit:

www.hineslab.com.

HinesLab

Autostereoscopic
System
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per 220 roll (the camera is pictured
above).

Although the 5 lenses version of
this camera seems intimidating
another Chinese company makes a
lenticular camera with 7 lenses!

New 3D Video Camera Attachment

by Canon
One of the "big-boys'" seems to

be getting into 3D. Canon recently
announced that they were working on
a 3D video attachment specifically for
their Prosumer Mini-DV Digital
Camera the XL-1. This attachment

will offer automatic zoom, focusing
and convergence. The convergence
will be linked to the auto focus

mechanism that will allow for easy
handling. I called Canon for more
details and they made sure to state
"This is a concept lens, with no
announced deliverv date or oricina."

Competitions Report

Hey! Where is Everybody, Anyway?
by Chris Olson

rhere were plenty of people at the
meeting in September, but where

was the SCSCcompetitivespirit? Kathy
Day was away and Mike McKinney had
the best excuse of all—he was on his

honeymoon (I'm sure he picked a pho
tographic location for November's
competition!). Susan Pinsky had an ex
cuse along withMitch Walkerand Tony
Alderson, they were all judges. So
where wsre your slides Philip Steinman,
Cassie Kaufman and Dick Howe? How

about David Starkman? We know

you're running the projector but that's
no excuse for not entering! How about
David Kuntz? I appreciate you working
at the judging table but I saw no slides
with your name there! So let's see some
competition! So grab your cameras eve
rybody! Are you going to lay there flat
and let Earl Colgan and James Com-
stock get the best of you by grabbing the
awards with there multi-dimensional

masterpieces?
Hats off to Robin Burks for

capturing awards and honorable
mentions in both conventional and

non-conventional on the first

go-round. Abe Perlstein gets the
"Foiled Car Never Say Never" award
for taking the trek down the 101 from
Central California to the meeting and
driving back with two awards in his
pocket!

This is your November
Competitions Director saying, "Let's
all be there. Aloha!"

A Group Conventional

Earl Colgan

HM: Sheep and Goat Herder #3

Abe Perlstein

A: Flower Maiden

Lawrence Kaufman

James Comstock

HM: Dash DeLight

Christopher Olson

Chuck Bemhardt

Dorothy Bernhardt

B Group Conventional

Robin Burks

A: Mirror Lake

A: Zion Stone

Bob Phillips

HM: Bag Lady

Bruno Lizzi

Non-Conventional

James Comstock

A: The Day Glow Group

HM: When the Sky Caiied My Name

Gary Schacker 71

Abe Perlstein 67

Earl Colgan 64

Robin Burks 63

A: Bryce Hyper

HM: Aspen Trunks

Sept
67

67

66

64

64

58

58

Sept
64

60

58

Sept
74
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opening date for their California Adventure theme park
would be in February (they have now confirmed February
8).

Luckily, the Anaheim Tourism, Visitor and Convention
Bureau has announced the New Anaheim Resort

improvements. Disneylandoff ramp off the 5 freeway and a
new parking structure are now open. The upper levels of the
parking structure will not be used until the new theme park
is open. Mid-October will see the completion of the 1-5
carpool lanes. November will see the Katella Ave.
improvements completed. With the Ball Road and
Disneyland Drive improvements following at the end of

November. The Anaheim Convention Center expansion

should be complete by late December. The Grand

Califomian Hotel should open on January 2, 2001.

Downtown Disneyland should open on January 12. The 1-5

freeway project should be complete by late January

(finally!). Anajieim expects The grand opening of Disney's

California Adventure Theme Park to be on February 8,

2001.1 am ready for two more of the best 3D attractions to

open in Anaheim, how about you?

See you at the meeting!

8
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Mitch's Sketchbook
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Copyright © 2000—Mitch Walker

The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography. Meetings, which
normally include 3D slide projections, are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single or $40/dual (send to the
Membership Director) The 3D News, with a total circulation of about 250 copies, is sent monthly to all members. Annual subscription for those
not wishing to participate in Club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to the Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to submit
stereo-related news items, articles, art work or photo tips for the 3D News—deadline isthe last day of the month (send to the Editor).
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Calendar of Events

November 4 Movie Division meeting 7:00 pm at Longley Way School,
2601 Longley Way in Arcadia.

Nov 16 Second Club competition and additional program. 7:30 at
the Wilshire United Methodist Church, 711 South
Plymouth Boulevard, near Crenshaw and Wilshire in the
downtown area of Los Angeles.

December 14 Remember that the annual Christmas Banquet will be
held one week ear/y this year (the second Thursday
instead of the third Thursday) so as not to interfere with
other Holiday functions. As usual, it will be held at Taix
Restaurant, 1911 Sunset Boulevard, in Echo Park.

Jan 18 2001 Yes, we've reached the Clarke/Kubrick magic year, 20011
We'll celebrate with a competiton and special programs,
just as we celebrate virtually every New Year. 7:30 at the
Wilshire United Methodist Church, 711 South Plymouth
Boulevard, near Crenshaw and Wilshire in the downtown
area of Los Angeles.

Notes From the President

Auction Was Last Month's Highlight
by Steve Berezin

Our last meeting had one event.
Our annual club auction. It was

a dramatic event with last minute over

bidding, sniping and everything one
would expect in a highly charged auc
tion atmosphere. I had a good time try
ing to bid up merchandise (for the
good of the club of course, who get at
least 10% of the proceeds) and ended
up with a trunk full of 3D items.
Somehow, when the dust settled I had
every type of 3D viewer imaginable
and a 2D picture of Lauren Bacall.
Other interesting items were the Rota-
Vuer which is a viewer which holds

many stereo slides (I would have
bought this but I got one last year ...
still in box), a Belplasca, 10 other ste
reo cameras and 6 silver screens. Por

tions will go into the club treasury
thanks to everybody that donated ma
terials, bought items, ran auction
items, worked the back table and to

our club auctioneer David Starkman.

Slide Mount Mini-workshop
This coming month David

Starkman will give a mini-workshop
on mounting options of stereo slides.
He will go over the mounts available
today, expected future developments
(plenty of news here) and some
historical perspective on mounting.

PSA Inter-Club Competition
Thanks to the people that gave

me slides for the inter-club

competition. The inter-club
competition is a PSA (Photographic
Society of America) event where
several clubs compete to get the most
points in three events. Taking over as
the PSA International Stereo Club

Competition Director from Bill Papke
is Roridian Steve Dudley. The
judging of the first event will be at the
In Depth Stereo Photography Club in
New Jersey. Another event will be
held in February and hosted by the
Chicago Stereo Club. We will host the

final (May) competition! Thanks to
Charley Van Pelt, Philip Steinman,
Chris Olson and Ray Zone for getting
slides for me to forward to the

competition for the November event.

Second Club Competition

This next meeting will have our
second club competition of the year so
don't forget those slides. Remember
bring three of your best slides that
have not won awards or honorable

mention in the previous years and
have them judged.

Amazing Stuff by Tony Alderson
If you were amazed by Tony's

workshop in September's meeting on
2D to 3D conversions you will be
doubly (or triply—get it 3d) amazed
by Tony's special show this meeting.
Tony will have a series of slides
probably including conversions,
computer animations, photos and who
knows what else!

Visit Our \lfebsile at http://liome.eartMink.net/~campfire/

n
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history of stcrcogrophy

cuith Koy "3D" Zone

Distant Stereo Visions

T11
he Cascade Stereo Club of Port
land, Oregon recently sponsored

the world Is first Internet Stereo Exhi
bition. The entries were all submitted
over the internet and viewed by the
judges in either cross-eye or parallel
binocularfreevision directly from the
computer or television screen. Though
the imagesof necessity were digital in
nature as submitted, most of them
originated as analog stereophotos.

For entry in the Internet
Exhibition it was necessary to submit
the stereo images in "triplet" form, as
side-by-side stereo pairs except that
the images were configured
Left-Right-Left. That facilitated the
judging in both cross-eyeor parallel
freevision. The award winning and
accepted stereo pairs are now
available for viewing online in their
"triplet" form. Those who are
interested can view them on the
internet at:

http://www.cascade3d.org/psa2000/resu
lts/CSC2000.html.

As groundbreaking as the
Cascade Internet Stereo Exhibition is,
this is not the first time that

stereoscopic images have been
displayed in the side-by-side format
on computer or television screens.

John L. Baird's 19273-D television using side-by-side stereo pairs

Taking the literal definition of
"Television" (tele = distant, vision =
seeing) we see the real utility and
beauty of what the Cascade Stereo
Club has achieved with the Internet

Stereo Exhibition. They have
facilitated the publication of

Stereoscopic pair of images photographed directly from
the Screen of Baird's receiver on to Dufaycolorfilm in 1941

stereoscopic images over great
distances using the latest most
powerful form of tele-communication
that we have.

On August 9, 1928, British
television pioneer John Logic Baird
transmitted side-by-side stereo pairs at
his laboratories for the press using
a30-line spotlight system that
displayed the left eye and right eye
images alternately. At the receiver the
images were displayed in rapid
succession side-by-side and viewed
through a prismatic stereoscope.

Shortly after these early
stereoscopic experiments, Baird began
experimenting with color television
by scanning his subjects in an unlit
studio using a sequential parallel strip
of brilliant, pin-point light. A disc
containing six segments with red,
green and blue filters rotated in front
of the beam of light. The beam was
split with pairs of mirrors to record
the subject from slightly different
ZONE—Continued on page 4



Auction Results

The Auction That Almost Wasn't

by David Kuntz

On the Tuesday night before Octo
ber's meeting, Charlie Piper

called me to ask if I would like to car-

pool to the Club. It wasn't until that
moment that I realized I would be out

of town on Thursday, and unable to
work as Cashier for the auction. How

ever, after calls to Susan Pinsky and
Kathy Day, I had the Cashier's duties
covered, and Kathy even generously
volunteered to come pick up all the
auction paraphernalia at my house the
next day.

From the reports of those who
attended, I understand that the auction
ran as smoothly as ever. Susan and
Kathy were joined by Cassie
Kaufman at the Cashier's table, while
David Starkman again performed as
Auctioneer; Chris Olson, Steve
Berezin, Philip Steinman and
Lawrence Kaufman also helped out.

The bottom line—this was

actually a relatively small auction. A
total of 89 lots were sold, versus 108
in 1999 and 118 in 1998. But the

donation of a Roto Vuer to the Club

by a former member, together with
the perennial generosity of Erick
Purkhiser, who donated 25% of his
proceeds to the Club, combined to
keep our overall take of $830 on a par
with previous years.

Thanks again to all who partici
pated and helped out, with special
gratitude to Susan Pinsky and Kathy
Day for filling in on such short notice.

Auction Results
Bdplasca Stereo Camera & Case $600
View-Master Stereomatic 500 Projector $285
Stereo Realist 2.8 & Case $240
Illoca Stereo Rapid 2.8 Camera $200
Roto Vuer & Tray .'. $200
Stereo Realist 3.5 (German Lenses) & Case $180
Kodaslide II Stereo Viewer $100

•Ilex Paragon Realist Stereo Camera & Case $100
Kodak Stereo Camera & Case $85
Realist Green Button Viewer $70

Stereo Nudes (24) $70
View-Master Viewer, 36 Reels & Box $68
Slide Case & Slides $62

Stereo Slides (150) $54
Wonders of the Stereoscope Set $50
Tiffin Stereo Realist Filter Set & Case $50

Three Dee 8 Slide Sequential Viewer $50
Stereo Realist Mounting Kit $41

Star D 3-D Viewer $40
Tru Vue Case, Viewer & 12 Filmstrips $33
Fotocrest Projector Stand $32
View-Master Reels (83) & Box $32
Stereo Nudes $30
Tru Vue Case, Viewer & 12 Filmstrips $29
Stereo Cards (35) $27
Stereo Slides (17) $27
Kodaslide I Stereo Viewer $26
Tru Vue Case, Viewer & 12 Filmstrips $25
Assorted Slip In Mounts $25
EMDE Binder Frames (50) $25
Stereo Slides (29) $21
View-Master Viewer $20
3D IQ Card Sets $20
Coronet 3-D Camera $20

Abrams Stereo Viewer $18

Stereographs $18
Stereographs $18
Stereographs $17
EMDE Closeup Masks $16
Civil War in Depth $16
EMDE Normal Masks $15

EMDE Medium Masks (2 Boxes) $15
California in Depth $15
Stereographs $15
3-D Hollywood $13
Twin Camera Bar $12

Lenticular Moses $12

Stereo Realist Camera Case $11
Viewer Light Attachment $10
True Vue Viewer & 4 Filmstrips $10
Da-Lite Projector Screen Stand $10
Screen $10
Screen $10

3-D Collector Cards & Nascar Replicas $10
Stereo Slide Box $10
Realarama Viewer $10
3-D Slides $10

Reality 4 Lens 3-D Camera $10
View-Master Viewers (2) $10
Stereographs $10
True Vue Filmstrips (2) $10
Stereo Realist Sorting Box $8
EMDE Ultra Closeup Masks $8
Expanding Print Viewer $8
3-D Stargazer's Guide $7
V iew-Master Manual $6

Small Flash $6

Self Timer $6
Master Photo Guide $6

Carousel Trays (8) $6
Slide Viewer $5

Lens Cap $5
View-Master Viewers (5) $5
Stereo Realist Case Bottom $5
Lens Board $5
True Vue Viewer & 1 Filmstrip $5
View-Master Talking Reels (8) $5
View-Master Keychain, Muppets Reel $4
Rocketeer 3-D Comic & Audio Tape $4
New York in 3-D Anaglyph $4
Stereographs $3
Small Tripod $2

AUCTION—Continued on page 8

ZONE—Continuedfrom page 3

James Butterfield shows mirror 3-D
TV glasses to two models in 1955

positions for stereo, and a revolving
shutter ensured the left-eye and
right-eye views were transmitted
alternately.

The receiver was a black-and-

white 500 line display—100 lines
interlaced five times- with a repetion
rate of 150 frames per second, and
horizontal scanning. The display
added color to the side-by-side stereo
pairs with a rotating color filter disc
synchronized to the studio scanner.

On December 18, 1941,
journalists sat in turn before Bairdls
image-forming lens and saw the first
stereoscopic television pictures in
color to be seen anywhere in the
world. An editor of " Electronic

Engineering" magazine was present
and photographed the color stereo pair
directly from the screen of Bairdls

A model views stereo pairs on TV

ZONE—Continued on page 8
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O eminder; The December meeting
•IXvvill beone week early, on Decem
ber 14th! So Marvin will need any
contributions early and it is very
likely that the 3D News will not arrive
until after the December SCSC Holi

day banquet. This may be your only
reminder, so mark your calendar and
contact Mitch to purchase tickets for
our December holiday get-together.

NSA Convention in Riverside

SCSC is now busy planning for
the National Stereoscopic Association
2002 convention that we will sponsor.
Being held in Riverside, California in
July of 2002. We need volunteers for
all jobs. Our first big job is to put
together the Welcome to Riverside
slide show that will be presented at
the 2001 NSA convention that will

take place in Buffalo, New York next
July. We need slides of the Inland
Empire and Los Angeles areas to help
let folks who will be visiting us know
what to look forward to seeing. More
on the planning will appear in future
issues of the 3D News. Contact

Lawrence Kaufman with ideas and to

volunteer.

Storage unit for SCSC
SCSC now has a storage unit

(locks still need to be added) in the
church to store our equipment
between meetings. Space is still
limited, but this should help out a lot
with getting set up for the meetings.
Thanks to everyone who helped with
the transportation and setting up of
this new unit. A great big THANKS
to James Comstock, Dave Washbum,
Bruno Lizzi and Cassandra Kaufman.

SCSC Logo Slide
David Kuntz will again make the

SCSC stereo logo slide available in
the very near future. It has been some
time since David made copies of this
great slide available to our members.
All the proceeds go to SCSC. Let
David know if you are interested in
purchasing one or more copies of our

by Lawrence Kaufman
fabulous club logo slide. Sign up at
the meeting, if you are interested or
contact David directly.

October 3D Movie Screenings
The Silent Movie Theatre, the

only silent cinema in the USA, did a
fabulous job presenting DIAL M FOR
MURDER and HOUSE OF WAX in

3D in October. The Stereovision

side-by-side anamorphic prints were
not brand new, but HOW was in
wonderful shape. The theatre
purchased a new silver screen for
these screenings. The theatre and the
screen size are both relatively small,
but the images were bright and sharp.
The theatre cannot run twin-strip films
due to certain limitations in the booth

area, but it was wonderful seeing both
of these films with almost packed
auditoriums. They did not have a
Saturday night late screenings of THE
STEWARDESSES in 3D. The

Egyptian Theater in Hollywood is
currently planning to run some 3D
films next spring.

Magazines w/3D
You might still be able to pick up

the special Sports Illustrated Olympic
Commemorative Issue in 3D. I have

been able to find them everywhere,
but others are having trouble. It
should be on sale until November

10th and them can be purchased as a
back issue. The Special Olympic
Commemorative Issue Sports
Illustrated Issue is great. As expected,
Dave Klutho did another magnificent
job! All full color anaglyphs,
including cover, 8 double page sport
spreads, 2 double page spread ads, 4
single pages sports, and 2 single page
ads, and V4-page of DavidKlutho
with the RBT camera setup. Great
depth and color, all for only 3.99!

It is not the only GAME in town
though. The December issue of
Astronomy magazine also has a nice
section devoted to 3-D. A friend who

is a subscriber, told me that the

pictures are some of the best 3D she

has seen in a magazine. The front
cover is printed " 3-D UNIVERSE" in
big letters, underneath that, it
mentions there are 28 breathtaking
photos and in the left hand comer it
says "Free 3-D Glasses." It comes
with two pairs. The anaglyphs are
well worth checking out.

My review of the new
CyberWorld 3D will appear in the
next issue of Stereo World magazine.
The review will include some stereo

pairs that IMAX was able to supply. I
have seen many reviews on this film.
One of the best reviews appears in
Animation Magazine's October 2000
issue. Also in the same issue is a " 3D

extra" which includes a piece on the
C-3D television station.

DDD

The most reeent outing for the
Stereo Club of Southern California

and the National Stereoscopic
Association was held on October

10th. Dynamic Digital Depth (DDD)
opened up their new Santa Monica
facility for a visit on October 10th.
Members and their guests met at DDD
at 7:00 PM with Phil Harman, DDD's
Chief Technology Officer for a
speech and a demo. Unbelievable,
would be the word that best describes

what we saw. And tmly, the more I
saw and heard people who were there
trying to explain what we saw, the
more I saw people who did not
believe. Their processes have to be
seen—to be believed. Who would

have ever believed that there could be

2D to 3D conversion in real-time for

television broadcast?

This was a rare opportunity to see
some great state of the art work that is
being done in 3D. Dynamie Digital
Depth's mission is to be the world's
leading provider of 3D technologies
and services. DDD is well on their

way to this goal. DDD's DeepSee^"^
conversion technology has enabled
2D footage to be converted to 3D for
motion pictures and live television
KAUFMAN—Continued on page 6
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broadcasts. DDD is delivering 3Don
the Internet, on television, in motion
pictures,on DVD,everywhere!
http://www.ddd.com I hope the word
got out to everyone who might have
been interested in this outings.

Phil Harmon explained in great
detailwhatand howthe company is
proceeding with their plans. We were
able to see some great autostereo-
scopic displays, one monitor with a
holographic filter and one with a
lenticular screen. We were also
treated to the 3D video presentation
from Intel from last years SIGGRAPH
conference and DDD's new 90 second
promo reel. The presentation was very
enjoyable. DDD certainly has a lot of
capabilities in several areas.

Tony Alderson said it best, when
he described what we saw at the

outing: ....(On) the field trip our
Stereo Club of Southern California

took to the offices of DDD. A few

weeks ago, if asked (and I was!), I
would have said conversion of 2D

movies to stereo would be

disappointing, at best, with today's
technology. I went to the DDD demo
expecting to see a few cardboard
planes in poor depth relationship. I
was quite surprised. These guys
actually can convert 2D movies to 3D.
The process is not perfect...some shots
have anomolies that give the
conversion away, but many are quite
good, and indistinguishable from
original stereography.

It is not an automated process;
there is no "Make 3D" button.

Human operators still have to create a
depth map for at least the first and last
frames of a cut. I suspect more than
that is required, as objects enter and
leave the frame. Yet, given these
depth keyframes, they do have intelli
gent software to track and interpolate
the in-betweens. They estimate within
a year the process will be economical
ly viable: about the same cost as
adding the embedded subtitles for
second languages or the hearing-
impaired. (I'm a little skeptical, but I
didn't think they could do this at all!)

Even more astonishing, they have
developed a format for 2D/3D
compatible transmission. They embed
a depth map in the 2D image, and

convert to stereo in real time, using
hardware in a settop box. This means
they have developed remarkable
displacement software, much better
than Photoshop's, to wrap the
background elements underneath the
foreground. (Try this! Most "3D"
software will generate a grayscale
depthmap; try taking the 2d image and
map into Photoshop and make a stereo
pair with the displacement filter. The
edges will tear and wreck the stereo if
you go very far.) And the depth map
only adds one or two percent to the
file size! I feel like I've been to a
great magic show—I know you can't
saw a woman in half, or catch a bullet
in your teeth, or pull the nine of
diamonds out of a hive of bees, but
dang if they didn't do it! Talking to
the head geek, it's quite clear he has
dealt with the issues; even most 3D
people don't understand right off the
technical problems of stereo
conversion. This is a company to
watch. For fast connections and

current browsers (requires Flash
plug-in): www.ddd.com For slower
connections: www.ddd3d.com. You

should go see a demo of Dynamic
Digital Depth's technology ... talking
to Phil Harman, he really seems to
understand and have dealt with the

problems of stereo conversion.

C-3D Television's Future Plans

It seems no sooner than we had

our tour of the C3D Television

Network, the world's first and only
broadcast network to offer

stereoscopic 3D programming and
they had announced their plans for
their fall 2000 schedule, came another
announcement. On Monday, October
2nd C3D Digital announced
restructuring and they refocused
operating divisions. Chequemate
International Inc. (AMFX: DDD),
doing business as C3D Digital Inc.
announced a major restructuring
which refocuses its business units to

assure operational efficiencies. Each
of its three divisions; C3D Television,
3D.COM and Hotel Movie Network,
has taken measures to reduce costs

which are expected to result in
significant annual savings of
approximately $9.4 million. In
addition, consolidated revenues are
increasing and combined with the cost

reductions, they are expected to lead
to near term operational profitability.

The C3D Television division is
changing its focus from content
production for the 24/7 television
network, to the execution of Pay Per
View events and other licensing and
distribution agreements of 3D video
content. This comes after the

successful production of over 60
hours of quality stereoscopic 3D
video content, which will be used on
the 3D Television Network. Also,
over 1,000 hours of 2D video content
has been licensed, which can be used
either in standard distribution or for

conversion into 3D for use on the 3D

Television Network.

The 3D.COM Internet division is

increasing its focus on revenue
generation and will now operate at
break even or with profitability.
3D.COM in recent months as been

developing important Internet
infrastructure to support increased
Internet revenues. They have also
been working to upgrade a key Strata
software product, which is developed,
maintained and supported by this
division.

" As a result of these actions, we
believe that C3D is better positioned
today to accept the challenges going
forward to exploit the 3D
marketplace. The window of
opportunity is opening for us to shift
our focus from platform creation to
implementation and generation of
increasing revenues and earnings,"
stated C3D Chairman and CEO, J.
Michael Heil. For more information

about C3D Digital, visit
c3ddigital.3d.com

Immediately following this press
release, shares in C3D Digital Inc. hit
an all-time low of $1. CEO J. Michael
Heil said the company hasn't decided
whether it will pull the plug on the
network, which only has carriage
deals with a few small cable systems.
C3D is now pitching cable operators a
pay-per-view 3D version of the Sports
Illustrated swimsuit-edition video,
which the company licensed from the
magazine, Heil said. The firm also
plans to demonstrate a glasses-free 3D
product by the end of the year, Heil
added.

KAUFMAN—Continued on page 7
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Chad Greulach, a top executive at

Chrysalis Entertainment Inc., hopes
cable and satellite subscribers will

soon see something else flying out of
their TV screens: body parts.
Chrysalis plans to distribute the first
3D adult pay-per-view movie this
January. Chrysalis plans to offer adult
programming through two Web sites,
deeppictures.com, and a gay site,
deeppicturesman.com.

Upcoming camera shows:
The Buena Park Camera Expo

America's Largest Monthly
Camera Show, with Over 200 tables
of photo equipment. The show is held
at 7530 Orangethorpe (between the 5
and 91 freeways at Beach Boulevard)
in Buena Park. New show hours are

9:30am to 2:30pm, $5 admission, free
parking has returned! For more
information call: (949)786-8183 or
949)786-6644. Future dates:
November 19th, December 10th,
January 21st and February 18th.
Check their website:

www.cameraexpo.com or email them
at: cameraexpo@yahoo.com.

The Buena Park show has begun
to offer free seminars (with paid
admission, I believe). In November
they will feature Greg Rager
presenting an introduction to Close-up
photography. Talking to a couple of
camera show dealers, they feel that
the future of camera shows is very
iffy. So you might want to check them
out, while you still can.
Bargain Camera Shows
• Pasadena Camera Show. A

'Bargain Camera show', Pasadena
is held at the Pasadena Flks Lodge,
400 W Colorado Blvd., 134
Freeway, to Orange Grove S. 10am
- 3pm. Often held on the 2nd
Sunday of the month. There is a
show scheduled for November

12th. Call number below for dates.

Other locations often include:

The West Los Angeles Bay Area
Camera Show and Sale, held
periodically at the Wyndham Garden
Hotel, 5990 Green Valley Cr., Take
the 405 Freeway to Supulveda N, near
Fox Hills Mall. And The Riverside

Camera show, held at the Elks Lodge,
400 W. Colorado Blvd. For more

information about these and other

'Bargain Camera shows' contact
Anton, Bargain Camera shows, PO
Box 5352, Santa Monica 90409,
(310)578-7446.

Upcoming PSA Exhibitions
This list is featured each month in

the PSA Journal. If you are not a PSA
member, you should really think
about joining. Visit their website at:
http://www.psa-photo.org PSA
approved means that those
acceptances earned in these
exhibitions count towards PSA Star

ratings and the PSA Stereo Who's
Who list (for PSA members).
However, PSA, ISU, nor NSA
membership is required to participate
in these exhibitions. They are open to
all photographers worldwide.

The PSA Stereo Division's

website: http://members.aol.com/
psastereo has a number of current
Exhibition entry forms, this is a
valuable service and will make

finding entry forms easier for all of
us. Closing dates and contacts for
upcoming PSA Stereo Exhibitions:
• 3rd Royalpalm International

Exhibition of Stereo Photography.
Format: Slides and cards. Closing
date: December 2, 2000. Contact:

Jack Covey, FPSA, 254 Riverwood
Rd, Naples, FL 34114-3938 USA
or Email: alshetley@hotmail.com
Exhibition entry forms on the PSA
website: http://members.aol.com/
psastereo N.Amer.-$5, Others-$6
(Piggyback discount available).

• 3rd Hollywood Stereo Card
Exhibition. Format: Stereo Cards.

Closing date: Jan 18, 2001. Cards -
David Thompson, 400 Jasmine,
Brea, CA 92821. SCSC website:

http://home.earthlink.net/~campfire
Cards- Email:

DLT4WD3D@aol.com USA-$9,
All others (including Canada) -$11.

• 43rd Hollywood Stereo Slide
Exhibition. Format: Stereo Slides.

Closing date: Jan 18, 2001.
Mitchell Walker, PO Box 8834,
Universal City, CA 91608-8834.
Slides-Email:

mitchbear® earthlink.com

USA-$9, All others (including
Canada) -$11.

• Oakland. Formats: Slides and

cards. Closing date: January 22,
2001. John Bonwell, 1904

Linwood Way, San Leandro, CA
94577-6218 USA, N.Amer.-$6,
Others-$7.

• Delaware. Formats: Cards,
anaglyphs, over and under pairs or
lenticular prints. Closing date: Jan.
22, 2001. L. T. Maniscalco, 1304
Oberlin Rd., Wilmington, DE
19803-5110 USA. Email:

Ltmphoto@juno.com N.Amer.-$7
(reduced fee available), Others-$7.

• Wichita. Formats: Slides and cards.

Closing date: March 12, 2001.
Mary Ann Rhoda, FPSA, 2511 E.
Funston, Wichita, KS 67211-4629
USA. N.Amer.-$6. Others-$7.

• Southern Cross. Format: Stereo

slides. Closing date: March 23,
2001. Nancy Moxom, 46 Glenayr
Ave., West Ryde, N.S.W. 2114,
Australia. Email: raymoxom
@tpg.com.au N.Amer.-$8 US,
Others- $10 Australian.

• Ohio (new) - 1st Cleveland Stereo
Exhibition. Format: Stereo slides.

Closing date: April 14th, 2001,
James R. Motley, 2721 Oak Park
Ave., Cleveland, OH 44109 USA.
email: jmotley3d@ameritech.net

N.Amer.-$5, Other-$6.
• ***The 6th View-Master

International Stereo Sequence
Exhibition. Format: View-Master

reels. Closing date: June 8, 2001.
Lawrence Kaufman, 1607

Mariposa Drive, Corona, CA
92879-1121. Email: .
kaufman3d@earthlink.net

USA-$7, All others-$9.

• ***The 9th PSA Nonstar Stereo

Exhibition. Format: All formats, all
mediums - slides, cards,
View-Master, Lenticular. Closing
date: October 15,2001. Open to
stereo photographers who have not
qualified for a star rating. A great
exhibition for beginners, now is a
great time to get started entering
exhibitions! Acceptances do not go
towards a star rating. Contact:
James R. Roy APSA, 2902 Peyton
Randolph Drive #202, Falls
Church, VA 22044 (703)536-3926.
email: jimroy3d@juno.com
Exhibition entry forms on the PSA
website: http://members.aol.com/
psastereo Cost: (probably) $3.00

*** not yet listed In the PSA Journal.

See you at the meeting!



The holidays are upon us and uue'll full of holiday cheer,
With the family in tocun and the children all near.

We think of our friends and all that can be.
but on December 14th mhere mill you be?

Will it be at our Annual Stereo Club Holiday Banquet?
I hope so. Come join the tun and Camaraderie.

Good food, door prizes and a fantastic Stereo Slide program.
Where you might ask?

Taix French Restaurant, on Thursday December I4th at 7:00 p.m.
Tickets are $20 advance and $25 at the door. For more information.

Contact: Mitch Walker at 310-459-1030 or email at

mitchbear@earthlink.net

ZONE—Continuedfrom page 4
receiver onto Dufaycolor film to
record the event.

John L. Baird died on June 14,
1946 leaving his color TV work
unfinished. At the time of his death he

was experimenting with a special
cathode-ray tube for stereoscopic
television which used an internal

revolving fluorescent screen. Nine
years later, 3D TV pioneer James F.
Butterfield broadcast side-by-side
stereo pairs on a daily basis in
Mexico. The TV screen was split with
left-eye and right-eye images running
side-by-side which were viewed with
unique prism glasses that fused the
two images into 3D.

Numerous experiments in Russia
have taken place over the years with
stereoscopic television. In his book
"Stereoscopy" Nikolai Valyus writes
(p. 245) that "the simplest method of
making a television picture three-
dimensional is to have two television

cameras at the transmitting end and
two receivers at the other and to use

two channels...(one for the left and
one for the right picture)." Valyus
notes, however, that" such a solution
is not technically acceptable."

Valyus then proposes (p. 246)
"The transmission of two images of
the stereopair may be made by a
television camera having a single
tube. Then the left and right images

may be transmitted simultaneously if
they fall within a single frame, or if
they fall alternately upon the same
tube." The beauties of a unified

system displaying a stereo pair seem
obvious. With the "triplet" form. The
Cascade Stereo Club has created a

flexible autostereoscopic alternative
for electronic dissemination of the 3D

image.

References: Herbert, Ray "Color Stereo
TV in '41,"; Electronics World, January,
1998; Hutchison, David, Fantastic 3D,
Starlog Press: 1982; Valyus, Nikolai,
Stereoscopy, Focal Press: 1966;
Cascade Stereo Club:

httD://www.cascade3d.ora

AUCTION—Continuedfrom page 4
Kelloggs 3-D Cards $2
View-Master Junior Projector $2
Flashbulbs (11) $
Folding Autographic Camera $
Flash Attachment $

Film Boxes (4) $
Da-Lite Screen $

Auction Total $3,400
Club's Proceeds $830

Observation of a stereoscopic television picture from
two tubes Kl and Kji by means of a mirror stereoscope
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The Stereo Clubof Southern California was founded in 1955to promotethe art, enjoymentand science of stereo photography. Meetings, which
normally Include 3D slide projections, are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/slngle or $40/dual (send to the
Membership Director). The 3D News, with a total circulation of about 250 copies, is sent monthly to all members. Annual subscriptionfor those
not wishing to participate in Club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to the Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to submit
stereo-related news items, articles, art workor photo tips for the 3D A/ews—deadline is the last day of the month (send to the Editor).
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President's Messasie

Calendar of Events

November 4 Movie Division meeting 7:00 pm at Longley Way School,
2601 Longley Way in Arcadia.

Nov 16 Second Club competition and additional program. 7:30 at
the Wilshire United Methodist Church, 711 South
Plymouth Boulevard, near Crenshaw and Wilshire in the
downtown area of Los Angeles.

December 14 Remember that the annual Christmas Banquet will be
held one week early ih\s year (the second Thursday
instead of the third Thursday) so as not to interfere with
other Holiday functions. As usual, it will be held at Taix
Restaurant, 1911 Sunset Boulevard, in Echo Park.

Jan 18 2001 Yes, we've reached the Clarke/Kubrick magic year, 20011
We'll celebrate with a competiton and special programs,
just as we celebrate virtually every New Year. 7:30 at the
Wilshire United Methodist Church, 711 South Plymouth
Boulevard, near Crenshaw and Wilshire in the downtown
area of Los Angeles.

Last Meeting Brings Fond Memories of Library Offerings
by Steve Berezin
Our last meeting included aspe

cial treat of Tony Alderson giv
ing a slide presentation of his 3D
conversions and some other slides. I

remember my first experience view
ing Tony's work. I had just started go
ing to the club, (it's a haul from
Orange County and requires a bit of
planning), and decided to take out
some slides from the Club library.
This is a little known benefit to club

membership we have several (8-10?)
100-slide sets of earlier members'

work to view and possibly get creative
ideas from. I was at home leisurely
viewing through a stack when of
mostly travel slides from Europe
when one slide basically blew me
away. It was a computer-generated
shot of dolphins jumping through
hoops in outer space. It was one of
those slides that is so good you have
to look at it again and again then I

showed it to my wife and my neigh
bors. On the slide was written 'Slide

of the Year'. This led me to believe

that I was not the only one who shared
this opinion.

This slide was not in this month's

show but Tony's show included some
incredible conversions. He had made

some 3D conversions for trading cards
that were done in conjunction with the
release of the movie Star Wars. These

included many familiar shots of the
movie and some done for 3D comics.

One was done for an optometrist to
measure stereopsis in children. The
child would point to where the clown
was. Tony also showed slides of some
of the movie sets he worked on.

David Starkman gave a
mini-workshop on slide mounts. He
detailed the evolution of mounts from

the early metal varieties to the RBT
mounts that are made from plastic. He

also went over paper mounts currently
offered and soon to be offered by
Reel-3d and Rocky Mountain
Memories. Helpful handouts that were
originally made by the Ohio Stereo
Club were distributed.

A slide competition was held,
Chris Olson's article below will give
more details.

December Meeting—Banquet

Bring Holiday Slides!!!

For our Holiday Banquet Gary
Schwartz will be presenting his
'Monsters of Paris' slide show and

members will be encouraged to bring
3-4 of their own slides for a potpourri
showing. Please bring holiday or
colorful slides. Contact Mitch Walker

for tickets to the event. Ray Zone also
promises a bonus surprise program,
time permitting.

Visit OurWebsite at littp://hoiiie.eartlilink.net/~caiiipfire/

n



Cl)e T^istorp Zone
Edwin S. Porter—The Artistic Mechanic

Astroll tbrough the
history of stcrcogropby

(jDitb Roy "3D" Zone

Pdwin S. Porter (1870-1941) is pri-
•^marily known as the director who
filmed and edited The Great Train

Robbery (1903) which with its use of
innovative editing helped establish
cinema as a storytelling art. Porter
made many films and is instrumental
in motion picture history. Employed
by Thomas Edison, Porter manned the
Vitagraph projector at Koster and
Rial's in New York on the night of
April 23, 1896 when the very first
movies were projected on a .screen in
the United States.

What is not generally known is
that Porter, working with William E.
Waddell, also made stereoscopic
motion pictures. These 3D movies
may have been the first to have been
projected on the screen for the public
in the United States. Adolph Zukor,
one of the founders of Paramount

Pictures and a movie pioneer who
inaugurated feature-length films in the
early years of the motion picture,
hired Porter to work at his Famous

Players Film Company in 1913. In his
1953 autobiography "The Public is
Never Wrong," Zukor wrote about his
years working with Porter. " Porter,
was, I have always felt," wrote Zukor,
"More of an artistic mechanic than a

dramatic artist. He liked to deal with

machines better than with people."

On June 10, 1915 Famous
Players released three anaglyphic

films shot by Porter which played at
the Astor Theater in New York. R.M.

Hayes in his book "3-D Movies"
(McFarland, 1989) states (p. 3) that
these films were released as "three

one-reelers in single strip anaglyphic
duo-color." Zukor, in writing about
Porter's 3D filmmaking, recollects
differently. "It may come as a
surprise, with all the current
excitement about three-dimensional

films, that Porter was experimenting
with them nearly forty years ago. He
used two cameras, just as two or more
are used now, [1953] and threw
pictures on the screen by means of
two projectors. He had made a
lorgnette with red glass for one eye
and green for the other. Seen with the
naked eye, the pictures were a
hopeless swirl. The lorgnette gave
them three dimensions."

The three anaglyphic one-reelers
consisted of two travelogues,
"Niagara Falls" and "Rural
America" and a third reel was a

sequence from a popular play of the
time, "Jim the Penman." Famous
Players released "Jim the Penman" as
a flat B&W feature and it is very
likely that only in its New York
playdates was it projected with the
anaglyph sequence.

Color motion picture processes at
the time largely consisted of hand
dyed film or rotating color wheels

"Jim the Penman," shot in dual-camera 3-D by Edwin S. Porter was
was released in anaglyph by Famous Film Players Company in 1915.

Edwin S. Porter, 3-D Filmmaker

used with B&W panchromatic film.
Several color processes at the time did
use separate lenses on the camera. In
"Motion Picture Making and
Exhibition" (Charles Thompson,
1914), John B. Rathbun wrote, "Since
the ordinary two color motion pictures
are often taken with a double lens

camera it is sometimes possible to
obtain stereoscopic effects with
colored glasses as one lens only takes
greens and the other, reds. This is
most prominent with the use of
alternate projection." Direct color
photography was in its infancy,
however, and it would be six years
before Technicolor was to perfect its
cemented positive Two-color process.
So it was very likely that the anaglyph
one-reelers were projected through
red/green filters using two interlocked
projectors, as Zukor suggests. Porter
certainly would have been capable of
machining interlock devices for both
stereoscopic cameras and projectors.

Zukor's entertaining
autobiography was written just as the
ZONE—Continued on page 8
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Ee sure to pass along any 3D news
to Marvin Jones. He would love

your contributions to the 3D News. If
you know of, or read about something
3D, pass it onto Marvin. The contact
information is on the cover. But don't

wait until the deadline, which is the
last day of the month.

SCSC Website

The best stereo club website just
got better! Our editor and webmaster
Marvin Jones reports that he has
reprogrammed the picture gallery on
the SCSC website. The gallery had
been using V-Rex's Depth Charge to
create 3D images, but this was only
available for Windows, and their
long-awaited Mac version will likely
not be available any time soon. Now
the site uses a Java program called
StereoScope, which does almost
exactly the same thing and has the
advantage of being cross-platform and
not requiring special acquisition and
installation. Next up is the addition of
some new images. Check out the
"new and improved" gallery, the
SCSC website URL is listed on page
two.

DDDesign 3D Links Updated
The SCSC website has a neat

feature in its add your own link page.
Anyone can add a link to their website
or any other interesting website.
Among the group is the 3D By Dan
Shelley website. Earlier this year Dan
completely redid his website in a new
format. The 3D By Dan Shelley
website has its own 3D links section.

It is up to date, links have been
checked and Dan adds new links

when he has time. The links page uses
the new graphical style and is the
most complete site of its kind on the
World Wide Web.

Dan appreciates any and all
feedback about his link pages. Let
him know what you think, good or
bad as it all helps to make sure that he
is providing the best possible service

by Lawrence Kaufman
to the 3D community and the world at
large. Have a look at:
http://www.dddesign.com/3dbydan/3dli
nks Eventually there will be a very
nice on-line store and his book list

will be updated, and be more
functional as well. There will also be

well over 300 stereo images there in
the near future.

NSA Convention in Riverside

The NSA Riverside 2002

convention does have a website,
which Steven Berezin has done a nice

job setting up, you can locate it at:
http://www.3dgear.com/NSA. If you
get a chance, check it out. SCSC is
now busy planning for the National
Stereoscopic Association 2002
convention that we will sponsor.
Being held in Riverside, California in
July of 2002. We will need volunteers
for all jobs. Our first big job is to put
together the Welcome to Riverside
slide show that will be presented at
the 2001 NSA convention that will

take place in Buffalo, New York next
July and the ISU World Congress that
is being held in Sydney, Australia in
September. We need slides of the
Inland Empire and Los Angeles areas
to help let folks who will be visiting
us know what to look forward to

seeing. More on the planning will
appear in future issues of the 3D
News. Contact Lawrence Kaufman

with ideas and to volunteer.

SCSC Logo Slide
David Kuntz has again made the

SCSC stereo logo slide available. It
has been some time since David made

copies of this great slide available to
our members. They are limited and
they are going fast. All the proceeds
go to SCSC. Contact David Kuntz if
you are interested in purchasing one
or more copies of our fabulous club
logo slide. Refer to the masthead on
the front cover of this 3D News.

M&Ms at the Movies in 3D

Another great candy dispenser is
for sale this holiday season. The folks
at M&M/Mars have come up with a
cool 3D candy dispenser featuring
their animated M&M guys sitting in
theater chairs at the movie theater

with anaglyph glasses on. They are for
sale directly from M&M world for
$18.00, plus $5.95 shipping for a total
of $23.95 Their toll free number is

1(800) 848-3606. They are also
available on eBay ($30.00), at Target
($12.99), WaUMart ($10.99) and
discount stores ($8.99).

D'SPENSER
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Red and Yellow are at the movies

with their very own 3D glasses. The
eye-popping 3D movie gets a
thumbs-up from Red and scares
Yellow right out of his shell. They
produced a limited number of black
theater seat dispensers (one per
location), most of the dispensers have
blue seats. They are really neat!
Makes a super holiday gift for any 3D
fan or anyone else on your shopping
list.

View-Master News

When you are at Target, check
for the newest VM hot translucent

color Virtual 3D viewers (see 3D
News, October 2000) and the new
"Veggie Tales" VM reels package.
The "Magic Box" reel set is now at
Toys 51 Us. SCSC president Steve
Berezin has the Helsinki 2000 VM

reel /book set for sale.

Don't forget about our own vice
president Charley Van Pelt who is the
best source for scenic VM reels. Some

other VM items available from

Charley that you might want to check
out are:

• New revised, reissued and updated
New York City and Las Vegas VM
packets.

, Alessonin...
LpVjti|yoorK8l^fil>or

• Disney Classics reissued and
computer enhanced Bambi,
Pinocchio, Lady and the Tramp
and other titles available soon.

• The classic model 'L' VM viewer,
no longer available in toy stores.
Rerun exclusively for tourist
attractions in blue instead of the

traditional red color.

Upcoming camera shows
The Buena Park Camera Expo is

America's Largest Monthly Camera
Show, with Over 200 tables of photo
equipment. The show is held at 7530
Orangethorpe (between the 5 and 91
freeways at Beach Boulevard) in
Buena Park. New show hours are

9:30am to 2:30pm, $5 admission with
free parking. For more information
call: (949)786-8183 or 949)786-6644.
Future dates: December 10th, January
21st and February 18th. Check their
website: www.cameraexpo.com or
email them at:

cameraexpo @yahoo.com.
The Buena Park show has begun

to offer free seminars (with paid
admission). Talking to a couple of
camera show dealers, they feel that
the future of camera shows is very
iffy. So you might want to check them
out, while you still can.

Bargain Camera Shows
Pasadena Camera Show. A

'Bargain Camera show', Pasadena is
held at the Pasadena Elks Lodge, 400
W Colorado Blvd., 134 Freeway, to
Orange Grove S. 10am - 3pm. Often
held on the 2nd Sunday of the month.
Call the number below for dates.

Other locations often include: The

West Los Angeles Bay Area Camera
Show and Sale, held periodically at
the Wyndham Garden Hotel, 5990
Green Valley Cr., Take the 405
Freeway to Sepulveda N, near Fox
Hills Mall. And The Riverside

Camera show, held at the Elks Lodge,
400 W. Colorado Blvd. For more

information about these and other

'Bargain Camera shows' contact
Anton, Bargain Camera shows, PO
Box 5352, Santa Monica 90409, (310)
578-7446.

Upcoming PSA Exhibitions
This list is featured each month in

the PSA Journal. If you are not a PSA

member, you should really think
about joining. Visit their website at:
http://www.psa-photo.org PSA
approved means that those
acceptances earned in these
exhibitions count towards PSA Star

ratings and the PSA Stereo Who's
Who list (for PSA members).
However, PSA, ISU, nor NSA
membership is required to participate
in these exhibitions. They are open to
all photographers worldwide.

The PSA Stereo Division's

website:

http://members.aol.com/psastereo has
a number of current Exhibition entry
forms, this is a valuable service and
will make finding entry forms easier
for all of us. Closing dates and
contacts for upcoming PSA Stereo
Exhibitions:

Our own club will bring the next
big PSA stereo competitions to you.
Now in its 43rd year, the Hollywood
stereo slide and card exhibitions are

two of the most entered stereo

exhibitions. The catalog is sure to
again have some great images and
there will be some stiff competition.
But I would recommend that every
member support these exhibitions
with their entries and please volunteer
to help at the selection and any or all
of the many showings that are
scheduled in February.

The selectors will be Shab Levy
(the busiest individual in stereo
photography) & Diane Rulien (the
president of the Cascade Stereoscopic
Club) both from Portland, Oregon and
Susan Pinsky, APSA from Culver
City. The showings that are scheduled:
• February 6th at the Jewel City

Camera Club in Glendale.

• February 8th at the Pasadena
Stereo Club meeting.

• February 10th at the
UCR/Califomia Museum of

Photography in Riverside.
• February 15th at our February

meeting.

Schedule of Upcoming PSA
Exhibitions

• 3rd Hollywood Stereo Card
Exhibition. Format: Stereo Cards.

Closing date: Jan 18, 2001. Cards -
David Thompson, 400 Jasmine,
Brea, CA 92821. SCSC website:
http://home.earthlink.net/~campfire



Cards- Email:

DLT4WD3D@aol.com USA-$9,
All others (including Canada) -$11.

• 43rd Hollywood Stereo Slide
Exhibition. Format: Stereo Slides.

Closing date: Jan 18, 2001.
Mitchell Walker, PO Box 8834,
Universal City, CA 91608-8834.
SCSC website:

http://home.earthlink.net/~campfire
Slides-Email:

mitchbear@earthlink.com

USA-$9, All others (including
Canada) -$11.

• Oakland. Formats: Slides and

cards. Closing date: January 22,
2001. John Bonwell, 1904
Linwood Way, San Leandro, CA
94577-6218 USA, N.Amer.-$6,
Others-$7.

• Delaware. Formats: Cards,
anaglyphs, over and under pairs or
lenticular prints. Closing date: Jan.
22, 2001. L. T. Maniscalco, 1304
Oberlin Rd., Wilmington, DE
19803-5110 USA. Email:

Ltmphoto@juno.com N.Amer.-$7
(reduced fee available), Others-$7.

• Wichita. Formats: Slides and cards.

Closing date: March 12, 2001.
Mary Ann Rhoda, FPSA, 2511 E.
Funston, Wichita, KS 67211-4629
USA. N.Amer.-$6. Others-$7.

• Southern Cross. Format: Stereo

slides. Closing date: March 23,
2001. Mrs. Nancy Moxom,46
Glenayr Ave., West Ryde, N.S.W.
2114, Australia. Email:
raymoxom@tpg.com.au
N.Amer.-$8 US, Others- $10
Australian.

• Ohio (new) - 1st Cleveland Stereo
Exhibition. Format: Stereo slides.

Closing date: April 14th, 2001,
James R. Motley, 2721 Oak Park
Ave., Cleveland, OH 44109 USA.
email: jmotley3d@ameritech.net.
N.Amer.-$5, Other-$6.

• ***The 6th View-Master

International Stereo Sequence
Exhibition. Format: View-Master

reels. Closing date: June 8, 2001.
Lawrence Kaufman, 1607
Mariposa Drive, Corona, CA
92879-1121. Email:

kaufman3d@earthlink.net

USA-$7, All others-$9.

• ***The 9th PSA Nonstar Stereo

Exhibition. Format: All formats, all

mediums - slides, cards,
View-Master, Lenticular. Closing
date: October 15, 2001. Open to
stereo photographers who have not
qualified for a star rating. A great
exhibition for beginners, now is a
great time to get started entering
exhibitions! Acceptances do not go
towards a star rating. Contact:
James R. Roy APSA, 2902 Peyton
Randolph Drive #202, Falls
Church, VA 22044 (703)536-3926.
email: jimroy3d@juno.com
Exhibition entry forms on the PSA
website:

http://members.aol.com/psastereo
Cost: (probably) $3.00

*** not yet listed in the PSA Journal.

Exhibition Results

Here are the results from the

November International Stereo Club

Competition. SCSC enters this
competition three times a year and we
have done well in the past. 1hope that
more club members will make their

best images available, so are scores
can move up. SCSC will judge the
final round of this competition at our
May meeting.
• Sydney—47
• Puget Sound—45
• Detroit—41

• Cascade—41

• Cordova (Cal)—40
• Chicago—37
• Atlanta—37

• Southern California—35

In Depth (NJ)—host
San Diego Stereo Camera
Club—no entries

Individual winners from the first

ound were:

1st—Robert Grant, Detroit, "After
an Early Snow"
2nd—Brian Green (seven years
old), Detroit, "Red Mums"
3rd—H. Lee Pratt, Atlanta,
"Desert Sentinel"

4th—Neil Steller, Cascade, " Lily
and Rose"

5th—Stantion Baker, Sydney,
" Generation #4"

HM—Debbie Williams, Sydney,
"Boo"

HM—Bob Price, Sydney,
"Concentration"

HM—Marion Smith, Chicago,
"Rosy Trio"
HM—Eugene Mitofsky, Chicago,
"Horse Race"

HM—Gene Largerberg, Puget
Sound, "Regal Beauty"
HM—Phyllis Maslin, Puget Sound
"Romancing the Wave"
HM—Chris Olson, Southern
California " Horsing around Z"
HM—Ron Fredrickson, Cordova,
" Shower of Gold"

HM—Pauline Sweezey, Cordova,
" Seattle Land Marks"

Congratulations to all the
winners, especially our own Chris
Olson! The Chicago Stereo Camera
Club will host the next round of this

competition in February.
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The Second Cascade

International Stereoscopic Exhibitions
results are online. Formats were

Stereo slides, stereo cards and the first
ever PSA recognized Internet Stereo
Exhibition. The results with images
were posted on the clubs website
within days of the exhibition. You
might want to check out the images at
their website:

http://www.cascade3d.org
The Eighth PSA Individual

Nonstar Competition was held on
October 20, 2000, at a meeting of the
Potomac Society of Stereo
Photographers. There were only 30
entries from 7 stereographers. All but
3 were in Realist compatible format,
but the others, by Dorothy T.
Mladenka, were incredibly diverse.
She entered one Realist pair, a
View-Master reel, a lenticular card,
and a medium format slide pair.
Scoring was on a 2 to 5 per judge
scale, with 2-i- rounds of judging.
Judges were Andrea Shetley, Geoff
Peters, and Robert Leonard, FPSA.
• 1st—"Buoy"—LaneDamazoof

Knoxville, MD
• 2nd—"Cooling Off in 110

Degrees"—Dorothy Mladenka of
Houston, TX

• 3rd—"Sun Ripened Fruit"—^John
Swank of Bethesda, MD

• HM—"Golden Gate Park"—John

Swank

• HM—"Alone"—Dennis Green of

Femdale, Ml
• HM—"Chess Players"—Dennis

Green

Iwerks

Iwerks Entertainment®, Inc. has
an agreement with Paramount Parks '
and Stan Lee Media Inc. giving
Iwerks exclusive worldwide rights to
distribute the new ride simulation

film, "Stan Lee's 7th Portal 3D
Simulation Experience." The film, set
for release in sumther 2001, is being
exeeutive produced by Paramount
Parks and Stan Lee Media, and
produced by Blur Studio. It will
premiere simultaneously in ride
simulation theaters at Paramount

Parks venues and in Iwerks

TurboRide simulation theaters around

the world in both 2D and 3D formats.

Paramount Parks had previously
announced that when they reopen in

spring 2001, Paramount Parks would
have five 3D upgraded, 148-seat
Iwerks TurboRide theatres that would

be premiering "7th Portal." The five
parks signed on for the 3D upgrades
are: Paramount's Great America in
California, Paramount's Kings Island
in Ohio, Paramount's Kings
Dominion in Virginia, Paramount's
Carowinds in North Carolina

and Paramount's Canada's

Wonderland in Ontario.

"Stan Lee's 7th Portal 3D

Simulation Experience" will feature
superhero characters, such as
Thunderer, Gossamer and Oxblood,
who are well known to cyberspace
fans who visit www.stanlee.net,
where they appear regularly in the
animated series "7th Portal." Not

only is " 7th Portal" the first global
Internet franchise to become a

ride-simulation film, a feature film is
already in the works, to be produced
by Mark Canton (" Men in Black,"
"Batman"). Stan Lee is a household
name, known best for co-creating
some of America's most beloved

superheroes, including Spider-Man,
The Incredible Hulk, and The X-Men.

In a show of support for this new
venture, Stan Lee made an appearance
at the Iwerks booth at the

International Assoeiation of

Amusement Parks and Attractions

(IAAPA.org) at the Georgia World
Congress Center and Georgia Dome
in Atlanta on November 17 from

10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon. Tradeshow

attendees saw Mongorr, the "7th
Portal" villain, who was roaming the
show floor on November 16 and 17

- Jianding out 7th.Portal entry forms to
win autographed Stan Lee
Memorabilia.

"7th Portal" is co-directed by
Yas Takata and Aaron Powell of Blur

Studio, with Tim Miller as ereative
director. Stan Lee has taken an aetive

role in supervising the story, script
and art direction. The film will be

100% computer-generated 3D
animation, with motion capture.
"We're thrilled with this opportunity
to combine storytelling with our CGI
expertise, and overwhelmed by the
chance to work with a legend like
Stan Lee," says Takata.

See you at the meeting!

Explore
the World

of

3-D Imaging,
Past & Present;

in

Only $26 a year
front

NATIONAL
STEREOSCOPiC

».J ASSOCIATION

P.O. Box 14801
Columbus, OH 43214

Hollywood
Exhibition Makes

Another Premiere

by Mitch Walker

^^lendale: On Saturday January
Stereo Club of Southem Califor

nia will premiere another show of fan
tastic slide from around the world.

Wanna witness the action and the

fun? Maybe give us a hand with the
judging? Well, it all takes place on
Saturday, January 20, 2001 at the First
United Methodist Church in Glendale.

For more information, contact the
exhibition chairman, Mitch Walker, at
310-459-1030 or by E-mail at
MitchBear@earthlink.net. It will be

fun and a chance to meet the Judges
and everyone involved. Coffee,
Donuts, Bagels, and other goodies
will be served.



Competition Notes

Gone But Not

Forgotten
by Chris Olsen

11just goes to show that you can be
•I out ofthe city but not out ofyour
mind to enter the club competition.
Abe Perlstein, who now lives in cen
tral California, entered two categories
and won one Honorable Mention in

standard and one in non-conventional.

Dorothy Bernhardt, who complained
about being pushed into the A group,
got an honorable mention for her slide
" River Thru the Forest" Bob Philips,
who also got bumped from B to A, is
in third place after winning an Honor
able Mention for "Colors". It was

great to see David Starkman submit
ting slides again. His reward was an
Honorable Mention for his slide of the

Brooklyn Bridge entitled "Big Wire,
Big City". Like Abe, Earl Colgan got
a Honorable Mention in both Non

Conventional and Standard. However

it was Kathy Day who dominated the
Standard category with an Honorable
Mention for "Don't Look Down" and

an Award for her spectacular
"Eichorn's Pinnacle," while Jim Com-
stock ruled the Non Conventional

with an Honorable Mention for " Or

ange Radition" and an Award for his
fragrant "Three Gold Crowns". I
would like to thank our judges—
Oliver Dean, Ray Zone and our Presi
dent Steve Berezin—for their fine

work in their choices.

A Group
Abe Perlstein 132

HM: Sonja & Sarong
Earl Colgan 131

HM: Early Morning #3
Bob Philips 125

HM: Colors

Lawrence Kaufman 122

Christopher Olson 122
Dorothy Bernhardt 121

HM: River Thru the Forest

Cassie Kaufman 117

Chuck Bernhardt 107

Bruno Lizzi 104

Kathy Day 68
A: Eichorn's Pinnacle

HM: Don't Look Down

Robin Burks 64

James Comstock 64

Mark Kernes 63

ZONE—Continuedfrom page 3
3D boomof 1953 wasbeginning. It
was a "particular moment" in film
history when "funeral orations were
being delivered over the film
industry" and Paramount was
"secretly experimenting with
three-dimensional pictures, wide
screens, and other items calculated to

prove that the reports of our death
were grossly exaggerated."

Adolph Zukor closed his book by
stating that "three-dimensional
pictures were the next big thing in the
industry ... The other executives
agreed with me and we went out on
the set and halted the filming of
'Sangaree,' a costume picture with
Fernando Lamas and Arlene Dahl.

Then we got an old stereo-camera

with which we had been

experimenting fifteen years ago up
from the basement and shot the

picture in 3D with Technicolor."

Edwin S. Porter would have been

intrigued by the progress his early
experiments in stereoscopic cinema
had made.

References:

Hayes, R.M. "3-D Movies" McFarland &
Company, North Carolina, 1989.
Rathbun, John B. "Motion Picture
Making and Exhibiting" Charles
Thompson,
New York, 1914.
Zukor, Adolph with Kramer, Dale. "The
Public Is Never Wrong" G.P. Putnam,
New York, 1953.

Adolph Zukor examines dual-camera 3-D rig at Paramount during
production of "Sangaree" in 1953 as Fernando Lamas looks on.

Non-Conventional

James Comstock

A: 3 Gold Crowns

HM: Orange Radiation
Earl Colgan 131

HM: Passion Flower #4

Abe Perlstein 131

HM: Hay Bales, San Marcos Pass
Philip Steinman 122
Gary Schacker ,....71
David Starkman 67

HM: Big Wires, Big City
Robin Burks 63

A: Bryce Hyper
HM: Aspen Trunks
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The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography. Meetings, which
normally Include 3D slide projections, are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single or $40/dual (send' to the
Membership Director). The 3D News, with a total circulation of about 250 copies. Is sent monthly toall members. Annual subscription for those
not wishing toparticipate in Club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to the Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged tosubmit
stereo-related news Items, articles, art work orphoto tips for the 3D /Vews—deadline isthe last day of the month (send to the Editor).
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Calendar of Events

Jan 18 2001 Yes, we've reached the Clarke/Kubrick magic year, 2001!
We'll celebrate with a competiton and the PSA Sequence
Exhibition. 7:30 at the Wllshire United Methodist Church,
711 South Plymouth Boulevard, near Crenshaw and
Wllshire in the downtown area of Los Angeles.

February 3 Movie Division meeting 7:00 pm at LongleyWay School,
2601 Longley Way in Arcadia.

February 15 The next regular Club meeting features slides from the
Hollywood Exhibition (and of course it's Earl's birthday!
Which one? Ask himi). 7:30 at the Wllshire United
Methodist Church, 711 South Plymouth Boulevard, near
Crenshaw and Wllshire in the downtown area of Los
Angeles.

March 15 The fourth Club Competition, plus a fabulous show by
Gary Schacker.

April 19 The PSA Traveling Exhibition, plus a second show.

Notes from the President

A Christmas Present for the Club—Monsters of Paris Tour

by Steve Berezin

f or our annual club holiday banquet
we brought in the New Year with

the "Monsters of Paris" slide show by
Gary Schwartz. Gary dovetailed 3D
photography with his experiences as a
tour guide in the city of Paris to pre
sent a show that presented a side of
Paris not often seen. And to make it

seem like we were even more steeped
in French tradition Gary signaled for
each slide change to the projectionist
with an enthusiastic "le beep".

Gary was fortunate to be
photographing at a hme when the
museum guards at some of the
more familiar locations were on

strike. This allowed him to use a
tripod (for his Realist 2.8) where
they are usually forbidden. His long
exposure shot of the Mona Lisa took
advantage of this—^the people
walking by to look at the painting
became translucent, which allowed
for an unobstructed view of the De
Vinci masterpiece.

He sneaked up on unsuspecting
camera shy Parisians and took
candid shots of them engaged in
every day activities such as feeding
birds and eating lunch.

His shots of the catacombs were

downright haunting, as the walls of
human bones stood out. To further

dabble in the macabre Gary finished
his show with many shots of intricate
Paris tombstones. He enjoyed
photographing these more than the
museums as the art was more human,
less restrained.

Before the slide show we all

enjoyed a delicious meal and door
prizes. Mitch Walker put together
another perfect banquet and all the
other members made it run smoothly.

New Board Position—Stereo Cards

Please join me in welcoming our
newest board member, David
Thompson. David will be responsible
for championing the cause of stereo

cards at the club. Stereo card circuits

and competitions have flourished and
are now becoming more of a part of
SCSC activities. We now have a card

competition as a regular part of the
Hollywood competition, a club card
competition and as some of you will
remember David and Ray Zone gave
an in depth workshop on card
mounting. In the January meeting
David will be giving a mini-workshop
on making a slide bar and on single
camera photography.

Next Meeting
This will be the third club

competition of the year Bring those
slides!!!! We will also have a

mini-workshop on slide bars (see
above) and we again this year (and
hopefully for many years to come)
will feature the PSA Sequence
Exhibition at our January meeting.
These are the best stereo slide

sequences that were judged last
BEREZIN—Continued on page 5

Visit Our Website at http://home.eartMiiik.net/~campfire/
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The 2000 Christmas Banquet as covered by SGSC "roving photographer"
Steve Berezin. For more pictures, check out SCSC's website gallery!
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W.K.L. Dickson—A Crowning Realism
When motion pictures were in

vented in the late 19th century,
the stereographic image was at its
height in the form of the vast interna
tional market for stereoview cards. It
is not surprising, then, that the inven
tor's dream of capturing life at the
very dawn of the new medium of "liv
ing pictures" should include not just
motion, but sound, color and three-di
mensions.

William Kennedy Lauren
Dickson, as one of Thomas Edison's
assistants at the West Orange, New
Jersey laboratories, was assigned by
Edison to concentrate on developing a
"kinetograph" to photograph motion
in 1889. Dickson had originally come
from England in 1881 to work with
Edison and he and the "Boss" were

the only two people with access to
"Room Five" where the kinetograph
development took place. In a book on
the life of Edison, penned by Dickson
and his sister Antonia in 1895, is
written: "The crowning point of
realism was attained on the occasion

of Mr. Edison's return from the Paris

Exposition of 1889, when Mr.
Dickson himself stepped out on the
screen, raised his hat and smiled,
while uttering the words of greeting,
" 'Good morning, Mr. Edison, glad to
see you back. 1hope you are satisfied
with the kineto-phonograph.'"

Dickson is explicit in describing a
projected motion picture on the screen
synchronized with sound from a
phonograph record. In 1896, Dickson
discussed further the new miracle of

motion pictures on the screen;
" Projected stereoscopically the results
are even more realistic, as those
acquainted with that class of
phenomena may imagine, and a
pleasing rotundity is apparent which
in ordinary photographic displays is
conspicuous by its absence."

In reality, Dickson and Edison
had yet to achieve viable screen
projection of motion pictures. Edison
himself did not for years afterward

When Wiiliam Dickson (left) ordered
35mm wide strips of cellulose nitrate
from George Eastman (right) in 1891,
it was the beginning of "film," and a
standard that remains in effect today.

believe that motion pictures should be
projected on the screen. It was
Dickson who, while Edison was in
Europe, had built the "Black Maria,"
the world's first motion picture studio
at Edison's laboratory. Edison
instructed Dickson to concentrate on a

"peep show" machine which
eventually became the kinetoscope.

A letter of reply written June 16,
1891 to a New Jersey man from
Edison labs attested: "It is Mr.

Edison's intention to give a
stereoscopic effect to the pictures
taken in connection with the

Kinetograph , and a long extensive
series of experiments have been
conducted at the Laboratory, very
good results being obtained. This has
all been incorporated in the patent..."

The kinetoscope patent,
application #403,536, had several
stereo claims (9-12). Claim number
ten described "The combination of a

film or surface having on it pictures of

a moving object taken
stereoscopically side by side, means
for moving said film or surface
forward at a regulated speed, means
for superposing said pictures, and a
screen colored to correspond with the
subject of the photograph onto which
the superposed pictures are thrown..."
The kinetoscope patent, as finally
issued, concluded: "The reproduction
of stereoscopic photographs of
moving objects gives a very vivid
impression of movement, and the
coloring just described adds to the
realistic effect."

It was also Dickson who

negotiated on behalf of Edison for
cellulose nitrate film to be purchased
from George Eastman and, with an
order placed in 1891, determined the
35mm format with vertical sprocket
holes, which has remained the
standard ever since. Frustrated by
Edison's refusal to develop motion
picture projection for the screen,
Dickson left Edison's employ in
April, 1895 and went into partnership
with Harry Marvin, Elias Koopman
andHerman Casler to form the

Edison's first Kinetoscope completed
about 1890, called the "peep-hole."

ZONE—Continued on page 5
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American Mutoscope Company.
Dickson and his new partners
developed the Biograph motion
picture camera and projector and the
Mutoscope peep box. Dickson took
the Biograph camera to Europe in
1897and filmed subjects such as Pope
Leo XIII and the Boer War in South

Africa. In Great Britain on March 29,
1899, Dickson filed Patent number
6794, a Stereo Optical System that
was applicable to both still and
motion pictures. Dickson's system
used two prisms which reflected the
images at right angles onto the
negative. One of the prisms was
mounted on a movable rod, which
allowed for a variable interocular

distance. William K.L. Dickson has
been called "America's first

cinematographer." By an odd form of
historical irony, movies were in great
part responsible for the demise in
popularity of the stereoview card in
the early 20th century. But the dream
of early filmmakers of capturing
reality in three dimensions is evident
with the work of William Kennedy
Lauren Dickson who labored in the

very cradle of the motion picture's
infancy.

References: Gosser, Mark H., "Selected
Attempts At Stereoscopic Moving
Pictures and Their Relationship to the
Development of Motion Picture
Technology," Amo Press: 1977.
Ramsaye, Terry, "A Million and One
Nights, A History of the Motion Picture
Through 1925," Simon & Schuster:
1926.

Talbot, Frederick A., "Moving Pictures,
How They Are Made and Worked," J.B.
Lippincott: 1912.

BEREZIN—Continuedfrom page 2
summer and first shown at the PSA

Convention. The exhibition now

travels from club to club until next

summer, when the new sequence
judging will be held. The idea of the
exhibition is similar to the

View-Master exhibition, but using
stereo slides to tell a story. H. Lee
Pratt has for many years done an
outstanding job putting this exhibition
together with music and title slides.
Lee is giving up this position and I
can only hope someone half as
talented as he will take over the job of
PSA Sequence Exhibition chair.

Dickson's Stereo Optical System. Drawings from his British Patent #6794,
March 29,1899. Note how interocular between lenses i[y} can be varied by
moving prism (5) on shaft (6).

SCSC's

Collectors Series
View-Master

Souvenir

Reels
Now there are TWO reels

In SCSC's exclusive View-

Master series! Look back

Into history through the
stereo camera of pioneer

George Lewis,
and look forward

to the future of 3D

through the
innovative work

of SCSC's own

Ray Zone!
Oontact Steve Berezln

(949) 581-8378
E-Mail: 3d@bere2ln.com
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UCR/CMP Tour & Slide Show

On Saturday, February 10th at
11:G0 AM, members of the Stereo
Club of Southern California (SCSC)
are invited into the usually locked
collections room at the

UCR/California Museum of

Photography (UCR/CMP) in
Riverside. This has become an annual

event, this year we will discuss plans
for the NSA Riverside 2002

convention in addition to getting an
inside look at one of the largest
collections of stereo memorabilia. At

12:30 PM we will break for lunch and

then set up for a showing of the 43rd
Hollywood Stereo Slide and Stereo
Card Exhibitions.

For the past 43 years, SCSC has
judged the international Hollywood
Stereo Slide and Card Exhibition. On

February 10th at 2:00 PM, the
UCR/CMP will host the showing of
the 43rd Annual Hollywood
International Stereo (3D Photography)
Exhibition. Some of the best work by
today's top stereographers worldwide
will be showcased in both 3D slides

and 3D cards.

The Stereo Club of Southern

California (SCSC) is one of oldest
stereo photography groups. SCSC was
founded in 1955 and still meets

monthly in Los Angeles. SCSC judges
the work of current-day stereo
photographers at their 43rd annual
Hollywood International Stereo
Exhibition in January. The awarded
and the accepted entries will be
showcased as usual at other local

photography clubs. This year a
showing has been added at the
UCR/CMP, so more people will be
able to enjoy the current, outstanding
work being done today in stereo
photography. The Hollywood
Exhibition's stereo slides will be

projected and viewed using polarized
3D glasses.

The UCR/CMP, which houses the
worlds largest collection of vintage
stereoscopic-3D photography work, is

by Lawrence Kaufman
the perfect location for a showing of
today's award-winning stereo
photography. The UCR/CMP houses
many photo collections and is the
home of the Keystone-Mast
collection, one of the largest
collections of stereo-3D images.
These images have been used in the
current large format 3D films " Across
the Sea of Time", "Encounter in the
Third Dimension" and " Mark

Twain's America". The UCR/CMP is

located at 3804 Main Street, near the
world-famous Mission Inn.

(909)784-FOTO or (909)787-4787
http://www.cmp.ucr.edu

The 3D slide show, which is open
to the public, is free of charge and
begins at 2:00 PM. Individuals who
have not seen a 3D slide show

projected will not be disappointed by
the showing of the 43rd Hollywood
Stereo Slide and Card Exhibition. For

more information about the

UCR/Califomia Museum of

Photography, check their website:
http://www.cmp.ucr.edu or contact the
museum at (909)784-FOTO or
(909)787-4787. For more information
about the Stereo Club of Southern

California, check the SCSC website:
http://home.earthlink.net/~campfire or
contact Lawrence Kaufman, Email:
kaufman3d@earthlink.net or

(909)736-8918

CyberWorld 3D
Imax Corporation, Inc. (IMAX)

released a short film titled Paint

Misbehavin' (1997) that promised 3D
large format (LF) animated films
coming soon. The short ran like a
trailer (preview attraction), so much
so, that individuals who had seen the
short, did not realize that they had in
fact already seen it, instead believing
they had only seen a preview
attraction. Paint Misbehavin' was first

seen in November 1997 with The

IMAX Nutcracker (1997).
IMAX now brings us

CyberWorld 3D (2000) the first
animated LF film. The press kit

incorrectly proclaims the film "The
first ever 3D animated film!" The

long title is Imax Corporation's
CyberWorld 3D, presented by Intel®.
CyberWorld 3D also plays like a
preview attraction (a 48 minute
preview attraction). But the film IS
very enjoyable and provides the
viewer some wonderful stereoscopic
imagery to escape into for those 48
minutes. CyberWorld 3D stitches
together short clips of animated
segments, often leaving us wanting
for more.

Our animated virtual hostess. The .
saucy, synthetic Phig takes us on a
tour of Galleria Animatica, a museum
repository of 3D exhibits, which also
is the home of three mischievous

cyber critters (computer bugs). Phig
fights off the critters, that are busy
destroying the Galleria as they eat it
bit by byte. The "exhibits" are earlier
3D converted productions including
the bar sequence from Antz (1998),
the Homer3 segment of The Simpsons
(1989) and Liberation (1994), a Pet
Shop Boys music video. Plus the
computer animated shorts Monkey
Brain Sushi (1995),
Flipbook/Waterfall City (1997/1998),
Tonight's Performance (1995),
KraKKen (1996), and Joe Fly and
Sanchez—Mostly Sports (1995).

Although listed as not rated by
the MPAA, there was perhaps a little
concern about a PG rating when the
preview prints, containing the original
dialog from Antz and The Simpsons
had a couple of questionable words
for an Imax film release. Imax sent

out a remixed soundtrack, in which
the word "Anus" from Antz was

replaced with "Caboose" and
"Bitching" from The Simpsons was
replaced with "Talking".

The genesis of CyberWorld 3D
can be traced to 1995, when
CyberWorld 3D producer,
co-screenwriter Steve Hoban joined
Imax Corporation, spearheading the
KAUFMAN—Continued on page 7
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creation of their animation studio and

the development of their proprietary
3D animation technology. Hoban
produced Paint Misbehavin' with
Imax co-founder Roman Kroitor.

Kroitor is the co-producer of the
Cyber Critter segment of CyberWorld
3D. In addition to producing the very
first IMAX film Tiger Child (1970)
Kroitor has produced the 3D IMAX
films We Are Born of Stars (1985),
The Larst Buffalo (1990) and Echoes
of the Sun (1990).

Kroitor is a past senior vice
president and former director of Imax
Corporation. He currently works with
IMAX as a consultant and has been

focusing on exploring innovative
ways of using the LF film, by
expanding IMAX's use of 3D
technology. Kroitor developed the
IMAX proprietary 3D stereoscopic
animation system called SANDDE™
(Stereo ANimation Drawing DEvice).
IMAX formed Imax Sandde

Animation, Inc. in 1997. With the
SANDDE™ 3D process and its
complimentary technology Geppetto,
animators can now draw and animate
in actual 3D space, freehand, the
results have the appearance and feel
of traditional cell-style animation, but
in three dimensions. Animators wear
3D glasses and see their work, in real
time, literally floating in mid air.

Hugh Murray wrote the story and
also worked as a producer and
co-screenwriter for CyberWorld 3D.
Murray who has been with Imax for
over a decade and has been an integral
part of the evolution of the technology
of producing LF 3D films. Murray,
who is-thoughLhyimany to be one of
the world's outstanding stereoscopic
experts, has also made contributions
in the areas of special effects and
animation. Murray also designed the
optical chain for the first IMAX 3D
camera.

Walt Disney and Pixar Animation
Studio made the first fully
computer-animated feature film with
Toy Story (1995). Which started
Murray to begin looking into the
possibilities of re-configuring or
re-creating computer animated films
for Imax. Imax began doing some
early tests with Mainframe

Entertainment in Vancouver and Core

Digital in Toronto. The tests were
successful and Imax began to search
for the best computer animation
available and a plan to put it together
in a way that would make an
entertaining film to demonstrate the
power of computer animated LF 3D
films. Originally planned as a
retrospective documentary of
computer animation, the focus of the
production shifted to the concept of a
film based purely on entertainment.

The Word Gets Out

At the SIGGRAPH (the special
interest group for computer graphics)
conference in August 1997, Imax
spread the word that they were
canvassing materials to consider for
inclusion in this LF 3D film. The

filmmakers spent close to one year
going through over 250 submissions
and securing agreements for each film
segment. There were many beautifully
animated segments that had been
created for the front end of computer
games. Although wonderfully
rendered, most of these contained
extremely violent material and were
ruled out.

The April 1998 SIGGRAPH, Los
Angeles Chapter Meeting took place
at the IMAX 3D Theater, located at
the then newly expanded and renamed
California ScienCenter, near
downtown Los Angeles. The theater
had also been recently opened,
replacing an older one at that location.
It now had a seven story high and
90-foot wide screen with a

six-channel surround sound system.
Imax Corporation's Senior Vice
President Andrew Gellis spoke to the
group, delivering much the same
message, that Imax is working on
some amazing things. Gellis presented
a reel comprised of trailers of current
and upcoming IMAX® 3D and 2D
films, as well as demonstrations of
various types of computer imaging
and animation for the IMAX 3D

format.

The reel included the 3D trailers

of: The IMAX Nutcracker, Wings of
Courage (1995), Across the Sea of
Time (1995), L5: First City in Space
(1996), Into the Deep (1994), and
trailers from two 2-D films: Mission

to MIR (1997) and Rolling Stones At

The Max (1991). But the most
interesting part of the program was
the IMAX 3D test demonstrations.

These included some footage based
on 'Tale of the Seahorse' and a short

segment of the flying geese from the
movie Fly Away Home (1996), which
had been turned into IMAX 3D flying
geese. Also shown were some early
tests of animated dragons and the
entire Paint Misbehavin' short, which
Gellis kept referring to as " Paint By
Numbers".

At that time Gellis explained the
IMAX ® 3D SANDDE^" process as
one which permits animators to draw
and color 3D images freehand in
space as if they were putting a pencil
to paper. Using a freehand 'wand' to
draw or sculpt characters in air. The
animator's work is translated from the

imagination to real time 3D. He stated
the ground breaking work is based
upon the premise that animators
prefer to draw without the
interference of a keyboard or a mouse
in the creative process

Gellis first talked prior to the
program (which was repeated) and
then took questions and answers
afterwards. He was very excited about
the forth-coming film T-Rex: Back to
the Cretaceous (1998), which was due
out in October 1998. Gellis worked on

the story and screenplay of T-Rex. He
said the computer animation (all four
minutes of it) is just great. He talked
about a scene he said would be early
in the movie were the T-Rex sticks his

head out of the screen and bites your
head off! He said that he expected it
to get really great word of mouth and
get many people who had never seen
an IMAX film to go.

He also announced that an IMAX

3D computer animation showcase
film would be out in the spring of
1999 (CyberWorld 3D did not
premiere until September 26, 2000 in
New York. It opened in selected U.S.
and Canadian cities on October 6,
2000, with other worldwide openings
on October 20, 2000). Gellis stated
IMAX had contacted most filmmakers

who have used computer generated
imagery (CGI) work in their films and
had taken bits and pieces of what has
been seen and converted these clips to
KAUFMAN—Continued on page 8
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IMAX 3D. The film would have
wrap-arounds added to complete the
40 minute film. He saidoneclip
would be from The Simpsons
television show.

Back in Canada

Meanwhile producers Murrayand
Hoban developed a screenplay with
Charlie Rubin. Rubin has written
extensively for television. He has
been on staff of such shows as
Seinfeld, In Living Color, The Jon
Stewart Show, Aliens in the Family,
ZippyThe Pinheadand has produced
numerous TV shows as well. For the

story, they created Phig, whose
mission is to present to the audience,
in a variety show format, several
pieces of computer animation.

Spin Entertainment was brought
on board to create the Phig and
CyberWorld 3D environment section
of the film. Colin Davies directed the
11 minutes of originalCG segments.
Davies has been directing award
winning CG animation for 4 years and
working in film and television
production for 9 years. Beginning as a
film editor, Daviesbegan directing
animation at Mainframe

Entertainment. Mark Gabbana worked
as the production designer. Gabbana,
an imaginative craftsman created over
200 drawings during the initial design
phase to help explore and bring to life
the concept of what it is like to exist
in the virtual realm of CyberWorld 3D.

The CyberWorld gallery
resembles the inside of a giant
clockwork puzzle. Phig moves
through space and the floor is formed
to meet her. As the blocking and
staging was being worked out during
the storyboard phase, they realized
that they could take what had been a
location change and turn it into
something more. As Phig is falling
through space, trying to grab sections
of floor that are not forming fast
enough to meet her, the audience gets
to fall with her creating a little
excitement in this 3D world.

Jenna Elfman, a gifted
comedienne brought a lot of
spontaneity to the character of Phig.
Elfman vaulted to stardom in 1997

playing Dharma Freedom Finkelstein
Montgomery in the television show

Dharma and Greg. Elfman won a
Golden Globe Award for the second
season and three Emmy Award
nominations. Among her many other
roles she has been in numerous

feature films including Town and
Country (2000), Keeping the Faith
(2000), Venus (1999), Ed TV (1999),
and Krippendorf s Tribe (1998). Dave
Foley did the voice of Hank the
Technician. Foley is known for his
starring television role in NewsRadio.
In addition to his numerous other

comedy, acting, writing and directing
credits, Foley was the voice of Flik in
A Bug's Life (1998). He reprised this
role for a cameo in Toy Story 2
(1999) and It's Tough to Be a Bug,
The 3D movie attraction that opened
exclusively within the Tree of Life at
Walt Disney World's Animal
Kingdom in 1999. It's Tough to Be a
Bug is set to open at Disney's new
California Adventure amusement park
adjacent to Disneyland in Anaheim
California in the spring of 2001.

While Spin Entertainment was
working in Toronto on the CG
segments, Imax Sandde Animation,
Inc. was working in Montreal on 4
minutes of Cyber Critter segments
under director Elaine Despins, an
award winner artist, painter and
animator. At SANDDE, the animators
draw in dark room workstations, with
the screen positioned as if they were
sitting in the middle seat of a mini
version of an IMAX theatre. Despins
has been with SANDDE since 1996.
As part of the SANDDE team,
Despins helped animate Bugs Bunny
in 3D for a Warner Brothers project
derived from Space Jam (1996).
Originally, the SANDDE segment
was to be included with the other film

clips, but the idea of the Cvber

Critters being incorporated into the
Phig story won out. Despins also
designed the characters and created
the model sheets, which help guide
the animators to draw the Critters with
consistency. One part of the model
sheets is on paper with full color
specifications and with all the
expressions of the characters, the
other part is a wireframe spatial
construction in SANDDE, showing
the space and volumes to give an
architectural base for the animators to
work with.

Matt Frewer does the voice of the

cyber-critter Frazzled. Frewer did the
voiceof Panicin Walt Disney
Pictures' Hercules (1997) (and it's TV
and video sequels) and was the first
actor to give voice to the Pink Panther
in the syndicated cartoon series The
Pink Panther (1993). But it was his
creation of the computerized video
jockey. Max Headroom (1985), that
brought him to the attention of
American audiences.

Robert Smith does the voices for
the other two cyber-critters Buzzed
and Wired. For a media event at the

Parker Meridien Hotel in New York

for the opening of CyberWorld 3D,
Imax Film Distribution joined with
Spectrum Studios to create a
virtual-reality version of Wired.
Wired, the blue spider-like cyber
critter was digitally rebuilt and
responded to television interviewers
in real time. Robert Smith reprised his
role, this time he was outfitted with
sensors and he also controlled the

movement of the animated character.

Cyber World 3D is an all-round
look at the state of computer
animation, and well worth a visit to
your nearest IMAX theater.

See you at the meeting!

'M mM
A key scene from the animated film Antz has been re-created in
3-dimensional stereo for the IMAX film Cyber World 3D. Courtesy of
DreamWorks Pictures™ and © 1998 DreamWorks LLC/PDI.
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A Musical 3-D February
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The Stereo Club ofSouthernCalifornia was founded in 1955to promote the art, enjoyment and science ofstereo photography. Meetings, which
normally include 3D slide projections, are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/singie or $40/dual (send to the
Membership Director). The 3D News, with a total circulation of about 250 copies, issent monthly toall members. Annual subscription for those
not wishing to participate in Club activities is$20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send tothe Treasurer). Everyone isencouraged tosubmit
stereo-related news items, articles, art work or photo tipsfor the 3DNews—deadline is the lastdayofthe month (sendtothe Editor).
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Calendar of Events

February 15 The next regular Club meeting features slides from the
Hollywood Exhibition. A second program features cartoon
stereo conversions done by our own Ray Zone, Tony
Alderson, and Jason Cardwell (and of course it's Earl's
birthday! Which one? Ask himi). 7:30 at the Wilshire
United Methodist Church, 711 South Plymouth Boulevard,
near Grenshaw and Wilshire in the downtown area of Los

Angeles.

March 15 The fourth Club Competition, plus a fabulous show by
Gary Schacker.

April 19 The PSA Traveling Exhibition, plus a second show.

May 6 Movie Division Meeting.

May 17 Final Club competition, plus judging of the ITCC slides.

June 21 Annual View-Master competition.

Notes from the Prez

Lots of Action in January's Meeting
Explore

the World
of

3-D Imaging,
Past & Present, .

in

by Steve Berezin

rhe last meeting of
the stereo club was

jam-packed with excit
ing happenings. We
had the third club com

petition of the year, a
very informative slide-
bar workshop by
David Thompson and
the fabulous PSA Ste

reo Slide Sequence Ex
hibition. Chris Olson

will go into detail on
the slide competition
belowDavid

Thompson gave a talk
and demonstration on slide-bar pho
tography. He showed some of the
slide-bars he has made which include
a spring-loaded one and a simple one
that anyone can make. He also handed
out a paper on "lens separation in ste
reo photography" by David Lee.

The PSA stereo sequence exhibit
had quite a few exciting sequences.

i§

These were shows that

did not just involve one
slide but had a series of

slides devoted to one

subject. They obviously
required a lot of work
and the results were

quite breathtaking. They
had scripts that were on
tape and added to the
experience. One notable
one was by member

. Philip Steinman which
involved a walk through
Bryce Canyon.

'pi.jg meeting

will include the showings of slides
and cards from the Hollywood
Exhibition and a show called Devils

and Fairies. This shows old tissue type
stereocards both backlit and from the

front (they look different from either

direction). Also it will be Earl's

birthday so don't miss it!!!

Only m a year
from

NATIONAL
STEREOSCOPIC
ASSOCIATION

P.O. Box 14801
Columbus, OH 43214

Visit OurWebsite at bttp://home.eartWiiik.net/~campfire/
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John Rupkalvis—Mr. Stereoscope
One of the advantages of member

ship in the Southern California
Stereo Club is friendship with profes
sional stereographers who originate
3D in a variety of different fields.
John Rupkalvis is one such SCSC in
dividual, a true stereoscopic inventor,
a 3D fanatic of the first order and one

of the most accomplished stereogra
phers in the world. John is a photo-
technologist for both film and video
who is primarily known for the devel
opment of his StereoScope System for
professional widescreen 3D motion
pictures. StereoScope is a versatile sin
gle-strip, over-and-under, 3D process
for both 35mm and 65mm motion pic
tures. Because of its variable in-

teraxial and convergence controls, it
was successfully used for miniature
3D photography on the 1983 film
" Metalstorm," which played an active
part in generating the wave of 3D
films in the early 1980s.

John Rupkalvis is a genuine
stereo polymath whose 3D inventions
are eminently practical and whimsical
at once. To generate stereoscopic
imagery, John will use diverse and
surprising materials. For example,
John has built several stereoscopic
robot cams from radio controlled toy
vehicles that achieve dramatic depth
from near-to-the-ground points of
view. One unit uses a narrow

interaxial with a pair of video
transmitters that allow for discrete

channel recording to VHS, Hi-8,
S-VHS, DV or even high-end
professional broadcast formats like
Betacam or D-1. Another of the toy
robot cams uses two remote-control

Hi-8 cameras atop a radio-controlled
vehicle. John has also outfitted the

same vehicle with a 35mm motion

picture camera fitted with a
StereoVision 3D lens.

Another fine piece of John's 3D
work is the Stereoscopic Bike-Cam, a
modification of his stereoscopic dual
Hi-8 camera system with the two

" . 1-.
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John Rupkalvis
Mr. Stereoscope

cameras attached to the handlebars of

a bicycle for dramatic moving camera
shots. A large battery is carried at the
rear of the bike for lengthy use on
location. The battery will power
halogen lights for fill-light or night
time use as well. The 3D Bike-Cam

also has a special daylight video
viewfinder with lenticular optics

One of John Rupkalvis's many
Stereoscopic robot cameras

providing a projected virtual image
that can be seen either in 2D or 3D

while riding in a normal position in
bright sunlight or at night. The image
may be monitored with peripheral
vision, while looking straight ahead
for safe riding.

Numerous other stereoscopic
inventions of John's include a

stereoscopic camera platform, a
stereoscopic beamsplitter rig, a
narrow interaxial stereo lens, a narrow
interaxial stereo camera, a
stereoscopic motion control rig for
either video or motion picture
cameras, a stereoscopic video imager,
and a stereoscopic video monitor, to
name just a few. John is also probably
the only stereographer in the world to
have filmed Pulfrich 3D with an

IMAX camera.

I first met John Rupkalvis in 1982
when we both were working at the 3D
Video Corporation responsible for the
wave of anaglyphic television
broadcasts across America in the early
1980s. John assisted in the production
of the 3D comic book " Battle for a

Three-Dimensional World" which

was illustrated by Jack Kirby. At that
time John lent me an anaglyphic
beamsplitter device which he had
built that permitted photography of
3D images with a single-lens camera.
I made numerous anaglyphic
videotapes of Los Angeles art events
with it. Shortly after that, I assisted
John in stereo filming of airplanes
landing and taking off at LAX. We
were doing "wild" shooting with
John's StereoScope System and a
35mm camera on a tripod while
standing on top of John's car to film
over a chain link fence. That footage
made its way into a 1983 Earl
Owensby single-strip 3D feature film
called "Hot Heir."

On another occasion, John flew
to Japan for stereoscopic videotaping
using two cameras for a dual-band
ZONE—Con'ton page 7
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e sure to pass along any 3D news
•^to Marvin Jones. He would love
your contributions to the 3D News. If
you know of, or read about something
3D, pass it onto Marvin. The contact
information is on the cover. But don't

wait until the deadline, which is the
last day of the month.

Important Tip
Mark Dottle reminds us: Don't

forget to punch the chad completely
through while using Spicer mounts.

New 3D Stereo Items

There certainly were a lot of 3D
stereo items for sale in 2000, and it
looks as though the new year will
bring just as many—perhaps even
more!

More 3D Magaiiines
At your local newsstand now: If

you missed "Pojo's Unofficial
Pokemon" October 2000 with

16—3D pages, they have two new
issues on the stands now: "Pojo's
Video Game Review 2001" $5.99 and
"Pojo's World Special" $9.95 both
with 16 pages of anaglyph 3D and a
different design on the 3D glasses
than they used in the October issue.

Also in "Starlog 2001", January
#282, there is a review of
CYBERWORLD 3D, with a four
page gatefold which includes images
from all 8 segments.

Photographer's Calendar W/Stereo
The 2001 calendar "The

Photographer's tools—Cameras from
the George Eastman House" has 3 of
the 12 months depicting Stereo
Cameras. 1 looked for some time

before 1 found these available at

several of the Calendar Club stores set

up in many of the local shopping
malls. June is titled "Brownie

Cameras" and shows a Brownie 3D

camera among others, September is
titled " Kodak Cameras" and shows

an early Stereo Hawkeye camera, but
November is the best month titled

by Lawrence Kaufman
" Stereographs". This shows a
selection of 3D cameras, viewers, and
views such as a TDC Vivid, Realist
slides and viewer. Stereo cards.
Stereoscope, wooden viewer for glass
slides, and much more. A great item,
worth looking for. The pictures would
surely look great framed, long after
the calendar is out of date.

Paris in 3D

Not the show from our December

banquet, but a wonderful 3D exhibit
was put on in Paris during the fall
months of 2000. The exhibition was at

the Carvalet Museum in Paris, called
Paris in 3D. Had you gone to Paris for
this exhibition, you would have seen
many excellent vintage pictures from
the 1850's, incredible lenticular
prints, outstanding holograms, the
exhibition of modem stereo pictures,
to name just some of what was on
display.

The good news is that the
catalogue is a wonderful and
unbelievably beautiful almost 'coffee
table' book that is currently available.
It is a 10" by 12" hardcover book with
a 4" by 6" lenticular of the Eiffel
Tower on the cover. There are 291

pages with over 350 illustrations,
mostly stereo pairs, stereo cards, and
anaglyphs. The book is printed on
high gloss paper and all the
illustrations are superb. There is even
magic trick type insert where you pull
out a tissue view and it changes from
black and white to color, as if you
held the tissue view to the light. This
is a scholarly work produced with
funds from various libraries,
museums, institutes, and private
organizations. There are 3 major
chapters: The Golden age of
Stereoscopy, 1850 -1880, New ways
of creating 3D images, 1880-1940,
and The Modern Age, 1940—2000.
Each chapter ends with a chronology
and the book ends with a section on

Sources and Bibliography (over 150
sources are listed), biographies of the
authors (of which there are 15), a

glossary, and an index.
Every possible 3D topic is

discussed in depth, history, cameras,
formats (anaglyph, hologram,
lenticular, Chromadepth, computer
generated, etc.) A 3D book such as
this is a rare find. The retail price is
$75. If you have internet access, you
can go to this search site that shows
numerous stores carrying this book,
with prices including shipping:
http://isbn.nu/l 861541627/price/withsh
ip This website includes the ISBN
number if you try to order it from
your local bookstore. 1 ordered it from
booksamillion.com, which had the
lowest price that 1 could find. The
wonders of ordering mail order from a
computer, my copy came with the
Eiffel tower lenticular upside down
and the first credits page was
reprinted on two pages. However, The
book is nicely put together, well
researched and a very nice addition to
my library.

QVC
Surprise, the home-shopping

channel QVC has two salespeople
with Holmes style stereo viewers up
to their eyes looking at stereoviews.
QVC is selling replica Holmes
viewers and 24 views as a package
called Thomas Nostalgic 3-D Photo
Viewer w/ 24 Photo Pack. It is selling
for $38.42 (plus $4.75 s/h and
applicable tax). The views are poorly
printed contemporary lithographs of
various historic sites and national

parks. You can purchase from their
website as 1 have done through this
direct link to the product page:
http://www.qvc.com/scripts/detail.dll7it
em=:E6573 The QVC item number is
E6573 and it can also be ordered by
calling QVC Customer Service at
(888) 345-5788.

Munich 3D

Wolfgang Sell through Saybrook
Imports, Inc. is now offering several
new stereo items at their web site:

KAUFMAN—Con't on page 5
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http ://www. importautopart.com These
items include plastic mounts for full
frame stereo pairs, wonderful viewers
for Realist format slides at a low

price, complete pre-packaged slide
sets of Munich Germany and a
nine-slide set of Neuschwanstein.

They can be reached from 8 AM to 6
PM Monday through Friday, 9 AM to
1 PM on Saturday (Eastern Time).
The call is free—1-800-647-6800 in

the USA and Canada. Local (513)
871-1657 or Fax (513) 321-5398.
Saybrook Imports, Inc., 3665 Erie
Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45208

I have not yet received mine, but
I understand the viewer is really great.
It is a nice cobalt blue color and looks

similar to a View-Master viewer from

the front. It is a realist format full

frame viewer. The quality is reported
to be superb and could be the perfect
viewer to carry with you to show your
slides. It is pre-focused for those with
normal distant vision. The two full

frame realist format slide sets, the
ten-slide set on Munich, which comes
nicely boxed with 10 slides and the
viewer. The other is a nine-slide set

on Neuschwanstein Castle. This set

includes a great hyper of the Castle
and some great interior shots. The
packaging design of the viewer box is
great for a potential consumer to be
able to pick up the package, look in,
and actually see one of the scenes that
is in the set (just like View-Master).
The castle is one of the castles built

by Ludwig II, King of Bavaria from
1864-1886. It is sometimes called

"mad Ludwig's Neuschwanstein,"
not merely because of its extravagant
design, but because the king was
diagnosed as being mentally ill.
Unfortunately, The castle views do
not have any documentation, such as
that printed on the outside of the box
that holds the viewer and Munich

slide set. It would have been helpful
to have an index for both sets. The

Sells also carry a complete line of the
wonderful 3Discover(tm) viewer and
cassettes.

Lewis and Clark VM Reels

Charley Van Pelt, our vice
president and the individual who
keeps View-Master scenic titles alive
is finishing up his Lewis and Clark

project. This will be an excellent set
of four 3-reel View-Master packets
and other items, such as a CD-Rom

and stereo slide show for our club.

The VM reels will be available this

summer. Learn more about it by
visiting the website developed by
Nancy Stewart:
http://www.geocities.com/lewisandclark
_vm/index.html

Charley Van Pelt has been
affiliated with View-Master for over

50 years, as an account representative
and scenic photographer. Over the
years, Charley has provided the
View-Master 3D photographs for the
Sea World, Graceland, Biltmore
Estate, Las Vegas, Oregon Coast
Aquarium, and Kennedy Space Center
reel sets, just to name a few. A master
of 3D stereo photography, Charley
undertook the massive project of
photographing the Lewis & Clark
Trail (as a labor of love) to give the
most authentic experience possible
through 3D.

Charley writes, "In the last 18
months I have spent some eight weeks
retracing the route of the 1804/1806
Lewis & Clark Expedition. My
purpose was to create a series of 3D
pictures that would give the viewer a
feeling of being part of the "Corps of
Discovery." What did the country
actually look like? Only photographs
could show the diverse

landscape—the rivers, the harsh and
rugged land, and the immensity of the
country through which they
traveled—and only 3D images could
show it with the depth and clarity
[that] it deserved.

"That settled it! It was something
I had to do, but easier said than done.
Much of the remote country looks
pretty much the same as it did in
1804/1806, but civilization has left its
mark - power lines, cities, roads,
construction, and a hundred other
annoyances to make a photographer's
life miserable and spoil the
appearance of the 1800's. In the
scenes along the "Trail," I avoided
those intrusions as much as I possibly
could. But what about structures,
boats, and other manmade objects?
The original Fort Mandan and Fort
Clatsop no longer exist, but excellent
replicas have been constructed. A

dedicated "crew" of volunteers in

Onawa, Iowa has built an accurate,
full-size keelboat and piroques.
Dugout canoes have been "carved"
and they are on display at various
locations along the way. In Great
Falls, Montana a life-size "portage"
scene is displayed at the Lewis &
Clark National Historic Trail

Interpretive Center. The Gateway
Arch in St. Louis houses the Jefferson

National Expansion Memorial with its
excellent Museum of Westward

Expansion.
"Taken as a whole—the natural,

the manmade, the exhibits, and the
monuments depicted in this series of
84 3D pictures tell a fascinating story
of the 32 men, one woman with her
baby, and one Newfoundland dog
named Seaman. [They] traveled some
8,000 miles to explore, describe, map,
and solidify the Nation's claim on the
vast "Louisiana Territory." They
would also gain valuable knowledge
of the "Oregon Territory" which
would later become part of the United
States."

A preview reel with seven 3D
scenes should be available this spring.
The VM sets will follow: Set #1 ~ St.

Louis, Wood River to Fort Mandan,
ND Set #2 ~ Fort Union to Lemhi

Pass Set #3 ~ Salmon River to

Columbia River/Mt. Hood Set #4 ~

Columbia Gorge to Fort
Clatsop/Retum to St. Louis

Charley carries a large line of
View-Master products. For a product
listing and order form, please send a
stamped, self-addressed envelope to:
Charley Van Pelt, 1424 E. Mountain
St., Glendale, CA 91207

ISU in Sydney
Shortly after I had received all

the information to make my hotel
re.servation in Sydney for the 2001
International Stereoscopic Union's
World Congress, I received surprising
news from the planning committee!
"The Sydney (Australia) ISU 2001
Congress Planning Committee were
advised that the Koala Hotel that had

been booked for the Congress had
been sold and is to be demolished. By
the time of the congress all that will
remain will be a hole in the ground.
An alternate venue is being arranged."
KAUFMAN—Con't on page 6
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They now have a new Hotel. Just

a few blocks away. The updated
venue information will be published
in the March 2001 issue of

Stereoscopy and is now posted to the
ISU 2001 website at:

http://www.isu2001.conf.au/sydney
Sydney is only half a day's travel
from LA and less than a day's travel
from most major airports in the world.
You might consider making Australia
in September 2001 the vacation of a
lifetime and join us at the Sydney
2001 ISU Congress.

NSA Convention in Riverside

The NSA Riverside 2002

convention does have a website,
which Steven Berezin has done a nice

job setting up, you can locate it at:
http://www.3dgear.com/NSA. If you
get a chance, check it out. SCSC is
now busy planning for the National
Stereoscopic Association 2002
convention that we will sponsor.
Being held in Riverside, California in
July of 2002. We will need volunteers
for all jobs. Our first big job is to put
together the Welcome to Riverside
slide show that will be presented at
the 2001 NSA convention that will

take place in Buffalo, New York next
July and the ISU World Congress that
is being held in Sydney, Australia in
September. We need slides of the
Inland Empire and Los Angeles areas
to help let folks who will be visiting
us know what to look forward to

seeing. More on the planning will
appear in future issues of the 3D
News. Contact Lawrence Kaufman

with ideas and to volunteer.

PSA 2001 (San Diego) Convention
website

The Photographic Society of
America (PSA) 2001 Annual
Conference of Photography will be at
the Town & Country Resort Hotel,
San Diego, CA from August 27
through September 1, 2001. That's the
week before Labor Day weekend.
Steve Berezin has been busy, he also
set up a website for the PSA 2001
Convention's Stereo activities. Club

Members might like to help out at the
July 28th judging of the PSA
International Stereo Exhibition that is

being held at the Photo Arts Building

near the San Diego Zoo. The winning
slides will be shown at the PSA

Convention. Norm Henkels, Valeria
Sardy and Oliver Dean will be the
selectors. They have a need for
scorekeepers and others to assist for
the day. Members are urged to attend
the judging session and of course to
enter. Check out the website that

Steve has set up at:
http://www.3dgear.com/psaor the
regular PSA Conference sita at:
http://www.imageination.eom/psa2001

Upcoming camera shows
The Buena Park Camera Expo is

America's Largest Monthly Camera
Show, with Over 200 tables of photo
equipment. The show is held at 7530
Orangethorpe (between the 5 and 91
freeways at Beach Boulevard) in
Buena Park. New show hours are

9:30am to 2:30pm, $5 admission with
free parking. For more information
call: (949)786-8183 or 949)786-6644.
Future dates: February 18th, March
18th and April 22nd. Check their
website: www.cameraexpo.com or
email them at:

cameraexpo @yahoo.com.

Bargain Camera Shows

Pasadena Camera Show.

• A 'Bargain Camera show',
Pasadena is held at the Pasadena

Elks Lodge, 400 W Colorado
Blvd., 134 Freeway, to Orange
Grove S. 10am—3pm. Often held
on the 2nd Sunday of the month.
Call for dates. Other locations

often include: The West Los

Angeles Bay Area Camera Show
and Sale, held periodically at the
Wyndham Garden Hotel, 5990
Green Valley Cr., Take the 405
Freeway to Supulveda N, near Fox
Hills Mall. And The Riverside

Camera show, held at the Elks
Lodge, 400 W. Colorado Blvd. For
more information about these and

other 'Bargain Camera shows'
contact Anton, Bargain Camera
shows, PO Box 5352, Santa
Monica 90409, (310)578-7446.

Upcoming PSA Exhibitions
This list is featured each month in

the PSA Journal. If you are not a PSA
member, you should really think
about joining. Visit their website at:

http://www.psa-photo.org PSA
approved means that those
acceptances earned in these
exhibitions count towards PSA Star
ratings and the PSA Stereo Who's
Who list (for PSA members).
However, PSA, ISU, nor NSA
membership is required to participate
in these exhibitions. They are open to
all photographers worldwide.

The PSA Stereo Division's

website:

http://members.aol.com/psastereo has
a number of current Exhibition entry
forms, this is a valuable service and
will make finding entry forms easier
for all of us. Closing dates and
contacts for upcoming PSA Stereo
Exhibitions:

Schedule of Upcoming PSA
Exhibitions

• Wichita. Formats: Slides and cards.

Closing date: March 12, 2001.
Mary Ann Rhoda, FPSA, 2511 E.
Funston, Wichita, KS 67211-4629

USA. N.Amer.-$6. Others-$7.
• Chicago Lighthouse. Formats:

Slides and cards. Closing date:
March 21, 2001. Don Smith,
FPSA, 145 West Park Ave.,
Wheaton, IL 60187-6459, USA.
Email: Dsmithl45@aol.com

N.America $7. Others $8.
• Southern Cross. Format: Stereo

slides. Closing date: March 23,
2001. Mrs. Nancy Moxom, 46 •
Glenayr Ave., West Ryde, N.S.W.
2114, Australia. Email:
raymoxom @tpg.com.au
N.Amer.-$8 US, Others- $10
Australian.

• Ohio (new)—1st Cleveland Stereo
Exhibition. Format: Stereo slides.

Closing date: April 14th, 2001,
James R. Motley, 2721 Oak Park
Ave., Cleveland, OH 44109 USA.
email: jmotley3d@ameritech.net
N.Amer.-$5, Other-$6.

• Cordova International Exhibition.

Format: Slides and cards. Closing
date: May 2, 2001. Bill Orr email:
billbowie @ aol .com

N.America/Canada $5, Others $6
• Rocky Mountain International.

Format: Slides. Closing date: May
10, 2001. David K. Morison, PO
Box 1786, Grand Junction, CO
81502-1786. N.Am $6, Others $7

See you at the meeting!
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video program we both worked on for
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone
(NTT). The final presentation was a
short, educational twin video program
combining live action, eel animation
and computer generated imagery that
was projected in 3D on a silver screen
in little theatres in Japan and told the
story of the development of the
picture phone. John has also
converted numerous 3D comic pages
to stereo, worked on the amazing "T2
3D" program at Universal Studios,
and consulted on Large Format 3D
motion pictures.

I remember one night that John
projected 3D movies in the Bolex
16mm side-by-side vertical format
with a projector that he had
modified. 16mm 3D never looked so

great as it did that night!

John Rupkalvis's StereoScope "B" Widescreen
system mounted on a 35mm movie camera

Competition News

January's Competitors Given the Fickle Finger of Fate
by Chris Olson

Wehad some fickle judges at the
January 18 competition. Our

judges consisted of SCSC's award
winning photographer James Com-
stock, world renowned View-Master
photographer Charles Van Pelt and
from Perth, Australia, Andrew
Woods. Andrew was on his way to
San Jose to Chair the Stereoscopic
Displays and Applications Conference.

The reason I say " fickle" was
because it took a score of 22 to take

an award and a score of 21 for a HM.

This was a tough team of judges!
However some photographers
persevered with a Honorable Mention
like Philip Steinman's "Bryce Canyon
Lovers' Stroll Down Wall St." and

Mitch Walker's "Lion" in the

non-conventional, as well as B
Group's Robin Burks for "Ginkgo"
and Steve Berezin for "Bleeding
Heart".

Some members in A Group were
able to break through, like Mitch
Walker's "Cross and Church" and

Abe Perlstein with his "Rejoice at San
Simeon" Earl Colgan once again
received an honorable mention for

" Sheep and Goatherder #2".
Awards went to Kathy Day for

her scenic "Clouds Rest" in A Group,
Gary Schwartz's "Hamilton Pool"
and Bob Philip's "Fixer Upper" took
the B Group and Abe Perlstein via
airmail with Flower Power won the

Non-Conventional.

I felt Scott Ressler was robbed

because even though "Cemetery
Workers #1" and "Bone Chapel"
were Honorable Mentions they were
my favorites of the evening. Could I
be biased that they were shot with
Agfa's black and white Scala film?
Naaaaaaaaaah,

Hats off to Jimmy Zone for a
great group of first time entries,
"Quarter Pitch", "Chick-em-up!" and
"Line Up". Maybe he can give his
dad some pointers!

A Group
Earl Colgan 191

HM: Sheep and Goatherder #2
Abe PerLstein 191

HM: Rejoice At San Simeon
Chri.stopher Olson 181

A: Aspen Grove
Lawrence Kaufman 180

Mitch Walker 171

HM: Cross and Church

Kathy Day 130
A: Ciouds Rest

HM: Fancy Footwork

7

James Comstock (Judge) 128
Scott Ressler 120

HM: Cemetery Workers #1
HM: Bone Chapel

Ca.ssie Kaufman 117

Mark Kernes 63

B Group
Bob Philips 181

A: Fixer Upper
Robin Burks 118

HM:Ginkgo
Dorothy Bemhardt 121
Steve Berezin 111

HM: Bleeding Heart
Chuck Bernhardt 107

Bruno Lizzi 160

Gary Schwartz 54
A: Hamilton Pool

Jimmy Zone 51

Non-Conventional

James Comstock (Judge) 215
Abe Perlstein 194

A: Flower Power

HM: A Study in Contrasts
Earl Colgan 190
Philip Steinman 180

HM: Bryce Canyon Lovers' Stroll
Down Wall St.

Mitch Walker 177

HM: Lion

Gary Schacker ;...71
David Starkman

Robin Burks 63



Hollywood Competition

Hollywood Exhibition 2001 /

by Mitch Walker

rhe small turnout of entries did not dampen the outcome of this year's 43rd annual Hollywood Exhibition. Only 69 entries
from across the United States and around the world were viewed and judged on January 20 by Shah Levy** of Portland,

Oregon, Diane Rullen of Portland, Oregon, and Susan Pinsky APSA of Culver City, California. The Following were selected
as the top winning entries:

The PSA Silver Medal for the Best Contemporary medal is awarded to
Jaap A. Zonneveld of The Netherlands for

Bird
The Special Medal for best Photo Travel was awarded to

Robert James Leonard*****, FPSA, AFIAP of Deale, Maryland for

Cleaning the Sky
The Best New Exhibitor Medal is awarded an exhibitor

Andrew Read of Australia

Racing Ahead
The Best Living Mammal award, sponsored by Reel 3-D Enterprises, Inc is awarded to:

Norm Henkels, APSA, PPSA, 6 Diamond of San Diego, California

Color Matched
The Special award for Stereo Club of Southern California member of 2 stars or less is awarded to:

Scott Ressler of Los Angeles, California

Where I Keep My Brains
Bronze Medals were awarded to:

Gunther Gerlich, Austria

Vogelspinne-Taromtula
David W. Kesner Boise, Idaho

Spike
Albert L. Sieg MASTER XII FPSA EPSA Rochester, New York

Golden Bears
Sliver Medals were awarded to:

Nancy Moxom West Ryde, Australia

Pan Pool #2
Boris Starosta Charlottesville, Virginia

Figure Painter
The Hollywood Gold medal was awarded to:
Dennis Green (New Exhibitor) Ferndale, MI

3-D Geometry
And the PSA gold medal for Best of Show is awarded to:

Nancy Moxom West Ryde, Australia

Olympic Fountain #2
Showing will be held at:
February 6, 2001 Jewel City Camera Club in Glendale
February 8, 2001, at the Pasadena Camera Club
February 10, 2001 California Museum of Photography in Riverside, California,
February 15,2001 the regular meeting of the SCSC, and February 20 at the San Diego Stereo Club.
Foraddress or nay information concerning theseshowing contact Mitch Walker 310-459-1030 or at mitchbear@earthlink.net.
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The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography. Meetings, which
normally include 3D slide projections, are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single or $40/dual (send to the
Membership Director). The 3D News, with a total circulation of about 250 copies, is sent monthly to all members. Annual subscription for those
not wishing to participate in Club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to the Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to submit
stereo-related news items, articles, art work or photo tips for the 3D A/ews—deadline is the last day of the month (send to the Editor).
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Calendar of Events

March 15 The fourth ClubCompetition, pius a fabulous show by
Gary Schacker. 7:30 at the Wiishire United Methodist
Church, 711 South Plymouth Boulevard, near Crenshaw
and Wiishire in the downtown area of Los Angeles.

April 19 The PSA Traveling Exhibition, plus a second show. 7:30
at the Wiishire United Methodist Church, 711 South
Plymouth Boulevard, near Crenshaw and Wiishire in the
downtown area of Los Angeles.

May 6 Movie Division Meeting. Held in the Library of the Longley
Way School, 2601 Longley Way, in Arcadia.

May 17 Final Club competition, plus judging of the ITCC slides.
7:30 at the Wiishire United Methodist Church, 711 South
Plymouth Boulevard, near Crenshaw and Wiishire in the
downtown area of Los Angeles.

June 21 Annual View-Master competition.

Presidenfs Message

Last Month's Meeting Showcased Stereo Conversion Art
by Steve Berezin

I ast months meeting had adouble
^^ose of excitement. We got to
view some 3D conversions from Ray
Zone, Tony Alderson and Jason Card-
well. One of the things that I brought
away from the show was Ray's affec
tion for retinal rivalry in his images.
This is not the retinal rivalry caused
by problems in photography but the
use of differing images in the right
and left views of his animated images
to add special effects. In some explo
sion scenes in the images he put an ex
plosion as a black image in one eye
and as a white image in the other eye.
This allowed for a shimmering that
was noticeable and an interesting use
of the effect. Another interesting trend
that Ray showed was the increasing re
alism in the conversion of 3D comics.

Initially many were simple images
based on around 3 to 5 layers of
depth. Over time and with consider
able effort more layers and other warp
ing effects were added make the

images appear more " 3 dimensional"
and sculpted.

We then were treated with a

showing of the accepted entries of the
Hollywood exhibition. This was my
second viewing of the slides as I was
able to see them at the UCR showing
in Riverside. I want to thank

Lawrence Kaufman, Mitch Walker
and the other club members involved

for taking the show " on the Road" to
the varying venues, spreading the 3D
gospel.

We were also treated with a tour

of the UCR Museum of

Photography's extensive Keystone
View collection. Housed in the

basement of the museum the

collection houses the old negatives
that were shot by the company's
photographers or gained through
acquisition of rivals. Keystone ended
up with most of the available
negatives through the consolidation of
the industry that occurred in the early

20th century. Next months meeting

will start with the club slide

competition, so don't forget slides and

make-up slides. Visiting from the

south and bringing his own special

slide show will be club member Gary

Shacker. Gary is a professional

photographer and a driving force in

our club to the south, the San Diego

Stereo Club. The show is titles "A

Tourist at Home". It's an updated

version of the program he presented at

NSA 99 in Green Bay. It's the best of

his travel slides of the US from 12

years of trips. It includes San Diego,

National Parks, and New York City,

New England fall color and more. It

has musical accompaniment and

comprises of 100 slides.

Visit Our Website at http://home.earthIink.net/~campfire/
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Ooz T^istorp Zotic
Charles Wheatstone and the Binocular Discovery

Astroll tbrouqb tbe
bistory of stercogropby

ojitb Ray "3D" Zone

often, great scientific break
-throughs seem to be asimple dis
coveryof the obvious. Hiddenin plain
sightare the mysteries of human per
ception and stereoscopic vision. The
fundamental and powerful fact that
we see in 3D because we have two
eyes with binocularvision is just such
a discovery. To prove his deduction of
this fact, it was necessary for Charles
Wheatstone in 1830 to create a device
thatwasto be called thereflecting mir
ror stereoscope.

Binocular vision had been the
subjectof scientificspeculation for
centuries. In the 3rd century EC,
Euclidin his "Treatise on Optics"
observed that the leftandrighteyes
see slightly different views of a
sphere. But, as Brian Bowers writes in
his book " Sir Charles Wheatstone"
(Crown: 1975), "There is nothing,
however, to suggest that Euchd
understood the stereoscopiceffect
achieved with binocular vision." In
the 2nd century AD, the physician
Galen, with his writing "On the use of
the different parts of the Human
Body," noted thata person standing
near a column and observingfirst with
the lefteye and thenwiththerighteye
will see different portions of the
background behind the column.

Sir Charles Wheatstone

Similarly, Leonardo da Vinci
(I452-I519) in his "Trattato della
Pittura" remarked that a point on a
painting plane can never show relief
in the same way as a solid object. The
first published mention of
Wheatstone's stereoscope is in the
third edition of Herbert Mayo's
"Outlines of HumanPhysiology"
published in 1833 which refers to "a
paper Mr. Wheatstone is about to
publish" and states that "One of the
most remarkable results of Mr.

Wheatstone's investigations
respecting binocular vision is the
following. A solidobjectbeingplaced
so as to be regarded by both eyes,
projects a differentperspective figure
on each retina; now if these two
perspectives be accuratelycopied on
paper, and presented one to each eye
so as to fall on correspondingparts,
the original solid figure will be
apparently reproduced in such a
manner that no effort of the

imagination can make it appearas a
representation on a plane surface."

Wheatstone first presented his
stereoscope to the public before the
Royal Society of Great Britain in
1838 where he also presented his
historic paper "Contributions to the
Physiology of Vision.-Part the First.
On some remarkable, and hitherto
unobserved. Phenomena of Binocular
Vision." With a treatise of 12,000
words, Wheatstone described the
stereoscope and claimed as a new fact
in his theory of vision the observation
that two different pictures are
projected on the retinae of the eyes
when a single object is seen. He
asked, "What would be the visual
effect of simultaneously presentingto
each eye, instead of the object itself,
its projection on a plane surface as it
appears to the eye?"

Included with the 1838 paper
were a number of line drawings in the
form of stereoscopic pairs.
Wheatstone had produced these

o o

Wheatstone's Stereo
Drawings -1838

drawingsas proof of his theory and
they were made to be viewed
stereoscopically in his new invention
which was received very
enthusiastically by scientific societies
in Britain.Commercial and popular
interest in Wheatstone's discovery
had to await the invention of
photography. In 1852, Wheatstone
wrote "Part the Second" to his

historic paper. And, in the meantime,
photography itself had been invented.

In the 1852 paper, Wheatstone
wrote "At the date of the publication
of my experiments on binocular
vision, the brilliantphotographic
discoveries of Talbot, Niepce, and
Daguerre had not been announced to
ZONE—Continued on page 8
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SCSC ClbilitidJiSG

by Lawrence Kaufman
Be sure to pass along any 3D news

to Marvin Jones. He would love

your contributions to the 3D News.
Don't wait until the deadline, which is
the last day of the month.

Conventions

Marty Abramson, Chairman of
the National Stereoscopic
Association's 2001 "Shuffle off to

Buffalo" convention reminds us that

this July there will be a hotel FULL of
the best 3D photographers in the
World. Where will this be? Well,
Buffalo, NY is where. Winter is
almost over and after a stretch of 25

straight days of snow last month the
snow fall for the season was at 111+

inches. Aren't you glad the
convention is not in January?

If you have not done so the Hotel
is ready to take reservations, and there
already are quite a few bookings
being made. Be sure to mention the
NSA convention to get the special
rate. The hotel web page is;
http://www.adamsmark.eom/buffalo2.h
tm Adam's Mark Hotels & Resorts:

Buffalo, NY. Be sure and visit the
NSA convention web page and look it
over. There has been some updated
information put there and most
important is the posting of all the
necessary forms you will need. These
forms will be sent out with the next

issue of Stereo World. But you can go
there now and get any thing you will
need to make your registration for the
convention. Download them now, fill
them out and mail soon. Please note

the deadlines and addresses on the

forms. In some cases they are to be
mailed to different people depending
on who is the Chairman for that part
of the convention:

http://nsa2001 .home.att.net

PSA 2001 (San Diego) Convention
website

The Photographic Society of
America (PSA) 2001 Annual
Conference of Photography will be at
the Town & Country Resort Hotel,

San Diego, CA from August 27
through September 1, 2001. That's the
week before Labor Day weekend.
Club Members might like to help out
at the July 28th judging of the PSA
International Stereo Exhibition that is

being held at the Photo Arts Building
near the San Diego Zoo. The winning
slides will be shown at the PSA

Convention. Check out the website:

http://www.3dgear.com/psa or the
regular PSA Conference site at:
http://www.imageination.eom/psa2001

ISU in Sydney
They now have a new Hotel. The

updated venue information will be
published in the March 2001 issue of
Stereoscopy and is now posted to the
ISU 2001 website at:

http: //www.isu2001 .conf. au/sydney
Sydney is only half a day's travel
from LA. You might consider making
Australia in September 2001 the
vacation of a lifetime and join us at
the Sydney 2001 ISU Congress.

NSA Convention in Riverside

The NSA Riverside 2002

convention also has a website, you
can locate it at:

http://www.3dgear.com/NSA. If you
get a chance, check it out. SCSC is
now busy planning for the National
Stereoscopic Association 2002
convention that we will sponsor.
Being held in Riverside, California in
July of 2002. We will need
volunteers. More on the planning will
appear in future issues of the 3D
News. Contact Lawrence Kaufman

with ideas and to volunteer.

Upcoming camera shows
The Buena Park Camera Expo is

America's Largest Monthly Camera
Show, with Over 200 tables of photo
equipment. The show is held at 7530
Orangethorpe (between the 5 and 91
freeways at Beach Boulevard) in
Buena Park. New show hours are

9:30am to 2:30pm, $5 admission with
free parking. Eor more information

call: (949)786-8183 or 949)786-6644.
Future dates: March 18th, April 22nd
and May 20th. Check their website:
www.cameraexpo.com or email them
at: cameraexpo@yahoo.com.

Bargain Camera Shows
Pasadena Camera Show. A

'Bargain Camera show', Pasadena is
held at the Pasadena Elks Lodge, 400
W Colorado Blvd., 134 Freeway, to
Orange Grove S. 10am - 3pm. Often
held on the 2nd Sunday of the month.
Call for dates. Other locations often

include: The West Los Angeles Bay
Area Camera Show and Sale, held
periodically at the Wyndham Garden
Hotel, 5990 Green Valley Cr., Take
the 405 Freeway to Supulveda N, near
Fox Hills Mall. And The Riverside

Camera show, held at the Elks Lodge,
400 W. Colorado Blvd. For more

information about these and other

'Bargain Camera shows' contact
Anton, Bargain Camera shows, PO
Box 5352, Santa Monica 90409,
(310)578-7446.

rious photo lab known as Sunset
Color Lab of Los Angeles has gone
out of business. Sunset offered E-6

processing and mounting of
Realist-format stereo for $9.00/roll.
Sunset advertised in the major photo
magazines, but they never had a
phone number. Popular Photography
magazine confirmed that the lab had
closed but had no other information. I

think it is very likely the
unavailability of slip in mounts might
have helped kill the stereo mounting
that they did, but it is strange that the
whole 'lab' went out of business.

Lloyd's Camera Exchange sent
out a note, which stated they were
going out of business after 47 years.
There was an auction on Friday,
March 2 at 10:30 am at the Wyndham
Bel Air Hotel in West Hollywood.
Information was available at

http://www.remarketingassociates.com.
The auction was also online live at

http://www.ibidlive.tv Lloyd was a
3D fan for many years and there was



some interesting goodies at the
auction. In the photos for the auction
were pictured a Wollensak, VM
Personal, and Verscope F40.

Polariod Glasses

Trivia question: What product did
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Company begin to sell in 1902? The
simple answer is sandpaper. But a lot
has transpired in the last 100 years.
Last year 3M purchased Polaroid's
technical polarizer business. 3M plans
to leverage Polaroid's more than 50
years pioneering experience in the
field. The sale included the

acquisition or licensing of Polaroid
patented technologies related to this
business. "This enhances 3M's

display films portfolio by adding
Polaroid's polarizer (circular, h-type
and k-type), plastic display and
certain display-viewing-enhancement
film technologies," said Andrew H.
Wong, division vice president, 3M
Optical Systems Division. "We will
continue to supply polarizing material
to current customers, as well as to
Polaroid for its finished sunglass,
sunglass lens and sheet business,"
Wong said. 3M has a long history of
developing and marketing some great
products.

1902 held bright promise for five
businessmen in Two Harbors,
Minnesota. They started Minnesota
Mining and Manufacturing Company
(3M) to mine what they thought was
corundum, a mineral ideal for making
sandpaper and grinding wheels. The
mineral, however, turned out to be a
low-grade anorthosite. Sales of the
poor-quality mineral were weak, and
the company nearly failed. Its
founders persisted. They persevered
by closing the mine, moving to
Duluth, Minnesota, and making
sandpaper with abrasive minerals
purchased from another source.

Following a nearly disastrous
quality problem, 3M invested $500 in
a tiny laboratory. It was a lot of
money for the young company, but a
wise step toward ensuring quality
control and an early investment in
research and development. 3M™
Three-M-ite™ Abrasives Cloth was

3M's first "exclusive" product. With
its flexibility and metal-cutting
superiority, it became a best seller

with automakers and repair shops. 3M
bought the rights to 3M™
Wetordry™ Waterproof Sandpaper
from Philadelphian Francis OWe. This
sandpaper could be used with water or
oil to reduce dust and decrease the

friction that marred auto finishes. It

revolutionized the sandpaper industry.
While testing abrasive samples at

a body shop, Richard Drew, a 3M lab
assistant, noted that painters were
having trouble masking car parts. He
got an idea that led to the invention of
masking tape. The tape was a hit and
the Scotch™ Tape product line was
bom; so was 3M's growing emphasis
on product diversity.

Thanks to sound fiscal policies,
3M was a Depression-era
phenomenon. The company expanded
sales, employment and facilities —
and paid dividends every year. Even
before Social Security was enacted in
the United States, 3M created benefit
programs that gave workers a sense of
well-being. Cellophane was popular,
but there was no attractive way to seal
the clear material. 3M coated samples
of cellophane with 3M adhesive.
Scotch™ Cellophane Tape was bom,
and soon hundreds of practical uses
were discovered.

In 1937, 3M established a Central
Research Laboratory to pursue
research in technologies with
long-term potential. This led to 3M
breakthroughs, such as reflective
materials used to improve highway
signs and markings. As the decade
ended, 3M had five diverse and
flourishing businesses: abrasives,
masking tape, cellophane tape,
roofing granules and adhesives.
During the war, automobile
production halted. 3M sales
representatives sought new customers.
They found hundreds of industrial
uses to expand their adhesives
business. Industry's increased use of
machinery in wartime continued
afterward, increasing demand for
abrasives. 3M product innovations
ranged from nonwoven materials to
vinyl wlectrical tape. 3M™ Sound
Recording Tape, spurred by singer
Bing Crosby's interest and promotion,
revolutionized the entertainment

industry.

An idea from three surgeons for

an adhesive-backed surgical drape led
to 3M's growing involvement in
health care. Other new 3M products
ranged from electrical connectors to
Scotchgard™ Fabric Protector,
Scotch^"^ Commercial Videotape and
Scotch-Brite™ Scouring Fads. In
1969, U.S. astronaut Neil Armstrong
walked on the moon wearing space
boots with soles made of synthetic
material from 3M.

The innovative new products they
produced held automotive parts in
place; fastened diapers; provided
backup security for computers; gave
dentists new filling materials; helped
keep buildings clean; helped prevent
theft of library books; and made
insulated clothing less bulky and more
comfortable.

Spencer Silver, a 3M scientist
used an adhesive that didn't stick to

create "temporarily permanent" book
markers and a whole new product
category. Post-it® Notes became a
worldwide best seller. When asked,
Silver stated, "If 1 had thought about
it, 1 wouldn't have done the
experiment. The literature was full of
examples that said you can't do this."

Microreplication technology
made microscopic changes to the
surface of materials, which changed
how these materials worked. Borne

out of overhead projectors,
microreplication-based products are
used in highly-reflective highway
signs, lap-top computer screens and
even 3M's first product — abrasives.
A team of 3M scientists developed a
new water-based version of

Scotchgard™ Fabric Protector that
contains no solvents. The team's

leader was the son of one of the

original Scotchgard fabric protector
inventors and a member of 3M's new

generation of innovators. 1 wonder
what they can do for 3D glasses?

45th PSA Traveling Stereo
Exhibition

Still a month away, but not too
soon to start thinking about it. Our
April meeting includes the 45th PSA
Traveling Stereo Exhibition. A group
prior to the meeting will judge the
Exhibition and SCSC will showcase

the exhibition with our votes for best

images. A website for the PSA
Traveling Stereo Exhibition has been



set up. It has some general
information on the Exhibition,
downloadable entry forms (pdf. and
MSWord format) for the 46th
Exhibition - 2001-2002, a list of the
acceptances in the 45th Exhibition -
2000-2001, and comingsoonthe
award winning images from the 45th
and the acceptances from the 46th.
Closing datefor the46this August 4,
2001 witha judging dateof August
11, 2001. The URL is:

http://www.webpak.net/~drdave/psatrav
el.htm

The PSA Traveling Stereo
Exhibition, which was started 45
years, ago is a means by which stereo
photographers can share their work
with a large audienceby meansof
showings at various stereo clubs
throughout the UnitedStates. Anyone
who is interested maysubmit up to
four (4) stereoslideimages in 41mm
X101mmformat (maximumaperture
width is 33mm). A panel of three
selectorsthen views these images
using a TDC 116projector with 5"
lenses and 70" x 70" silver lenticular
screen. Selectors give a simple in or
out vote. Images are then divided into
four categories: three in votes, two in
votes, one in vote, and no in votes. A
total of 106images is then pulled
fromthesecategories starting from the
top and working down. If this number
falls in the middle of a category, that
entire category is put through the
in/out selectionprocessagain.This
continues until the final number is
reached. Once the selectionprocess is
completedthe imagesare packaged
up and sent out to various stereo clubs
that have reserved the exhibition. It
takes one year for the exhibition to
travel its circuit. Each club is required
to appoint three judges who then score
the images and choose one first, one
second, one third, and five honorable
mentions. These are reported back to
the exhibitionchair who keeps a
record of all votes. A first place vote
gets four points, second gets three,
third gets two, and each honorable
mention gets one. At the end of the
exhibition the votes are tallied and a
PSA Gold Medal is awarded to the
image with the greatest total number
of points. Silk ribbons are awarded to
the Honorable Mentions which is

approximately 10% of thetop scoring
images. In addition, a paperribbonis
givenfor eachof the eight images
voted on by each club.

Here is this years list of
Acceptances, may the best slides win:
Entrant / Title
Anil Agashe—An External Chase
Anil Agashe—An Ambitious Hen
Anil Agashe—A Negative Thinker
Marie-Francoise Brasquies—Marion
Campbell Of Harris
Marie-Francoise Brasquies—On The
Road, Swat

Marie-Francoise Brasquies—Spider
Web (Brooklyn Bridge)
Marie-Francoise Brasquies—Broom
Maker, Istanbul
Bruno Braun—Spider Rock
Bruno Braun—^Im Standkorb
Bruno Braun—Kaisermantel auf Distel
Mary Bury—Jeweled Sails
Mary Bury - Gulls
Don Cast—^The Valley Below
Don Cast—Glassware No. 1
Don Cast—The Presidents

E. Colgan—Desert Cactus #3
E. Colgan—Special Effects
Jack Covey—Deer At Northhead
Lighthouse
Jack Covey—Twinkle, Twinkle
Yaquina
T. J. Devine—Rustic Wheels

Steve Dudley—Spring Run-off
Ron Frederickson—Nature's
Superstructure
Ron Frederickson—At The Waterfall
Ron Frederickson—Nature's Lame
Gunther Gerlich—DragonflyOn A
Green Leaf

GuntherGerlich—Bee In Appraoch
Gunther Gerlich—^Tarantula In Web
Allan Griffin—Lifting Mists
Allan Griffin—Last Light Charlie
Allan Griffin—^Fun At The Fair
Trudi Hacker—Kissing Cousins
Trudi Hacker—Help!
Trudi Hacker—Mediteranean Port
Lillian Harris—Blue Reflection
Norman Henkels—The Brood
Norman Henkels—Chin Wiskers
Neville Jackson - Annie

Neville Jackson—The Slaughters #2
Neville Jackson—Town Crier And
His Lady
Neville Jackson—Snow-Way
Lawrence Kaufman—Jesus Falls
Klaus Kemper - Delicious
Klaus Kemper—Champion Shot

Klaus Kemper—Flies Do It
Raymond C. Kluever—Canyon
Twists And Turns

Noel LaDue—Forest Girl - 98
Robert J. Leonard - Mission

Robert J. Leonard—Thru The Sound
Barrier

Robert J. Leonard—Realist

Photography
Robert J. Leonard—Bad Girls
Ronald J. Leonard—Early Moming
Light
Shab Levy—The Gate
Horst Loose—So Far

David Morison—Where Is A Foothold
David Morison—Tukuhnivista Arch
David Morison—Bryce Canyon Hyper
Chistopher Olson—Ode To Ansel
Chistopher Olson—Ghost Of San
Carlos

Chistopher Olson—Branching Out
H. Lee Pratt—Agathla Volcanic Peak
Don Raker - Bullseye
Norbert Rander—SulphurPolyporus
Norbert Rander—^John's Tree

Norbert Rander - Peachie

Norbert Rander—Leading By A nose
Andrew Read—Mackenzie Falls

Andrew Read—^The Start

Mary Ann Rhoda—Expose Yourself
To Art #1

James Roy—Monument Valley
James Roy—Corckscrew Canyon
Light
James Roy—1876 Building In Snow
John Sardy—Strange Seashell
John Sardy—Mini Violin
Valeria Sardy—Scarlet Beauty
Valeria Sardy - Fritillary
Valeria Sardy—Grapes And Peaches
Valeria Sardy - Pirate
Peter Schnehagen—^Triangle And
White Crosses

Andrea Shetley - Jacks
Andrea Shetley—Little Wonder
Andrea Shetley—Newly Hatched
Cicada

Albert L. Sieg—Mt. Kenya
Albert L. Sieg—One Red
Albert L. Sieg—Mother & Cubs
Albert L. Sieg - Essaouria
Mary Silva—^Troubled Waters
Boris Starosta - 1315

Boris Starosta - Stealth

Philip Steinman—Two Bridges,
Navajo Loop
Neil Stellar—Xmas Cactus
Pauline Sweezey—Lazy 'Gator
Pauline Sweezey—Tufa Shoreline



John K. Taylor - Spiral
John K. Taylor—Sacre Coeur de
Montmartre

George Themelis - Fireworks
George Themelis - Generator
Lorraine Vokoun—Colorful Swans

Lorraine Vokoun - Simplicity
Otto P. Walasek—^Nude Resting
Otto P. Walasek—A Happy Smile
Otto P. Walasek—Mermaid In The
Sun

Dale Walsh—Josee On The Bike

Dale Walsh—Arch Of Constantine At

Night
Professor Doctor Werner Weiser -

Snowfield

Professor Doctor Werner

Weiser—Wilder Kaiser #2

Professor Doctor Werner Weiser -

Madeira Mountains #3

Upcoming PSA Exhibitions
This list is featured each month in

the PSA Journal. If you are not a PSA
member, you should really think
about joining. Visit their website at:
http;//www.psa-photo.org PSA
approved means that those
acceptances earned in these
exhibitions count towards PSA Star

ratings and the PSA Stereo Who's
Who list (for PSA members).
However, PSA, ISU, nor NSA
membership is required to participate
in these exhibitions. They are open to
all photographers worldwide.

The PSA Stereo Division's

website:

http://members.aol.com/psastereo has
a number of current Exhibition entry
forms, this is a valuable service and
will make finding entry forms easier
for all of us. Closing dates and
contacts for upcoming PSA Stereo
Exhibitions:

Schedule of Upcoming PSA
Exhibitions

• Wichita. Formats: Slides and cards.

Closing date: March 12, 2001.
Mary Ann Rhoda, PPSA, 2511 E.
Punston, Wichita, KS 67211-4629
USA. Email:

MRhoda3826@aol.com OR (new
info) Alan Zimmerman, 8818
Roland St., Wichita KS
67212-4038 Email:

azimmer@feist.com N.Amer.-$6.
Others-$7.

• Chicago Lighthouse. Formats:

Slides and cards. Closing date:
March 21, 2001. Don Smith,
PPSA, 145 West Park Ave.,
Wheaton, IL 60187-6459, USA.
Email: Dsmithl45@aol.com

N.America $7. Others $8.

• Southem Cross. Format: Stereo

slides. Closing date: March 23,
2001. Mrs. Nancy Moxom, 46
Glenayr Ave., West Ryde, N.S.W.
2114, Australia. Email: raymoxom
@tpg.com.au N.Amer.-$8 US,
Others- $10 Australian.

• Ohio (new) - 1st Cleveland Stereo
Exhibition. Format: Stereo slides.

Closing date: April 14th, 2001,
James R. Motley, 2721 Oak Park
Ave., Cleveland, OH 44109 USA.
email: jmotley3d@ameritech.net
N.Amer.-$5, Other-$6.

• Cordova International Exhibition.

Format: Slides and cards. Closing
date: May 2, 2001. Bill Orr email:
billbowie @ aol.com

N.America/Canada $5, Others $6
• Rocky Mountain Intemational.

Format: Slides. Closing date: May
10, 2001. David K. Morison, PO
Box 1786, Grand Junction, CO
81502-1786. N.Am $6, Others $7

• Cascade Intemational. Formats:

Slides, cards and electronic.
Closing date: June 9, 2001. N.Am
$7, Others $7. Entrants may only
enter 2 of the 3 sections offered.

Details and forms are on the

Cascade website:

http://www.cascade3d.org
• 38th Annual PSA Stereo Sequence

Exh, Format: stereo slide
sequences. Closing date: June 14,
2001. H. Lee Pratt, 107 Kipper
Lane, Madison, AL 35758-7706.
email: leepratt@knology.net N.
America $10, Others $10.

• The 6th View-Master Intemational

Stereo Sequence Exhibition.
Format: View-Master reels.

Closing date: June 15, 2001.
Lawrence Kaufman, 1607
Mariposa Drive, Corona, CA
92879-1121. Email:

kaufman3d @ earthlink.net

USA-$7, All others-$9.
• SSA Intemational (Not yet listed in

the PSA Joumal) Format: Cards.
Closing date: July 12, 2001. Bill C.
Walton, 3739 Meadowlark Drive,
Columbus, GA 31906 Email:

bill3d@leo.infi.net N.Am $7,
Others $7

• PSA Intemational Exhibtion.

Format: Slides and cards. Closing
date: June 21, 2001. Vivean Peller,
5556 Bmnswick Avenue, San
Diego, CA 92120. email:
vivpeller@aol.com N. America $6,
Others $7.

• The 46th PSA Traveling Stereo
Exhibition. Format: Slides. Closing
date: August 4, 2001. David W.
Kesner, 12567 West DeMeyer
Street, Boise, Idaho 83713-1409.
mailto:drdave@niicron.net

Website:

http://www.webpak.net/~drdave/psa
travel.htm Acceptances will travel
for one year. USA $6, Others $7.

This Year's Swimsuit Issue

This year's Sports Illustrated
Swimsuit Issue isn't in 3D, but it will
have some 3D movie stars included.

Siegfried & Roy are appearing in the
new SI Swimsuit Issue. Reuters asked

"What do Siberian tiger tamers
Siegfried and Roy have in common
with scantily clad supermodels posing
in bikinis?" The quixotic pair of
Germans, known for their magic act
featuring Siberian tigers and lions at
the Mirage in Las Vegas, will be
prominently featured in this year's
Sports Illustrated swimsuit issue
which was scheduled for a late

Febraary release.
A spokesman for Sports

Illustrated declined to comment,
saying the magazine does not discuss
its famous swimsuit issue in advance

of publication. But a source confirmed
a media report that the flashy duo will
be prominently featured in the
swimsuit edition. They were chosen,
he said, because Sports Illustrated
wanted to photograph some of the
issue in Las Vegas and wanted to
feature a local "icon" in the mix.

But while Siegfried and Roy
appear in the same issue with women
clad in swimsuits, they will not be
appearing on the same pages,
according to the source. The
supermodel photos were shot late last
year at Caesars Palace, while
Siegfried, Roy and the pairs' "pets"
were photographed in their home,
known locally as the "Jungle Palace."

See you at the meeting!



ZONE—Continuedfrom page 3
the world. To illustrate the

phenomenaof the stereoscope I could
therefore, at that time, only employ
drawings made by the hands of an
artist." Early in 1839 "the
photographic art," as Wheatstone
called it, "became known, and soon
after, at my request, Mr. Talbot, the
inventor and Mr. Collen (one of the
first cultivatorsof the art) obligingly
prepared for me stereoscopic
Talbotypes of full-sized statues,
buildings, and even portraits of living
persons." In 1841, M. Fizeau and M.
Claudet of Brussels, produced "the
first Daguerrotypes executed for the
stereoscope."

" For obtaining binocular
photographic portraits," Wheatstone
observed, "it has been found

advantageous to employ,
simultaneously, two cameras fixed at
the proper angular positions."
Stereoscopic photography had begun.

OooW
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Earliest Form of Wheatstone's Stereoscope -1838
the offspring of Wheatstone's
inquiries into the binocular nature of
human vision.

Physiology," 1833; Wheatstone,
Charles, "Contributions to the

Physiology of Vision.-Part the First. On
some remarkable, and hitherto
unobserved. Phenomena of Binocular

Vision," Philosophical Transactions of
the Royal Society of Great Britain:
1838; Part the Second: 1852

References:

Bowers, Brian, "Sir Charles
Wheatstone," Crown: 1975; Mayo,
Herbert, "Outlines of Human
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TheStereo Club ofSouthern California wasfounded in 1955to promote the art, enjoyment and scienceofstereo photography. Meetings, which
normally include 3D slide projections, are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single or $40/dual (send to the
Membership Director). The 3D News, with a total circulation of about 250 copies, is sent monthly toail members. Annual subscription for those
not wishing to participate in Club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to the Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to submit
stereo-related news items, articles, artwork orphoto tips for the3DNews—deadline isthe last day ofthemonth (send tothe Editor).
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Notes from the Prez

Calendar of Events

April 19 The PSA Traveling Exhibition, plus a second show. 7:30
at the Wilshire United Methodist Church, 711 South
Plymouth Boulevard, near Grenshaw and Wilshire in the
downtown area of Los Angeles.

May 5 Movie Division Meeting. Held in the Library of the Longley
Way School, 2601 Longley Way, in Arcadia.

May 17 Final Club competition, plus judging of the ITCC slides.
7:30 at the Wilshire United Methodist Church, 711 South
Plymouth Boulevard, near Crenshaw and Wilshire in the
downtown area of Los Angeles.

June 21 Annual View-Master competition. 7:30 at the Wilshire
United Methodist Church, 711 South Plymouth Boulevard,
near Crenshaw and Wilshire in the downtown area of Los
Angeles.

Big Stuff in Store for the April Meeting

by Steve Berezin

Wegot to again celebrate Earl
Colgan's 97th birthday at the

March meeting. David and Susan of
Reel-3D brought in a delicious cake
and we got to sing Happy Birthday to
our nonagenarian.

To start out the evening we had a
treat from our neighbor from the
south, Gary Schacker, and his Bracket
fader projector. To those who have
not met Gary, he is San Diego's
foremost Bar Mitzvah photographer
along with being a force in the San
Diego Stereo Club which meets in
Balboa Park. Gary's show has
evolved to an even higher level than it
had when shown at the NSA

convention in Green Bay Wisconsin.
It had breathtaking images of
Southern California, along with the
rest of the USA. It was punctuated
with many hypers and a few new
macros. His classic of the 747

crossing over the highway near the
San Diego airport was there along

with shots of Bryce Canyon, flower
macros and even a few people shots.

We also had our 3rd club

competition—more on that in Chris
Olson's article.

Next Meeting
PSA Traveling Exhibit

Our April meeting includes the
45th PSA Traveling Stereo
Exhibition. A group prior to the
meeting will judge the Exhibition and
SCSC will showcase the exhibition

with our votes for best images. The
PSA Traveling Stereo Exhibition,
which was started 45 years, ago, is a
means by which stereo photographers
can share their work by means of
showings at various stereo clubs
throughout the United States.
Mojo Star Trek Show

Mojo of Foundation Imaging, the
makers of Star Trek, will present a
show of 3D images from the
computer. These are not conversions

but stereoscopic images rendered
from the 3D programs used to derive
the images in the show.

StereoJet

StereoJet"'̂ '̂ , the 3D ink jet print
media, developed by The Rowland
Institute for Science; will be featured
at our monthly meeting April 19.
Linda Wagner, StereoJet Information
Service, will display a variety of
images, in different formats, to show
this unique, high resolution stereo
printing, explain the printing process
and will be available to answer your
questions. There are service bureaus
set up who can make these custom
images as and when you need them,
just like sending out your film for
Processing. If you would like to have
a StereoJet™ image created from
your own stereo photographs, as a
courtesy to members, there will be a
discount for any images ordered and
no charge for scanning pictures.

Yigit Our Website at littp://hoine.eartMink.net/~cainpfire/

n.



by Marvin Jones

^^lub members casually ob-
>^serving the loving, symbi

otic relationship between
Chuck and Dorothy Bemhardt
can be forgiven for supposing
that the two have spent most of
their long lives together. A
more perfectly matched couple
would be hard to find.

In fact, however, the two
met just over a decade ago
through the Stereo Club.
Dorothy actually joined the
Club around 13 years ago.
After a lifetime of delightful
adventures, she was looking to
pursue her interest in stereo
photography. There she met
Chuck, who had been a
member a year or two longer.

As they compared interests,
their casual friendship turned to
romance and then to marriage.
They began a whole new round
of adventures, traveling the
country in Chuck's motor
home, taking hundreds of
stereo photos. They would then
return to their Los Angeles
home, collect their work into
programs, and take these to
local schools and community
centers, introducing enthralled
audiences to their twin loves of
stereo photography and
environmental concerns.

The couple remained active
in the Club all the while. In

virtually every club competi
tion one or the other, or more
usually both of their names
appeared prominently in the
winner's list. For years they
were, officially or unofficially,
the first friendly smile and firm

handshake to greet newcomers
to the club. And they were in
charge of our semiannual stereo
banquets through the reigns of
several presidents.

The reality of time began to
intrude on the happily-ever-
after, however. A couple of
years ago, Dorothy struck her
head during one of their
adventures and suffered a

concussion, which haunted her
for several months. Chuck was

always there for her. But no
sooner did Dorothy get better
than Chuck had heart surgery
and it was Dorothy's turn to
care for him.

Then, about two months
ago, came the worst news of
all—Dorothy was diagnosed
with terminal cancer, and told
she had as little as a few weeks

left. When I spoke to Dorothy
she was holding up well and
even observing dispassionately
the progress of the cancer

through her body. More than
once, she almost mirrored the
words of J.M, Barrie's Peter

Pan, "To die must be an
Awfully Big Adventure."

At the March club meeting
donations were taken for a

floral display to be sent to
Dorothy. It was delivered to her
on March 28, which was
coincidentally the Bemhardt's
ninth wedding anniversary.

Dorothy has asked me to
pass along her thanks to the
Club for the flowers, and for
everything else it has given her
over the years. Her biggest
regret is that she can no longer
come to meetings and be a part
of our company. But no matter
how much she is convinced she

will miss us, we will be much
the poorer without her. Her
invincible spirit and her drive
to keep on going through every
setback are an inspiration to us
all.



Cpe T^istorp Zone Asfroil through the
history of stereography

• Ray "3D" Zone

Sir David Brewster—The Retinal Rival

Sir David Brewster

Edinburgh, who wrote an essay in
1823 that expressed "the idea, that the
relief of solid bodies seen by the eye
was produced by the union of the
dissimilar pictures of them in each
eye, but," according to Brewster, "he
never imagined that this idea was his
own, believing that it was known to
every student of vision."

Brewster claims that Elliot in

1834 conceived of " a simple
stereoscope, without lenses or
mirrors" consisting of a wooden box
18 inches long, 7 inches wide and 4
inches high that was "an instrument

for uniting two dissimilar pictures."
Elliot delayed construction of his
stereoscope until 1839 and, since
photography had not been invented
yet, he "drew the transparency of a
landscape" as a stereo pair for
viewing in his device. Brewster notes
that Elliot, in 1852 after perusing
Wheatstone's reflecting stereoscope,
"was convinced not only that
Wheatstone's theory of the instrument
was incorrect, but that his claim to the
discovery of the dissimilarity of the
images in each eye had no
foundation." Both Wheatstone and
Brewster surveyed the writings of
Euclid, Galen and Leonardo da Vinci
in their treatises on binocular vision.

" Now, although Leonardo da
Vinci does not state in so many words
that he was aware of the dissimilarity
of the two pictures," writes Brewster,
"the fact is obvious" even though da
Vinci "was not led by his subject to
state the fact at all." Brewster is
emphatic in challengingWheatstone's
claim of discovery. "That the
dissimilarity of the two pictures is not
a newfact we have already placed
beyond a doubt," he states "and we
cannot understand how he failed to

observe it in works which he has so

often quoted, and in which he
professes to have searched for it.^
ZONE—Continued on page 8

^ irCharles Wheatstone and Sir
David Brewster were not the best

of friends. During a period of rapid
technological change when optical dis
coveries about 3-D were being made
and photography invented, these two
men were scientific rivals. As Richard

L. Gregory writes in his Foreword to
"Brewster and Wheatstone On Vi

sion" (Academic Press; 1983) the two
men "did not, as it were by their ste
reo rivalry, see eye to eye."

Sir David Brewster was a

Scottish scientist born in 1781 who is

most famous for his invention of the

kaleidoscope in 1816 which he
explained in his "Treatise on the
Kaleidoscope" published that same
year. Brewster authored over 300
scientific papers and several books
including his "Treatise on Optics" in
1831 and a definitive life of Isaac

Newton in 1855 and for his efforts

was elected a Fellow of the Royal
Society in Great Britain and knighted
in 1831. With his 1856 book "The

Stereoscope, Its History, Theory, and
Construction," Brewster set forth the
principles of stereoscopic vision and
questioned Wheatstone's claim of
priority for the discovery of binocular
perception.

When Sir Charles Wheatstone

presented his 1838 paper "On some
remarkable, and hitherto unobserved,
Phenomena of Binocular Vision" to

the Royal Society of Great Britain, he
proved that stereoscopic vision is the
result of binocular perception. And by
1852, when Wheatstone published the
second part of his paper, photography
itself had been invented by Talbot,
Niepce and Daguerre and the first
stereoscopic photographs produced. In
his 1856 book on "The Stereoscope"
Brewster took pains to establish that
historical precedents for discoveries
similar to Wheatstone's existed and

were far from "hitherto unobserved."

In particular, he cited the work of Mr.
Elliot, a "Teacher of Mathematics" in

Elliot's Stereo Pair (1839)
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before taking her best-remembered
role, as the recalcitrant gangster's
widow being transported to court by
tough cop Charles McGraw in THE
NARROW MARGIN (1952). Had
this taut thriller not been a lowly B
(albeit one of the best ever), Windsor
might have gotten more of a boost
from its success. She continued

working steadily, frequently playing
tart-tongued trollops.

Windsor also worked in many TV
movies during the 1970s and 1980s.
Unfortunately, she never starred in a
first-rate, big-budget film. She served
as a director of the Screen Actors

Guild for 25-years. She died the day
before her 81st birthday. Her two 3D
films were CAT-WOMEN OF THE

MOON (1953) and BOUNTY
HUNTER (1954).

George Montgomery
Born Aug. 29, 1916 in Brady,

Montana as George Montgomery
Letz. This brawny, virile leading man,
best remembered for his numerous

Westerns, was a true son of the west,
bom into a large Montana family. He
studied interior decorating at the
University of Montana and engaged in
collegiate athletics as well. He was a
heavyweight boxer before becoming
an actor. Drifting to Hollywood in
search of movie work, he settled at
Republic Pictures, where he played
bits and performed stunts in
low-budget Westems beginning in
1935. Billed as George Letz, he won
his first sizable movie role as one of
five " suspects" who could have been
under the mask in THE LONE

RANGER (1938), Republic's
million-dollar serial.

After more supporting roles at
Republic, Letz was signed by 20th
Century-'Fox. Initially slotted in
B-plus horse operas in 1940.By 1941
he was billed as George Montgomery
and being groomed for stardom. He
appeared in a raft of high-grade
programmers and 'A' pictures
including ORCHESTRA WIVES

e Passing Parade
hose who watched the Academy
Awards presentation on Sunday,

March 25th, 2001 saw the well-paced,
enjoyable show hosted by Steve Mar
tin. The Oscars have turned into an

event, including a 'pre-game' show
that lasts almost as long as the actual
show.

An annual feature of the Oscars is

the " In Memoriam" tribute to the

actors and craftsmen who passed
away during the previous year. This
reminded me that I hadn't paid my
own tribute to a few actors who are

somehow related to 3D.

Marie Windsor

Born Dec. 11, 1919 (sometimes
listed as 1922) in Marysvale, Utah, as
Emily Marie Bertelson. One of the
best "bad girls" in movie history, this
busty beauty often played cold
blooded temptresses who could drive
a man crazy with passion, then cut out
his heart and hand it back to him. A

former Miss Utah, she broke into
films as a bit player in Hal Roach's
ALL AMERCIAN CO-ED (1941),
and knocked around Hollywood
before coming into her own as a
leading lady in 1949's HELLFIRE an
above-average Republic Western. She
appeared in other B-plus horse operas.

T
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(1942), one of only two films made by
bandleader Glenn Miller. He left

Hollywood to serve in the military
during World War 2 and upon
returning found himself mired in
medium-budgeted, cookie-cutter
Westems (with one notable exception:
he played Raymond Chandler's
private eye Philip Marlowe in 1947's
THE BRASHER DOUBLOON.) To
his credit, Montgomery matured into a
capable, engaging performer, and
even produced and directed some of
his own filrris in the 1960s. But he

became better known in the

Hollywood community as a
world-class furniture maker; he even

supplemented his acting income by
constmcting sets and props for
Columbia films, beginning in the late
1940s.

He was married to singer Dinah
Shore from December 5, 1943 until
they were divorced on May 9, 1962;
they had two children, a son and a
daughter. He also starred in the TV
series "Cimarron City" (1958-59).
His 1981 book "The Years of George
Montgomery" chronicles the actor's
life and works, including his furniture
Kaufman—Continued on page 6



Kaufman—Continuedfrom page 5
making, house building, painting, and
Western sculptures. In recent years he
had presented a bronze of John
Wayne to an annual recipient of his
Hollywood Westerner Hall of Fame
Award. His made one 3D film, the
second 3D film from Warner

Brothers, FORT TI (1953). He died
on December 12, 2000 in Rancho
Mirage, California from heart failure.

Steve Allen

Stephen Valentine Patrick
William Allen was born in New York

on December 26, 1921. He was not
included in the Oscar tribute, likely
because he is considered a television
actor, even though he appeared in
quite a few motion pictures. His father
died when he was still a small child.

His mother then moved them to

Chicago where her family raised him.
He had what he described as a very
unhappy childhood, attending 18
different schools. Ending up in
Phoenix, he met his first wife,
Dorothy Goodman, with whom he had
three children (Steve, Jr. (1944) is a
doctor; Brian (1947) is in real estate;
and David (1949) is a songwriter). He
was released from war duty because
of asthma. Following his brief
military tenure, he became a writer
and announcer for a Phoenix radio

station. In 1946, he was hired to be a
disk jockey at a Los Angeles radio
station. With the advent of TV, he
shifted to that medium in 1950. His

first attempt on CBS failed, but in
1953 he created the "Tonight Show"
for NBC, which was an immediate
success. In 1952, he also divorced

Goodman and married Jayne
Meadows. They had one child. Bill
(1957), who is an Internet executive.
In 1956, he had his own prime time
TV show featuring a number of
comedians that went on to fame, such
as Don Knotts, Tom Boston, Dayton
Allen and Bill Dana. He was also the

first variety show to book Elvis
Presley. In 1986, he developed colon
cancer, which later went into
remission. In 1998, he started an
anti-smut campaign against smut on
TV.

Mr. Allen died on October 30,
2000 at his son's home in Encino,
California from a coronary event due

to road accident. He never made a 3D

motion picture, but he was a stereo
photographer! In a recent autobio
graphical effort, he spoke of being
mistaken for Dave Garroway. During
his early TV years, he was spotted by
some confused fans, who came up to
him while he was taking some color-
stereo photographs. Oh course this
was in the 1950s during stereo photo
graphy's heyday, so it is not known
for how long he had this hobby or if
he left behind any type of a collection
of stereo photography work.

DDD

The SCSC members who went on

the club outing last fall to the Digital
Dynamic Depth Santa Monica offices
were treated to some amazing work in
2D to 3D conversions and some even

more amazing 3D autostereoscopic
displays. DDD's Phil Harmon amazed
us with his demonstration and

promised that he would have a
workshop for their new, patented
OpticBOOMtm technology. Phil was
true to his word, he scheduled the
workshop and spread the word on the
Internet. Unfortunately, I was unable
to attend The workshop. 1 feel as
though 1 really missed out on learning
about the advances they are making.
But 1 understand the event had very
little attendance, which is a real
shame. 1 would love to hear from

those who were able to make it.

DDD is using glasses-free
displays from 4D-Vision of Germany.
DDD and Screenzone Media

Networks LLC recently signed an
agreememnt to bring 3D without
glasses to Screenzone's mall-based
advertisement and entertainment

network. Test 3D screens should start

appearing in May, so keep your eyes
open.

Magazine With Lenticular Cover
The April 2001 issue of "HOW"

magazine has a beautiful morphing
3D lenticular cover. The lenticular

covers about half of the magazines
cover, becoming a 3D continuation of
the magazine cover picture. Several
copies that 1 saw for sell where
missing the lenticular. In the center of
the lenticular, a trophy morphs to a
3D globe of the world. The magazine
also contains a 4-page article on

lenticulars. Cover price is $12.95.
Lenticular printing is continues to

improve. Certainly a long way since
the toy prizes of my childhood.
Despite its complexity, the process is
designer-friendly. HOW teamed up
with a leading lenticular vendor to
create a dynamic image for the April
issue cover. HOW worked with

National Graphics in Brookfield, W1
(800/637-4460; www.extremevision
.com), to create the lenticular cover
image using the company's patented
Extreme Vision process. Here are the
steps they followed:

They decided that a single object
morphing into another would fit in
well with the overall cover look and

would showcase the technology.
HOW art director and editor met with

National Graphics to discuss the
concept. National made a couple of
suggestions and asked for
multiple-choice submissions for the
three images: trophy, globe and map.
They used stock photography, so it
was easy to send a CD with different
options. National Graphics selected a
trophy and globe that had a similar
shape and configuration, in order to
minimize ghosting effects as one
image morphed into another. For
similar reasons, the supplier suggested
a textured map as the background.

A schedule with four weeks of

lead time was designed and agreed
upon. Because the lenticular piece
was to be tipped onto the cover,
HOW's conventional printer was
given samples and asked to
recommend the proper adhesive. The
specs about thicknesses (l/20in.),
trimmed size (6x6in.), packing and
delivery were agreed upon. It was
determined that HOW's regular
polybag provided sufficient protection
for mailing and newsstand copies
were unbagged. Once the concept was
finalized, the art director went to work
laying out a comp that conformed to
the vendor's requirements.

The web story on how they did
the cover is located at:

http://www.howdesign.com/editorial/to
c/col.html There is also an animated

GIF showing the transformation:
http://www.howdesign.com/lenticular_g
if.htm

Kaufman—Continued on page 7
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Shrek

I was looking forward to the 3D
large format (LF) version of the new
DreamWorks film SHREK. The

regular version opens in theaters in
May. Originally, the 3D LF version
was to open in the fall along with the
video release. With the financial

troubles that IMAX is facing, the poor
box office results of 3D LF films and

the slow down in the building of LF
theaters, IMAX backed out of the deal
they had with DreamWorks.
DreamWorks still hopes to bring
SHREK to 3D LF theaters at some

uncertain future time.

The March 30 edition of

Entertainment Weekly mentions that
the software to view the 3D intro to

the SHREK Internet site is a hassle to

download, but worth the trouble.
http://www.shrek.com They say the
Shrek (voice by Mike Myers) is so
lifelike that when he picks his nose.

you'll expect to see your screen
flecked with a booger. Jeffrey
Katzenberg while being interviewed
at: http://www.dailyradar.com/
features/showbiz_feature_page_240_1.h
tml tells us "We're (still) trying.
When I say we're trying, we're doing
it here. We are creating the digital
files that would allow us to do that.

The problem is that the entire
exhibition business in the US has filed

for bankruptcy in the last four months.
Unless we can get out to 100 theaters
with it, the economics will make it
very, very difficult to do. What I'm
certain is that it will have value some

day. I'd love to be able to do it
immediately. We are creating a 3D
digital IMAX file of this film. Where
and when and how we get it out to the
world, I'm not sure of, but I'm sure
the file will be of great value at some
point.

Katzenberg continued, "I just
saw a technology the other day that.

Competition News

Comp Director Blows It

by Chris Olson

I had a very important board meet-
\ ing atmy son's school in March,
and 1 didn't arrive at the Club competi-
tionuntil 9:30, which means I missed
the entire competition. So much for a
commentary on that evening's high
lights!

I did have the pleasure of being
served some of Earl's birthday cake

-and handing out the ribbons. I passed
out two Honorable Mentions in the

"B" group to Steve Berezin for "Dan
in Plug" and "Xmas Wagon Wheel"
and the Award went to Chuck

Bemhardt for "Looking at Rainbow
Bridge".

In the "A" group. Earl Colgan
took home a H.M. for " Yosemite

Falls" and an Award in the

Non-Conventional category for
"Lichen #55", as did Philip Steinman
who took home a H.M. for "Marathon

Shoes" and an Award for "Lake

Powell Pirates Narrow" in the

Non-Conventional category.

Lawrence Kaufman also got an

H.M. for "At the Lake", while Scott
Ressler took home both an H.M. for

" Santa Barbara Cathedral" and the

"A" group award for "Marylebone
Workhouse #2".

Thanks go out to Mike McKinney
for assisting Kathy Day at the score
table, Gary Schacker at the projector,
Oliver Dean calling scores, and the
judges, Cassie Kaufman, David
Starkman and Greg Hooper, who did
such a fine job, that I'm kicking
myself for not mailing in my slides to
be judged!

A Group
Earl Colgan 252

HM: Yosemite Falls

Scott Ressler 245
A: Marylebone Workhouse #2
HM: Santa Barbara Cathedral

Lawrence Kaufman 243
HM: At the Lake

Mitch Walker 229A

Abe Perlstein 191
ChristopherOlson 181
Kathy Day 189
Cassie Kaufman 173A

James Comstock 128A

for about $20, there's an attachment
that you can put on a VCR or a DVD
that would actually allow you to
watch a pretty compelling 3D
presentation on your television. So
that could go one notch further. That
price point is pretty good. We're
ahead of the curye right now—I'm not
sure if we're ahead by three months,
six months, twelve months, eighteen
months—we're not years ahead. At
some point, that 3D file will make it
out into the world." I agree with those
who believe that if you are creating a
digital animated film, you are very
foolish if you are not also creating the
3D file as you go. I hope that SHREK
will make it out in a 3D large format
version, but 3D DVD would also be
nice. I am glad that DreamWorks is
foresighted enough to realize the
value this extra dimension has for

their film.

Kaufman—Continued on page 8

Gary Schwartz 107
Mark Kernes 63

Philip Steinman 22
HM: Marathon Shoes

B Group

Bob Philips 238
Robin Burks 176

Dorothy Bemhardt 235
Steve Berezin....r7.7.tT.Tn:T;....::....r:7....„...r.....i73A

HM: Dan In Plug
HM: Christmas Wagon Wheel

Chuck Bemhardt 218

A: Looking at Rainbow Bridge
Brano Lizzi 217

Jimmy Zone 51

Non-Conventional

Earl Colgan 250
A: Lichen #5

Philip Steinman 224
A: Lake Powell Pirates Narrow

James Comstock 215A

Abe Perlstein 194

Mitch Walker 177A

Gary Schacker 71
David Starkman 134A

Robin Burks 63
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Despite his professional rivalry

with Wheatstone, Sir David Brewster

made significant contributions to
stereography. In his book "The
Stereoscope," Brewster established
that the camera lenses in a stereo

photograph should have the same

aperture as the human eye, aboutVio
of an inch, that the focal lengths of
camera and viewer lenses had to be

equal and that the interocular should

be about2'/2 inches, the average
separation between the two human
eyes.

In 1844 Brewster began making
compact stereoscopes with
magnifying lenses to fuse stereo
daguerrotype pictures taken with a
lateral shift of the camera between

exposures. By 1849 he had developed
his lenticular stereoscope, a box-like
instrument with two decentered lenses

and a hinged shutter on top to admit
light. This stereoscope was first
manufactured and sold by Duboscq
and Soleil in Paris and first exhibited

in London at the 1851 Exhibition at

the Crystal Palace. By 1856, when
Brewster's book on the Stereoscope
was published, the market for
stereoscopic photographs was
beginning to boom and his book
included a large listing of stereoscopic
pictures offered for sale by the
London Stereoscopic Company.

References:

Brewster, Sir David, "The Stereoscope,
Its History, Theory, and Construction,"
John Murray: 1856

Wade, Nicholas J., ed., "Brewster and

Wheatstone On Vision," Academic
Press: 1983

B A

Brewster's Lenticular Stereoscope

Kaufman—Continuedfrom page 7 ,
Springtime Film Releases

Entertainment Weekly also
spotlighted the upcoming Spring
motion picture releases in their
Eebruary 16th edition. It might have
been a little confusing, but they listed
under the February "That's not all"
section; 3D WILDCAT WOMEN, a
story about babes in the 1970s and
nWave's 3D EE release HAUNTED

CASTLE. I was a little disappointed
with HAUNTED CASTLE, and you
might know that WILDCAT
WOMEN features babes from the

1970s, because it is a film from the
1970s. The film apparently had a
return visit to a New York theater. It

was originally release in 1974 as
BLACK LOLITA in 1974,
WILDCAT WOMEN came out in

1975.1 along with the other 3D
anaglyph 3D motion pictures,
including SCORING (1984) and
HARD CANDY (1977) (AKA M
3-D! The Movie)(1991) really don't
do anything positive for 3D.

Conventions

The National Stereoscopic
Association's 2001 "Shuffle off to

Buffalo" convention will be held July
19th through July 23rd in Buffalo,
New York. There will be a hotel

FULL of the best 3D photographers in
the World. The Hotel is ready to take

reservations, be sure to mention the
NSA convention to get the special
rate. The hotel web page is:
http://www.adamsmark.coin/buffalo2.h
tm Adam's Mark Hotels & Resorts:

Buffalo, NY. Be sure and visit the
NSA convention web page and look it
over. There has been some updated
information put there and most
important is the posting of all the
necessary forms you will need. The
forms were sent out with the recent

issue of Stereo World. Check their

website http://nsa200Lhome.att.net

PSA 2001 (San Diego) Convention
website

The Photographic Society of
America (PSA) 2001 Annual
Conference of Photography will be at
the Town & Country Resort Hotel,
San Diego, CA from August 27
through September 1, 2001. That's the
week before Labor Day. Club
Members might like to help out at the
July 28th judging of the PSA
International Stereo Exhibition that is

being held at the Photo Arts Building
near the San Diego Zoo. The winning
slides will be shown at the PSA

Convention. Check out the website:

http://www.3dgear.com/psa or the
regular PSA Conference site at:
http://www.imageination.eom/psa2001

See you at the meeting!

Obituary

Bruce Elliott, Former SCSC President
^hortly before this edition ofthe
><^3D News went topress, we re

ceived word of the death of past
SCSC president Bruce Elliott. Details
are a bit sketchy, but this was an ap
parent suicide.

Although Bruce had not been
active in the club in recent years,
Susan Pinsky recalls a time when he
was at one time among the more
active members, in addition to being a
productive Club President.

A memorial service was planned,
tentatively for April 7 in West
Hollywood at the West Hollywood
Presbyterian Church. We will present
more detailed information on Bruce in

next month's edition of the News.
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The Stereo Club of Southern California was founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography. Meetings, which
normally Include 3D slide projections, are held monthly. Visitors are always welcome. Annual dues are $30/single or $40/dual (send to the
Membership Director). The 3D News, with a total circulation of about 250 copies, is sent monthly to all members. Annual subscription for those
not wishing to participate in Club activities Is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to the Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to submit
stereo-related news items, articles, art work or photo tips for the 3D News—deadline is the last day of the month (send to the Editor).
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Notes From the Prez

Calendar of Events

May 17 Final Club competition, plus judging of the ITCC slides.
7:30 at the Wilshire United Methodist Church, 711 South
Plymouth Boulevard, near Crenshaw and Wilshire in the
downtown area of Los Angeles.

June 2 Movie Division Meeting was postponed from last month.
Held in the Library of the Longley Way School, 2601
Longley Way, in Arcadia.

June 21 Annual View-Master competition. 7:30 at the Wilshire
United Methodist Church, 711 South Plymouth Boulevard,
near Crenshaw and Wilshire in the downtown area of Los
Angeles.

July 12 PLEASE NOTE: Due to scheduling conflicts with the NSA
convention, we have moved the July banuet up one week.
It will be held on the second Tuesday of July. As usual,
we will convene at Taix Restaurant, 1911 Sunset
Boulevard.

A Roundup of Club Activities and Competitions
by Steve Berezin

Our last meeting was jam packed
with exciting doings that in

cluded PSA Traveling Exhibit, a slide
show that showed some of the best ex

hibits from the PSA. Later we saw

the Mojo Star Trek Show. This was
actually mostly projected stereoscopic
images rendered from the 3D pro
grams used to derive the images in the
show, Babylon 5. Most of the images
were derived from Lightwave, a 3D
modeling program. The images were
breathtaking and caused a collective
gasp (the good kind) from the audi
ence. The detail was awesome and

more than is usually noticed in these
types of projections.

Later Linda Wagner, StereoJet
Information Service, displayed a
variety of images, in different formats,
to show this unique, high resolution
stereo printing, and explained the
printing process while answering
members questions. They offered a
20% discount off their already

lowered prices to club members who
order their prints from San Francisco
Imaging. This is the closest service
bureau that offers these images.

Next meeting
Our next meeting will be very

competition oriented. It will have our
last club competition of the year so
get those slides and make up slides
ready!

Also we will have the ISCC club

competition. This is a competition
where stereo clubs pull out all the
stops and compete using their
member's finest images.
Competitions are held 3 times a year
and each club may submit 6 slides.
Two slides are allowed per individual,
per competition. The host of the final
(May) competition (Us) is afforded
the opportunity to select the ISCC
Slide of the Year in addition to the

regular judging. It is chosen from the
previous Award Winners along with

the current months' Award Winners
(from the 1st through the 5th place
slides). Individual Awards: 1st
through 5th Place ribbons plus 10
Honorable Mention ribbons will be

awarded at each competition. Kudos
to Phillip Steinman who has been
coordinating this for the Club.
Thanks to Steve Dudley for compiling
the standings shown below:

February Results
Clubs; San Diego 53, So.

California 53, Cascade 51, Puget
Sound 49, In Depth 43, Detroit 42,
Atlanta 40, Cordova 40.

Individual Winners ~ Congratu-
lationsl

• 1st Place Boy and Machine, Bruce
Rosenberger, In Depth

• 2nd Place Grandpa Peabody,
Kathy Day, Southern CA Stereo
Club

BerezinContinued on page 8

Yigit Oiip\l%bsite at http://home.earthlink.net/~eampfire/
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r here's more depth in your 3-D
Star," proclaimed a headline for

the April 21, 2001 issue of the
Toronto Saturday Star. "Searching for
something deeper in life?" asked fea
ture writer Scott Simmie, introducing
the special edition, that was "filled
with images unlike anything you've
seen in a newspaper before. This is a
paper with depth. In-your-face, off-
the-page, three-dimensional depth."

Full-size anaglyph glasses were
tucked inside the 3-D Star and the

newspaper made an extensive use of
color anaglyphs, opening every major
section of the paper with a large 3-D
image. Every page bearing an
anaglyphic image carried a banner at
the bottom showing a pair of the 3-D
glasses. More than 30 pages of the
newspaper carried 3-D pictures and
graphics and nearly 20 advertisers
joined in with anaglyphic ads. A
special article in the 3-D Star related
the history of stereography, tracing it
back to the 1830s with the work of

Charles Wheatstone. A large feature
story "Maximum Imax" by Greg
Quill also discussed the IMAX 3-D
films. Stereo photographer Simon
Bell was quoted and one of his
stunning hyperstereo photographs was
reproduced in anaglyphic form in the
issue. "There's a real 'wow' factor

that people get when they see
something in 3-D," stated Bell.
"They'll spend a lot longer time
looking at a 3-D photo than they will

Converting Red-Green-Blue Channels for 3-D

-i- •

at a regular photo."
The idea for the ambitious special

3-D issue of the Star came from ad
sales manager Linda Lombard who
saw an anaglyphic ad in a business
magazine a year ago. The star
previouslyran anaglyphic imagesof
NASA's stereo photos of the Mars
landscape. Most of the images in the
current issue are 3-D conversions

produced by the electronic imaging
group at the Star headed by A1
McArthur and Elaine Muller.

In a special sidebar called "The
key to three dimensions" was an
explanation how the staff of the Star
converted the images to depth. First,
the images or photos " start out flat as
a pancake. Imaging technicians

identify areas they want to leap off the
page (foreground), appear mid-way
back (middle ground), or 'behind' the
surface of the newspaper
(background)." Although there could
be more layers involved, most photos
in the paper used three levels.

Computer software separated all
the images into their component
channels — red, green and blue.
Technicians then manipulated the red
channel. Shifting the channel to the
right makes the object come forward
and shifting to the left makes it
recede. "Any time the red channel is
moved, it leaves a bluish 'shadow' in
its wake."

Ducos du Hauron, who
Zone—Continued on page 8

Some of the Toronto Star staff with their anaglyph glasses
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by Lawrence Kaufman
Professional version on Kodachrome

25 last year. But they are still
chopping! Up to another 4.5 percent
of its global payroll or between 3,000
and 3,500 employees will be in the
unemployment lines soon. Kodak is
struggling to rebound from a
six-month slump in film sales, which
it blames on a downturn in the U.S.

economy.

Kodak now also plans to
discontinue the remaining
Kodachrome 25 color reversal (slide)
film later this year. Kodak has seen a
significant decline in use of
Kodachrome 25 film. As the company
looks to reduce the production of
SKUs offering limited appeal, it can
no longer justify production of
products with extremely limited usage.

Kodak anticipates that supplies
will be available for most of the year.
Kodachrome film, introduced in as a
slide film in 1936, was the first film
for color photography, and was
widely-acclaimed for sharpness and
color. Kodak's first quarter net profit
was only $150 million, down from
$289 million a year ago.

SCSC Officers

iV s directed in the Stereo Club of
-^XSouthern California Bylaws, the
Nomination Committee has presented
a slate of candidates for elected of

fices for the upcoming club year.
Nominated are Steve Berezin to return

as President, Philip Steinman for Vice
President, James Comstock for Secre
tary and David Kuntz for Treasurer.

Any member may make
additional Nominations from the floor

at the regular May meeting. All floor
nominations are subject to these
conditions: The person being
nominated must be present and give
consent or the nominee must give
written consent (and written consent
is given to the Secretary at the time of
nomination). Elections will be held at
the June meeting.

Bruce Elliott's Passing
As mentioned in the April 3D

News, Bruce D. Elliott (1989 - 1990
SCSC President) passed away. A
memorial was held on April 7th at
Crescent Heights United Methodist
Church where many paid their
respects. If you were unable to share
your memories of Bruce at the
ceremony, you might want to visit the
Bruce D. Elliott memorial page:
http://two.guestbook.de/gb.cgi?gid=474
523&prot=ovsxgs

Kodak Cutbacks

Times are a-changing. Will
digital take over film any time soon? I
sure do see a lot of digital cameras -
everywhere I go. Surely these folks
are replacing their film-based cameras
with digital cameras. Is 'film'
suffering? Rochester, NY—Eastman
Kodak Company was caught
off-guard in 1997 when Japanese
archival Fuji Photo Film Co. slashed
film prices, Kodak had to follow suit.
It not only slashed its film prices, but
also nearly 20,000 jobs, or one-fifth of
its worldwide payroll through 1999.

Kodak has made other money
saving moves, such as eliminating the

3D Harry Potter
Charley Van Pelt was kind

enough to bring the newest
stereoscopic toys from View-Master
to the April meeting. View-Master has
released a 60-card set of Harry Potter
and the Sorcerer's Stone 3D

Windows. The sets are sold with 5 3D

window cards and a decoder card for

$5.97 at Wal*Mart. The 3D Viewer
also comes packed with a collectible
3D Window for $5.97 at Wal*Mart.
The viewer is durable plastic and has
storage for several 3D cards. Also
available is a metal storage tin.
Collect all 60 different 3D Windows

and build an interlocking mural.
Many members had to scratch

their collective heads and wonder why
View-Master did not release these as

regular VM reels. Perhaps these will'
catch on, but they look like the type
item that will be at Pic N Sav, Toy

t.'-

Liquidators and the 99 cent stores in
the very near future. The quality does
not seem to be VM quality, but Harry
Potter is so popular, time will tell if
these will catch on or not.

3D Newspaper

WOW! The April 21st Toronto
Star (Canada's largest daily
newspaper which reaches more than
2.5 million readers weekly) was truly
an in-depth issue. It was a 3D issue. I
think they did a first class job in
representing 3D. Numerous 3D
stories: The IMAX 3-D technology, a
3D history, collectible View-Masters,
3D Laser Camera Imaging, Virtual
Reality, Venture Magazine, etc. The
paper is almost as big as one of our
Sunday papers. "Almost 20"
advertisers presented their ads in 3D,
numerous full-page ads and even a
double page 3D ad. Almost every
section has a large 3D picture on its
cover page. 89 3D photos or
illustrations in its 374 pages. A lot of
effort went into putting the whole
thing together.

Here is the release that was sent

out to announce the 3D issue:

Kaufman—Continued on page 5
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Pop Goes the Weekend—3-D
Star Hits Streets Tomorrow

TORONTO, ON, April 20, 2001
- Tomorrow's breakfast will look a

little different through funky blue and
red lenses. More than 1.5 million

readers - almost half the adults in

Toronto - will don 3-D glasses to
experience the Saturday Star,
Canada's first daily newspaper ever to
publish in three eye-popping
dimensions. The Star's 3-D-Day issue
hits the streets tomorrow.

. The glasses will be inserted into
The Star's newly redesigned
StarWeek Magazine, which also
features 3-D content. Saturday's-Star
will feature more than 30 pages in
3-D, including 12 editorial pages in
General News, Greater Toronto,
Sports, Life, @Biz, Arts &
Entertainment, Travel, New In
Homes, Condo Living and Wheels
Sections. The 3-D glasses can also be
used online at www.thestar.com to

view a special 3-D Photo Gallery.
Readers will be invited to vote

for their favourite 3-D advertisement

from among 20 pages of creative,
pop-out promos. Contest participants
will be eligible to win one of 10 Sony
Home Theatre systems from Future
Shop worth $5,000 each.

"3-D Day is about innovation,
teamwork and state-of-the-art

technology working together to
enhance the Star experience for
readers and advertisers," said John
Honderich, Publisher, The Toronto
Star.

" Other newspapers have
experimented with decoder ads & 3-D
images, but no other paper that we are
aware of has produced a full issue in
three dimensions," said Tanya
DuBois, Advertising Promotions
Manager, The Star. "We have the
production capability, colour capacity
and resources to pull all the elements
together. "It's a unique showcase both
for our capabilities and for the
creativity of our advertisers."

SSA Yearbook

You probably recall last year how
I raved about what a first class job the
Stereoscopic Society of America's
Yearbook was. Ray 3D Zone also
wrote about the SSA in the August

2000 3D News. The new yearbookis EARTH (SM). Hershey is the home of
out. It had a very limited printing, so
don't wait too long to order your
copy. The latest edition of the SSA
Yearbook features the work of 109

members with a dedicated page for
each member. The pages contain a
short biographical statement and brief
description of the images written by
the members.

A thirteen-page introduction by
SSA General Secretary Norman B.
Patterson tells the story of the
Stereoscopic Society of America
spanning the last century. The book
also contains an updated membership
directory and other information about
the Society. Member pages are printed
on one side of the sheet. The book has

a total of 144 printed pages on 129
sheets of heavy 70 lb stock, bound in
wire. Except for the glossy cover and
back, the book is printed in B&W.
(8-1/2" X 11" X3/4" 2 lb.) Designed
and produced by Shab Levy, printed
commercially directly from file on a
laser printer. The price of $15
includes shipping in the USA. For
details write to Shab Levy, 6320 SW
34th Ave., Portland, OR 97201, email
shab at: shab@easystreet.com or
check the website:
http://www.easystreet.com/~shab/SSA%
202000%20Gallery%20Book.htm

3D's Sweetest Attraction

Hershey, Pennsylvania is known
as THE SWEETEST PLACE ON

the famous HERSHEY®'S milk

chocolate bar. This charming town
nestled in the rolling hills of
Pennsylvania Dutch Country is the
place where families come together to
enjoy the sweet life. It's where smiles
come easy, days are action-packed
and nights are restful. It's chocolate,
and much, much more! The fortunes
of the chocolate plant and the
community bearing the same name
have been closely related since the
turn of the century, when Milton
Snavely Hershey developed both
ideas. The saga of Milton Hershey is
one of failure, success and
philanthropy. He grew up a poor farm
boy, became a millionaire from his
caramel business and subsequent
chocolate empire, and devoted his
personal fortune to the welfare of
needy children. His legacy includes
two corporations, a model
community, and a school that cares
for more than 1,100 disadvantaged
children each year.

The official visitor center of

Hershey Foods Corporation, known as
HERSHEY'S CHOCOLATE

WORLD® is about to get even
sweeter. Hershey's Chocolate World
unveiled details for a $10 million,
13,000 square foot expansion that will
feature a 250 seat, 3D theater
attraction, an expanded lobby and a
new factory look to the exterior
facade. Landmark Entertainment

Group of Hollywood, Calif, who has
created attractions in Las Vegas,
Orlando and other national and

international locations, is the producer
of the theater attraction as well as the

designer of the expanded lobby and
themed facade. The theater, which
will open in spring of 2002, will
contain "Hershey's Really Big 3-D
Show," an immersive,
three-dimensional musical adventure

featuring the Hershey's product
characters as they come to life for the
first time on the big screen. The show
will be filled with surprises, as the
audience becomes part of the
experience through the most
technologically advanced special
effects.

A nominal admission fee will be

Kaufman—Continued on page 6
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charged for the attraction. As always,
the chocolate-making tour ride will be
free. Landmark Entertainment Group
is well known among amusement and
attraction businesses all over the

world for creating this type of themed
experience. The list of projects they
designed or co-designed is expansive,
including some of the best 3D and 2D
attractions around: The Amazing
Adventures of Spiderman and
Terminator 2, 3D in Universal

Studios, Orlando and The M&M
Adventure and STAR TREK, The
Experience in Las Vegas. The
Themed Entertainment Association

awarded Landmark the 2000 Golden

Ticket Award for "Best Attraction,
North America". Landmark also

designed themed entertainment
facilities in Japan, Thailand, China,
Australia, and Germany. They also
create television and film productions
and live entertainment extravaganzas.
When completed it will be the only
visitor center attraction in the

Northeast to offer an immersive 3D

experience that includes in-theater
special effects."

The exterior of Chocolate World

also will get a dynamic new look
reminiscent of the original chocolate
factory located in the center of
Hershey. Enhancements will include a
new brick facade, a replica of the
famous Hershey smokestacks and a
new main entrance featuring a 30-foot
clock tower. Once inside, the newly
expanded lobby that is the starting
point for their experience at Chocolate
World will delight visitors. Located
inside the new lobby will be the
entrance to the free chocolate-making
tour ride, box office for " Hershey's
Really Big 3-D Show," entrance to
Hershey's Chocolate Town Cafe and
access to the gift shops and food
court. Also located in the lobby will
be an information desk, the starting
point for the Hershey Trolley town
tours, restrooms and telephones. Gary
Goddard, Chairman of Landmark and
creator of the new immersive

experience stated "We believe this
show will bring a whole new level of
interactive fun to the Chocolate World

experience, and we're pleased to be
working with Hershey Foods

Corporation." Hershey's Chocolate
World, which offers a free
chocolate-making tour ride that ends
with a tasty chocolate sample, is
already America's most popular
corporate visitors center with over 2.5
million visitors annually. In addition
to the tour, visitors can browse the
Everything Hershey's gift shops or
have lunch in the 300-seat, tropically
themed food court or 225-seat

full-service Chocolate Town Cafe.

The 2.5 million annual visitors

also visit; HersheyPark a world-class
theme park with more than 55 rides
and attractions including six
drenching water rides, a steel inverted
roller coaster, 20 kiddie rides, and one
of the oldest operating carousels in
America. ZooAmerica an 11-acre

walk-through zoo features over 200
animals representing five regions of
North America. ZooAmerica is open
year round, with many seasonal
special events. Hershey Gardens
featuring the largest outdoor butterfly
house in Pennsylvania featuring 400
to 500 butterflies. It's the largest
addition to the spectacular 23-acre
botanical garden created for Milton
Hershey in 1937. The recently
restored award-winning rose garden is
one of the largest of its kind in the
United States, and started with the
original roses from Catharine
Hershey's own garden. The garden
shop offers unique botanical and
butterfly gifts. Hershey Museum
offers visitors the only place where
real things from Hershey's unique
past are displayed. Exhibited are
original machinery, early Hershey
products as well as antiques owned by
industrialist Milton Hershey and his
wife Catherine. The Hotel Hershey, a
member of Historic Hotels of

America and a winner of AAA's

prestigious Four Diamond Award and
Family Circle's Resort of the Year. A
grand hotel in the finest European
tradition, the Hotel Hershey is tailored
to American tastes. It's home to two

of Central Pennsylvania's most
outstanding restaurants. The Circular
Dining Room and the Fountain Cafe.
The Hershey Lodge, step into the new
Hershey Lodge, and you'll
immediately know you're in Hershey.
With its loft ceilings, exposed beams.

hand-sewn quilts, and a huge,
four-sided fireplace, it's a spacious,
yet cozy reflection of our
Pennsylvania Dutch heritage.
Completely transformed into a more
comfortable and uniquely " Hershey"
family retreat.

Call (717) 534-4900 for more
information about HERSHEY'S

CHOCOLATE WORLD® Visitor

Center. For more information about

Hershey, PA, area attractions,
restaurants and accommodations call

1-800-HERSHEY.

NAB

While many of the 115,000
attendees to the National Association
of Broadcasters (NAB) conference
(http://www.nab.org) in Las Vegas
took in the great sights of one of the
best adult vacation spots. Most were
there to learn about the ever-changing
future of broadcasting and to be
treated to wall-to-wall digital and
HDTV products There are many
quickly changing pieces to the
broadcast puzzle as we enter the
digital age. Network defections,
digital TV debates and the promised
marriage of the set-top box with the
Internet once again dominated NAB
2001: The Convergence Marketplace.
The Las Vegas conference was held
April 21 - 26, 2001, with the exhibits
open from April 23rd through 26th.
The exhibits filled the huge Las Vegas
Convention center and spilled over to
the crowded Sands Convention

Center. Both buildings were busting at
the seams. Many celebrities were
there. Smokey the Bear was posing
for photos.

Sony
The Sony-sponsored Media

Masters Event honored director Spike
Lee. Presenter John Scarcella, senior
vice president of Sony Electronic
Broadcasting, showcased Lee's
provocative body of work, including
his recent films " Bamboozled" and

"The Original Kings of Comedy",
productions that used Sony's
VX-1000 and DVCAM. "It is my
pleasure to present the Sony Media
Masters Award for Excellence in

Digital Cinematography to a true
cinematic pioneer, Mr. Spike Lee,"
Kaufman—Continued on page 7
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said Scarcella. Lee addressed the

questionable awards title by thanking
Sony but also pointing out his two
directors of photography for each
project. "I'm not a cinematographer,"
Lee began. " So I really thank Ellen
Kuras who shot 'Bamboozled' and

Malik Sayeed who shot the 'The
Original Kings of Comedy.'" Lee,
whose film " Do The Right Thing"
gave a probing look at race relations
and issues of inequality (which he
finished by financing on his credit
cards), talked about how the
significance of digital media would
democratize filmmaking. "It's not to
say we're going to have better films,
but more people will be able to make
films," he said. "To say that you have
no money is no longer an excuse. If
you have an idea, you can make a
film."

George Lucas vowed, " I will
never shoot another film on film"

during a Sony Broadcasting press
conference, which Sony remn during
the remainder of the conference.

When asked if he had shot any
sequences of STAR WARS;
EPSIODEII on film, Lucas said he
hasn't but did not rule it out. "We

have not used film elements at all, but

we still have one year of production to
go." "It's the same issue with
nonlinear editing," he said. " fifteen
years ago I switched from the
Moviola to editing digitally and it is
inconceivable for me to go back to
that method because the advantages of
digital enormously outweigh old

methods.

Sony had a large area on the
exhibit floor in the Las Vegas
Convention Center, plus an expanded
room with all types of 'acquisition'
and camera demos. One real-time

demo was a '24p' high-definition
(HD) 3D stereoscopic dual-lens
capture (onto a single HD deck) of a
toy train. The flicker-less image on a
flat screen monitor was viewed with

circular polarized glasses. Running
along side this demo was a computer
power point slide show, explaining
many uses for this technology. One
use was a money saving capture to
replace or complimentlarge format 15
perf-70mm film. Around the comer
and down the hall, Sony had an HD
theater. Sony had hourly screenings of
HD video theater presentations,
alternating with 3D stereoscopic video
screenings. The 3D presentation was
pieced together from three different
sources. While being rather short in
length, the presentation was very well
done. Unfortunately, these type
presentations often don't make their
way outside of tradeshows. Sony's
website is: http;//www.sony.com

Stereo in Space
Dennis Tito, a trim, soft-spoken

60-year-old, received a lot of press
before and during fiis historic
high-flying space-tourist flight to the
international space station. He
denied being simply a high-paying
passenger. Tito, who briefly worked
as an engineer at NASA's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory before
founding investment firm Wilshire

A test frame from the revolutionary 30 perf LF camera. The clip shows only
some parking spaces; however the camera is now busy with NASA taking
trips into the "final frontier"—outer space.

Associates, joked that while he
would not participate in the space
station's research program, he will
work on his own experiments
involvingstereo photography from
space. I only saw him taking a
regular camcorder on board with
him. American Tito paid $20 million
to fly to the space station aboard a
Russian rocket.

NASA has their own stereo

photos they have been taking for
years. Many of which we
occasionally get a chance to see. In
mid-2002 we should see the IMAX

release of SPACE STATION 3D.

Some of the footage is being shot
with the revolutionary 30-perf 3D
cabin cameras developed by Imax
affiliate MSM. The first-ever 30-perf
cameras flew on the shuttle mission

in Apriland again in June. One
camera is located in the cabin and
the other is in the cargo bay.

SCSC Logo Clothing
Several times over the past few

years, SCSC has made the SCSC
logo shirts available for order to any
of our members. In the past we
have tried to get bulk orders to
reduce the price for everyone. Since
the logo is on file withour 'uniform'
company, any member can order
any item from their catalog or
website and have the logo added for
a small fee. The logo addition fee
has been under $5.00 in the past.

We order our shirts from Cintas

Corporation (NASDAQ—CTAS),
the leading provider of corporate
identity uniform programs. Cintas
has grown for 31 consecutive years,
because of the great service that
they offer. Cintas is a market leader
with an excellent reputation.

Located in Mason, Ohio, Cintas
is only a TOLL FREE phone call or
click of the computer mouse away
to place an order. You can also
order a catalog at
http://www.cintas.com/ or call (800)
786-4367. The SCSC logo design
number is DK0844.1 will also bring
a catalog to the next meeting.

See you at the meeting!
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discovered the principle of subtractive
filtration in 1870, the principlebehind
the anaglyph, would be thrilled by the
Toronto Star's application of his
concept. Du Hauron obtained a patent
in the United States in 1895 for
printing 2-color anaglyphs. In his
American patent, Du Hauron noted
that printed anaglyphs produce a
much more dramatic effect than

projected ones. By the late 1890s,
2-color anaglyphs had begun to
appear as supplements in Sunday
newspapers.

Anaglyphs became all the rage in
Paris, France in 1924 when images
appeared in the weekly publication
"L'Illustration." Stereo anaglyph
photos of the moon caused a sensation
and when a crowd appeared outside
the offices of the publisher "the police
had to be called in to control the

crowd and ensure that they formed an
orderly queue."

During the 3-D boom of the
1950s the anaglyph began
appearing in special magazines

Berezin—Continuedfrom page 2
3rd Place Waikiki At Night, Grant
Campos, Puget Sound Stereo
Camera

4th Place Protea, Paul Moeller,
Cascade

5th Place Dew Drops, Norm
Henkels, San Diego Stereo

HM Kids Off Angels Landing,
Phillip Steinman, Southern CA

HM I'm So Proud, Luther C
Harris, San Diego

HM Chromed Construction,
Cordon Battaile, Cascade

HM Surf's Up Sun's Down,
Stewart Turley, Puget Sound

HM Big Damn Hawg #2, Scott
Ressler, Southern CA

HM Night Train, Gary Schacker,
San Diego

HM Sunset, Neil Steller, Cascade

HM Noisy Beast, Gary Schacker,
San Diego

HM Velvet in the Daisys, Byron
Hindman, Cordova

HM Pink Beauty, Gene Lagerberg,
Puget Sound

Left Eye Right Eye

Each Eye Sees
Something Different

Toronto Star illustration

displaying stereo photographs in the
process. A 1953 issue of the "Los
Angeles Times" newspaper featured
special anaglyphic ads for Bullock's
Department Store and subsequent
to that there have been several
printings of both 2-color and 3-color
anaglyphs in a variety of
newspapers. A special anaglyphic
issue of the "LA Reader" appeared

Current Standings:

Puget Sound
Cascade

Southern

California

In Depth (NJ)
Detroit

Cordova

Atlanta

Chicago
San Diego
Sydney Stereo

Club

*host club (one month average ~ will
vary with last score)
** missed one competition

We have a very close race this
year near the top, so it should be an
exciting competition, besides First
Place Club Award there is also an

award for the club utilizing the most
number of photographers throughout
the year—The Greatest Participation
Award. The Southern California

judges will then select the ISCC
"Slide of the Year". Eligible slides
are listed below (1st thru 5th place
from the two previous competitions).

Nov Feb Total

45 49 94

41 51 92

35 53 88

host 43 86*

41 42 83

40 40 80

37 40 77

37 host 74*

DNE 53 53**

47 DNE 47**

8

in 1985 with 3-D conversions by
former SCSC President Tony
Alderson. In Great Britain in the

early 1990s the weekly tabloid "The
Sun" printed color anaglyphs of
their "Page Three" girls.

The Toronto Star 3-D issue

featured numerous articles on high
tech stereo imaging in medicine,
science, holography and computers.
As alluring as high tech 3-D is, Du
Hauron's anaglyph, now well over a
century old, will undoubtedly
continue to be used to showcase

stereo images when they require
printing in a magazine or newspaper.

NOTE: Some of the illustrations
for this article suffer from repro
duction in back and white, as they
illustrate anaglyphic principles. If
you have access to a computer, you
may wish to take a look at the "In
ternet Edition" ofthe newsletter on
the SCSC website, which ispublish
ed infull color. Pointyour browser
to http://home. earthlink.net/
~campfire/3dnews/3dnews.html.

Also eligible will be the five winners
from this competition.

Eligible Slides for ISCC Slide of the
Year

(November)
• 1st Robert Grant, After an Early

Snow, Detroit

• 2nd Brian Green, Red Mums,
Detroit

• 3rd Lee Pratt, Along the
Boardwalk, Atlanta

• 4th Neil Steller, Lily and Rose,
Cascade

• 5th Stanton Baker, Generation # 4,
Sydney

(February)
• 1st Place Boy and Machine, Bruce

Rosenberger, In Depth Stereo
• 2nd Place Grandpa Peabody,

Kathy Day, Stereo Club of
Southern California

• 3rd Place Waikiki At Night, Grant
Campos, Puget Sound Stereo
Camera

• 4th Place Protea, Paul Moeller,
Cascade

• 5th Place Dew Drops, Norm
Henkels, San Diego Stereo
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The Stereo Club of Southern Californiawas founded in 1955 to promote the art, enjoyment and science of stereo photography. Meetings, which
normally Include 3D slide projections, are held monthly. Visitors are alvv/ays welcome. Annual dues are $30/single or $40/dual (send to the
Membership Director). The 3D News, with a total circulation of about 250 copies, is sent monthly to all members. Annual subscription for those
not wishing to participate in Club activities is $20, and foreign subscriptions are $25 (send to the Treasurer). Everyone is encouraged to submit
stereo-related news items, articles, art work or photo tips for the 3D News—deadline is the last day of the month (send to the Editor).
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Calendar of Events

June 2 Movie Division Meeting was postponed from last month.
Held in the Library of the Longley Way School, 2601
Longley Way, in Arcadia.

June 21 Annual View-Master competition. See page 8 for
important information concerning the annual Slide of the
Year competition! 7:30 at the Wilshire United Methodist
Church, 711 South Plymouth Boulevard, near Crenshaw
and Wilshire in the downtown area of Los Angeles.

July 12 PLEASE NOTE: Due to schedulingconflicts with the NSA
convention, we have moved the July banuet up one week.
It will be held on the second Tuesday of July. As usual,
we will convene atTaix Restaurant, 1911 Sunset
Boulevard for good food, good company and good slide
shows.

Notes from the President

Competition Heats Up as Club Year Ends

by Steve Berezin
Explore

the World
of

3-D Imaging,
Past & Present,

ill

rhe May Stereo Club meeting was
very competition oriented. We

started the meeting with the final com
petition of the year. Many make-up
slides were entered and it started an

evening that was to be a visual feast.
After the competition (the results are
below in Chris Olson's column) we
were treated with the inter-club com

petition. This version did not have any
of our club slides in it since we were

judging it this year. Philip Steinman
below will report on the results. Hats
off to Phillip, Chris, Kathy Day and
everybody else without whose tireless
work these competitions depend.

Next Meeting, View-Master
The next meeting will be

dedicated to the View-Master format.

The 6th View-Master International

Stereo Sequence Exhibition (Format:
View-Master reels) will be projected
and judged. This is always a very
exciting meeting. Club members will

be invited to bring their favorite

View-Master reels for viewing and for

trading and we can see, time

permitting, how they look projected.

Vendors Charlie Van Pelt and myself

are also planning to bring some reels

to sell at the meeting. David and

Susan of Reel-3D may also bring

some View-Master goodies to look at.

As a special bonus Mitch Walker

will be giving a workshop on

mounting ViewMaster reels when

using the View-Master personal

camera and cutter. View-Master

made a special camera in the 1950s

just for the purpose of making

personal reels.

Only $26 a yeai
from

NATIONAL
STEREOSCOPIC
ASSOaATiON

P.O. Box 14801
Columbus, OH 43214

Visit OurWebsite at bttp://hoine.eartbliiik.Tiet/"eainpfire/

r



C})e Oistorp Zom Astroll through the
history of stcrcoqrdphy

• Ray "3D" Zone

Leonard Maurer: 3-D Comics Pioneer
recent communication from

^eonard Maurer, brother of Nor
man Maurer, sheds new light on the
invention of 3-D comics in 1953. In

most histories, the credit for the crea
tion of 3-D comics is largely given to
cartoonists Joe Kubert and Norman

Maurer, but Leon's role is more sig
nificant than these histories have sug
gested. Here, in a slightly abridged
form, is Leon's version of the 3-D
comics history:

"Even though it was Joe's
remark, 'Gee, wouldn't it be great if
we could make a 3-D comic book?'

(when he. Norm and I were driving
past the marquee of the Paramount
theater where Bwana Devil was

playing) that got me thinking about
3-D comics. At the time, Norman was
visiting New York to work out a
normal 10 cent book editing deal for
him and Joe. Later, while driving
home to Queens over the Midtown
bridge, the whole process [of] depth
shifts suddenly popped into my head.

"1 was mulling over using
sectional cut and pastes to get the
shifts between the two images, but I
discarded that in favor of drawing
directly on acetate, because 1didn't
want to confuse the artists or change
their techniques, and 1needed

A re
rVe
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Leonard Maurer
as drawn by Joe Kubert

something that would facilitate high
volume production without having to
go through two separate steps of
drawing and then cut and paste, etc.
(As an engineer, I was very conscious
of time and motion considerations). I
was also familiar with eel animation,
and immediately saw the similarities.

"With the idea fully formed in
my head, I immediately turned
around, picked up some acetates, went
back to Norm's hotel room, and
explained the process to him. We then

Three Dimension Comics was the 'World's First' 3-D Comic Book

collaborated on a short, short story,
and he went immediately to work with
pencil, brush, ink and paint, following
my technical instructions while 1did
the opaqueing. Around 2:00 AM we
finished the real World's First 3-D

comic book page entitled, 'The Three
Stooges in the Third Dimension'
starring Moe, Shemp and Larry.

"When Norm was done, I slept
over in his room, and at the crack of
dawn, drove straight out to my
plate-maker, and then to my company
(where I was the advertising manager,
with an in-house print shop)—mixed
the ink colors, and finished the job. At
11:00 AM, I rushed back to
Manhattan, picked up some
EK-Wratten filters at a camera shop...
and, it was that page that Joe first saw
that afternoon, and which later, we
presented to Archer St. John as
co-inventors. We gave St. John a 25%
partnership in our licensing company,
along with a 6 month's head start for
his publishing company in exchange
for financial guarantees for Norman
and Joe as Editors, and myself, as
supervising producer — with a secret
studio to be set up for production of
the Mighty Mouse book.

"I didn't realize that the 6

month's exclusive was what triggered
Sol Harrison, Stan Lee and all the
others to knock us off as quickly as
they could, since my hands were tied
in offering everyone a license. I could
understand them doing this, however,
since the success of Mighty Mouse,
with its precision offset printing,
along with my carefully designed and
engineered die cut glasses insert, and
selling for a quarter with the same
number of pages as a dime book, was
big, big news. And there were equally
big financial stakes
involved...especially, since it had an
unheard of 100% sellout of its initial

1,000,000 print order. We even had to
reprint an additional million.
ZONE—Continued on page 8
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SCSC Officers

i\ s directed in the Stereo Club of
•^XSouthern California Bylaws, the
Nomination Committee has presented
a slate of candidates for elected of

fices for the upcoming club year.
Nominated are Steve Berezin to return,

as President, Philip Steinman for Vice
President, James Comstock for Secre
tary and David Kuntz for Treasurer.
Elections will be held at the June

meeting.

Passing Parade
David W. Kesner of Boise, Idaho

won the Hollywood Bronze medal
this year at the 43rd Hollywood
International Stereo Slide Exhibition.

His image "Spike" is reproduced in
the Hollywood Slide catalog. David
reports this said news: ""Spike"
passed away. He lived a full
wonderful life to the age of seven
years when the average life span of
hedgehogs is about five. "Spike" also
won the PSA Gold Medal from Ohio.

(This award) is a wonderful tribute. I
will think of him every time I see it".

Busch Gardens Embracing 3-D
Busch Gardens has truly

embraced 3-D, after the success of
"Pirates" (currently playing at
numerous parks, including Sea World
San Diego) and "Haunts of the Olde
Country," there is a rumor that they
are planning another 3-D film.

In addition, they are opening a
new three part all 3-D ride at Busch
Gardens in Williamsburg, Virginia as
part of Ireland. Ireland is the
European-themed parks sixth country
and the newest country to join the
world-class adventure park in 20
years. Strolling entertainers will
delight park guests as they savor
traditional Irish food and a pint or two
of cheer from the local pub. Irish
tradition and heritage will be
beautifully depicted throughout the
festive village featuring an authentic
Irish dance show, an enchanted castle,
a resident leprechaun (and his sound

by Lawrence Kaufman
machine) and an amazing 3-D action
adventure experie%ce!

"Corkscrew Hill" is the latest

3-D attraction from Kleiser-Walczak

Construction Co. (KWCC)
http;//www.kwcc.com and
Electrosonic Image Control
http://www.electrosonic.com.
"Corkscrew Hill" is a white-knuckle

3-D action adventure journey through
the Emerald Isle. The attraction

features a cast of computer generated
mythical creatures and humans.
Designed by KWCC as a ride
experience, it was written and directed
by KWCC principles Jeff Kleiser and
Diana Walczak. Busch Gardens has

redone an old simulator ride building.
The project showcases a number of
innovative technologies by
Electrosonic including digital
stereoscopic projection, instead of
film - which they used on "The
Amazing 3D Adventures of
Spiderman" at Universal - Florida.

The guests enter the building and
watch the first 3-D pre show. Since
the show is all digital at the end of this
presentation an arrow points the
audience into one of two rooms for

the second pre show, depending on
which of the two exactly the same
ridefilms is ready for another group.
After the second 3-D pre show, the
audience enters the simulator theater

for the 3-D ride. The show is

projected on a very large screen with
four Barco projectors, two for each
eye. The Electronic edge blending
software does a fabulous job of
seamlessly joining the two images in
the middle for both eyes.

The attendant has a hand held

device that has a green light appear
once audience members are fastened

into their seat. The hand held device

also starts the computer driven show
with a simple press of a button. The
computer can be loaded with more
that one show, if Busch decides to
alternate the current show with any
future show. The Electrosonic

program synchronizes all the
projection elements and the incredible
7.1 surround sound.

"Corkscrew Hill" was scheduled

to open May 16th at Busch Gardens
Williamsburg, but was delayed a
week, while KWCC finishes the final
render of the show.

Computer Graphics World
The current issue of "Computer

Graphics World" has an interesting
article on autostereoscopic displays.
You can find it online at

www.cgw.com and click on current
issue. The direct link is:

http://cgw.pennnet.com/Articles/Article
_Display.cfm?&Section=Articles&Sub
Section^^Display&ARTICLEJD= 1001
34&PUBL1CAT10N_ID= 18&VERSI0
N_NUM=1

Also mentioned is our own Tony
Alderson's company (AI Effects)
featured in another article about the

visual effects on the TV mini-series

"Dune." Even though Tony's work in
Dune was good, his work on the NSA
2002 Riverside logo was even better!
The logo slide was projected at the
May meeting and it is fantastic. Steve
Berezin has placed many of the
different versions of the NSA 2002

logo on the website at:
http://www.3dgear.com/NSA/logos.htm
. Great Job Tony!

View-Master Keychains
Remember those "cute" red

Model L keychain viewers that were
produced about 3 years ago? The
company has done it again with 5
different choices and this time it's the

Virtual Viewer that is the keychain.
Here's how they are packaged:
• Barbie (with Barbie name on

viewer) - reel Prom Date
• Barbie (with Barbie name on

viewer) - reel Dolls of the World
• Hot Pink Viewer (no Barbie name)

- reel Dinosaurs

• Green Viewer - reel Wonders of

the World

• Blue Viewer - reel Wonders of the



World

These are priced at $4.95 each
and can be ordered from Daiia

Miller's on-line store, the eMarket, or
you can call 702-838-7015 or fax
702-838-7016. Shipping is additional.
Check under WHAT'S NEW at:

http://www.3dstereo.eom/online-store/s
c.store/index.html

View-Master Competition
This month the Stereo Club of

Southern California proudly presents
the Sixth View-Master International

Stereo Sequence Competition and
Exhibition for 2001. This years
Chairman, Lawrence Kaufman
(contact info on the cover) wishes to
thank in advance the great team of
selectors: Ray Zone of Hollywood,
CA (Pioneer of 3D Conversion),
David Thompson of Brea, CA, Cassie
Kaufman of Corona, CA and alternate
Steve Berezin of Mission Viejo, CA.

Awards to be given out at the
June meeting include: The PSA
Stereo Division Gold Medal for " Be.st

of Show", the SCSC Silver Exhibition
Medals (1 Gold, 1 Silver and 1
Bronze), SCSC Silver Medal for the
Best Photo-Travel Reel, SCSC Medal

for Best Scenic Reel, SCSC Medal for

Best Theme Reel, Special Award for
Stereo Club of Southern California

Members and Honorable Mention

Ribbons.

Conditions of Entry
• Eligibility—Each entry consists of

one Stereo View-Master reel with

exposures numbered 1-7. Up to
four reels may be entered, but a
separate entry form (and fee) must
accompany each entry. The
exhibitor must make the original
image on photographic emulsion
with a View-Master Personal

camera.

• Slide Specifications—Chips must
be mounted in a standard

View-Master reel. Each reel must

be clearly marked with the title,
entrant's name and address, and

numbered captions according to
the entry form. This sequence
competition does not include sound
effects; instead the captions
provided on the entry card will be
read out to the judges at the time of
judging and at the showings.

• Entry Fees & Shipping—$7.00 per
reel US, $9.00 per reel (other than
US). All entries must be sent
prepaid with fees.

• Projection—^Judging will be by
projection on a lenticular silver
screen, using a 500-watt lamp and
a View-Master Stereomatic 500

projector. An el^tronic scoreboard
will be used. Main title and

numbered captions will be read
aloud.

• Credit—All accepted reels will be
credited to entrants at the showings
and in the catalog. Names of
entrants of accepted reels will be
submitted for listing credit in
PSA's "Who's who in Stereo

Photography" and for PSA Star
rating.

• Reel Return—Domestic entries

will be returned by First Class
Mail. A copy of the catalog will be
sent to each entrant.

• Liability and Terms—All possible
care will be exercised in the

handling of all entries, but no
responsibility is assumed for loss
or damage of entries during the
Exhibition or in transit. Submission

of entries will imply acceptance of
all conditions;

• PSA Statement.s—The original
image must be made by the entrant
on photographic emulsion or
acquired with a digital camera
(subject to restrictions outlined
above). All images must be
original and may not incorporate
elements produced by anyone else.
By virtue of submitting an entry,
the entrant certifies the work as his

own and permits the sponsors to
reproduce all or part of the entered
material free of charge for
publication and/or display in media
related to the exhibition. The

exhibition assumes no liability for
any misuse of copyright by the
entrant. Any modification of the
original image must be made by
the exhibitor. All final work must

be on photographic film mounting
excepted. The exhibition is open to
anyone: however, an entry may be
rejected when the sponsoring
organization or its agent, in its
reasonable discretion, believes the

entry does not conform to

exhibition rules and conditions.

The View Master Sequence
Exhibition is conducted according to
the

Consolidated Exhibition

Standards of the Photographic Society
of America and other

recommendations of the PSA Stereo

Division

Four showings are scheduled:
• June 26, 2001—Jewel City Camera

Club

First United Methodist Church

134 N. Kenwood, Glendale, CA

• June 27, 2001—San Diego Stereo
Camera Club

• July 2001—Pasadena Stereo Club
Location and date to be announced

• July 20, 2001 - National
Stereoscopic Association
Convention

Buffalo, New York

View-Master Scenic Items

Nancy Stewart has put Charley
Van Pelt's VIEW-MASTER® order

form & product listing online. Charley
has allowed Nancy to put his cuiTcnt
order form and product listing online
so that anyone can print these pages
off and order directly from him
without having to first write for the
forms. Whenever he has changes, she
will modify the forms. Charley always
ships quickly and is great to deal with!
If you have any questions about the
forms, just ask Charley at the next
SCSC meeting.
http://charleyvanpelt.tripod.com/
orderform.html

http://charleyvanpelt.tripod.com/produc
tlist.html Nancy already had done the
Lewis & Clark website for Charley's
upcoming VM set and continues to
update the site with new preview
scenes:

http://www.geocities.com/lewisandclark
_vm/

NAB

Last month we began our
discussion of the National Association

of Broadcasters (NAB) conference
(http://www.nab.org) discussing the
Sony exhibits. The Las Vegas
conference was held April 21 - 26,
2001, with the exhibits open from
April 23rd through 26th. The exhibits
filled the huge Las Vegas Convention
center and spilled over to the crowded



Sands Convention Center. Both

buildings were busting at the seams.
The Sony prototype mentioned last
month was a new 3D 24P camera

system that was designed to the
personal specifications of director
James Cameron, who along with
Large Format film maker Stephen
Low has been doing 3D digital tests.
Besides Sony, there were several
other 3D items:

Canon's 3D Video Attachment

Not far from the Sony booths in
the Las Vegas Convention Center
Canon U.S.A. was demonstrating
their new 3D lens for their XLl digital
video camera. The demonstration

involved dancers, salsa music and 3D
glasses. The interchangeable 3x zoom
lens allows the recording of
three-dimensional images by an optics
system in the lens that optically
merges parallax images obtained from
the left and right lenses through a
high-speed shutter. Meanwhile, the
video signal is output by only one
line. The lens' right and left len.ses
utilize the same lens group and
imaging element for zooming and
focusing, therefore the dilemma of
accurately zooming and focusing
balance between the left and right
lenses is eliminated. (See the October
2000, 3D News, page 8).

The two cameras that had been

introduced at the San Jose

Stereoscopic Displays and
Applications Conference in San Jose
last January were here. One was in a
display case, the other was being used
for the presentation. The
demonstration had numerous wireless

shutter glasses to view the monitor
and several pairs of I-glasses for
stereo viewing. As I was taking a
photo of the Canon booth, I overhead
two individuals who had stopped and
thought they were looking at only a
digital monitor. One said to the other,
it sure is blurry. I tried to explain that
you need glasses, they said "Oh 3D"
and walked off uninterested (or
embarrassed). The lens will be
available in October at a suggested
retail price of $8,499. There are many
professional rental houses that rent the
Canon XLl, so I guess there might be
a change to also rent one of the new
Canon 3D lenses.

Product Features:

• 3D System: field sequential system
• Focal length: 7.5mm - 22.5mm

(equivalent to 54-162mm in 35mm
format)

• Focusing: auto/manual
• Minimum focusing distance: 39

inches (one meter)
• Angle of convergence adjustment:

auto/manual

• Dimensions: Approx. seven inches
(diameter) x nine inches (length),
excluding hood

• Weight: Approx. 2 lbs., 3 oz.
Canon also had two

autosteroscopic displays which were
branded 'Canon'. I asked about those

and was told that they were in the
back of the booth, because they are
only demo products and they were
there more to show what might
someday be available. The 'stand
here' spot for viewing on these
monitors were set for someone several

inches taller than I.

DDD and 4D-VisionT'^ Ltd.

It's wonderful to watch the

growth of Digital Dynamic Depth Inc.
even in the short time span since the
club outing to their Santa Monica
offices last fall. We had been treated

to some amazing work in 2D to 3D
conversions and some even more

amazing 3D autostereoscopic
displays. DDD's Phil Harmon amazed
us with his demonstration and later

scheduled a workshop for SCSC
members for their new, patented
OpticBOOMtm technology. DDD's
patented OpticBOOMTM
technologies enable 3D viewing
without glasses; fast and easy creation
of 3D content for film and video; and
efficient transmission of 3D for

Internet, television, CD and DVD.
The free OpticBOOM Plug-in and
more information are available at

www.ddd.com.

DDD was teamed with

4D-Vision'™ Ltd. and located in the

E-Topia section of the convention on
the ground floor of The Sands
Convention Center. DDD supplied the
content and the glasses-free displays
were from 4D-Vision of Germany.
The displays included two 50" Plasma
monitors and three 15"

autostereoscopic monitors. The 50's
looked fantastic even though the

resolution is still to be improved. The
monitors offer numerous visual

perspectives to observe the screen's
action stereoscopically without the
use of additional viewing apparatus.
Not many people get a chance to see
these outside of trade shows, but
Michelle LaPaglia, DDD's
Communications Manager has
promised to invite the club back when
they have one back in their Santa
Monica offices for any length of time.

I was able to see the new

Madonna and Dave Matthews videos

in 3D. DDD is promoting this as the
biggest thing to happen to TV since
color. The latest music videos from

Madonna and Dave Matthews have

been converted from 2D to 3D and

will be amongst the 3D content
showcased on Screenzone's

mall-based advertising. DDD hopes
their Glasses-free 3D technology will
be the enabler for propelling 3D
beyond specialty entertainment
venues and into mainstream

entertainment. DDD and Screenzone

Media Networks LLC recently signed
an agreememnt to bring 3D without
glasses to Screenzone's mall-based
advertisement and entertainment

network. Test 3D screens should start

appearing in May. Even though there
are no California locations slotted for

any time soon, keep your eyes open
(both of them).

Christie Digital 3D Projection
Christie Digital Systems was

upstairs at the Sands Convention
Center showcasing StereoGraphics
and Christie Digital Systems
Co-Developed Module To Enhance
Stereoscopic Viewing Of 3D Images.
The World's Brighte.st 3D Projectors
Fully Support Stereo3D^^
Visualization StereoGraphics®
Corporation, the world's leading
supplier of stereoscopic visualization
products, and Christie Digital
Systems, Inc., a leader in high
performance projection solutions,
announced an agreement under which
Christie Digital and StereoGraphics
Corporation will co-develop a
controller module that will "plug in"
to Christie Digital's new Mirage 3D
projectors. This new module will
provide support for both active and
passive stereoscopic viewing eyewear.



The electronics will be designed using
StereoGraphics Stereo3D technology
and supported by Christie Digital's
Mirage Core technology, and will be
optimized for StereoGraphics
ZScreens® and CrystalEyes®
emitters. The new controller will

provide a complete solution that will
enable users to view stereoscopic 3D
images with active LC shutter glasses
or with passive polarized eyewear.
StereoGraphics will manufacture the
controller, and Christie Digital will
offer it as an option for the new
Mirage product line.

"Until now, customers wanting to
project stereoscopic images have had
access only to CRT projectors which
offer limited levels of brightness.
Now, the Mirage projectors offer an
ideal solution: with up to 10,000
Lumens and high frame rates. By
including StereoGraphics
Corporation's Stereo3D technology
inside the projector, we will offer true
support for active and passive
eyewear and provide the user a
plug-and-play solution for viewing the
best possible stereoscopic images,"
says Rocco Fondacaro, Vice President
of Marketing, Christie Digital
Systems.

The Christie Digital Mirage
series of DLP™ projectors utilize the
Digital Micromirror Device^"^
(DMD™) optical switch to offer
brightness at an order of magnitude
better than CRT technology. The
Stereo3D controller can drive either a

Projection Zscreen panel which
mounts directly onto the projector
lens, allowing customers to view
stereoscopic images by wearing very
lightweight polarized glasses, or will
drive StereoGraphics Corporation's
current long-range emitters, which
supply the sync signals for
CrystalEyes active liquid crystal
shutter eyewear. In both cases, the
Mirage series projectors offer brilliant
stereoscopic images.

"With the introduction of DMD

technology, a noteworthy
improvement in the projection of
stereoscopic moving images is taking
place," says Lenny Lipton, Chief
Technology Officer and founder,
StereoGraphics Corporation.
"Christie Digital Systems' integration

of our Stereo3D technology in its
Mirage product suite is producing the
cleanest, clearest, and easiest to view
stereoscopic images I have ever seen.
The Mirage line is ideally suited for
both Projection ZScreen and
CrystalEyes stereo viewing."

The Christie Digital Mirage
projectors are easily connected to any
computer with a stereo-capable
graphics subsystem. Moreover, the
setup of projection requires no
tweaking for continued performance
at a high quality level, thus greatly
simplifying stereoscopic projection
setup for theatre and CAVE® virtual
reality environments.

StereoGraphics Stereo3D
visualization technology allows CAD,
GIS/mapping, chemistry and medical
professionals to review complex 3D
computer graphics more realistically.
Realistic visualization withtrue^epth
perception reduces time spent on
graphical data interpretation and
improves data understanding,
essential in mechanical and

architectural design, GIS, and medical
diagnosis. Christie Digital is now
accepting orders for delivery on all
Mirage projectors. Pricing is available
exclusively from Christie Digital's
worldwide resellers. For more details

on Mirage, visit the Christie Digital
Web site at www.christiedigital.com
and select the immersive portfolio
segment.

For more information about

Christie Digital Systems, Inc., visit
www.christiedigital.com. For

more information about

StereoGraphics Corporation, visit
www.stereographics.com.

SCSC Logo Clothing
Remember, the SCSC logo shirts

are available for order to any of our
members. Since the logo is on file
with our 'uniform' company, any
member can order any item from their
catalog or website and have the logo
added for a small fee. The logo
addition fee has been under $5.00 in
the past.

We order our shirts from Cintas

Corporation, the leading provider of
corporate identity uniform programs.
Located in Mason, Ohio, Cintas is
only a TOLL FREE phone call or
click of the computer mouse away to

place an order. You can also order a
catalog at http://www.cintas.com/ or
call (800) 786-4367. The SCSC logo
design number is DK0844.1 will also
bring a catalog to the next meeting.

Upcoming 3D Conventions
The National Stereoscopic

Association's 2001 "Shuffle off to

Buffalo" convention will be held July
19th through July 23rd in Buffalo,
New York. There will be a hotel

FULL of the best 3D photographers in
the World. The Hotel is ready to take
reservations, be sure to mention the
NSA convention to get the special
rate. The hotel web page is:

http://www.adamsmark.com/buffal
o2.htm Adam's Mark Hotels &

Resorts;

Buffalo, NY. Be sure and visit
the NSA convention web page and
look it over. The forms on the site

were sent out with the recent issue of

Stereo World. Check their website

http://nsa2001 .home.att.net

PSA 2001 (San Diego) Convention
Website

The Photographic Society of
America (PSA) 2001 Annual
Conference of

Photography will be at the Town
& Country Resort Hotel, San Diego,
CA from August 27 through
September 1, 2001. During the
convention there will be stereo

projection. That's the week before
Labor Day.

Club Members might like to help
out at the July 28th judging of the
PSA International Stereo Exhibition

that is being held at the Photo Arts
Building near the San Diego Zoo. The
winning slides will be shown at the
PSA Convention. Check out the

website:

http://www.3dgear.com/psa or
the regular PSA Conference site at:

http://www.imageination.com/
psa2001

PSA has added these workshops:
"Of Birds and Bees" by Norm
Henkels, APSA, PPSA - A riveting
display of nature's exquisite details
and brilliant colors revealed by
various macro stereo capture and
lighting techniques, all to be fully
explained as part of the program.

See you at the meeting!



Competition News

ZONE—Continuedfrom page 3
"That was some leap.

Considering that the normal print
order at the time was under 300

thousand. All of this was based on our

combined advice and suggestions to
St. John. I also warned him not to go
too far overboard with the next books,
since I didn't think the fad would last

more than two seasons. I recognized
the danger of off register [printing]
too, especially in the 'y' axis, and
knew that as soon as they tried to do it
on the standard comic book web

letterpresses, with their notoriously
poor registration, the resultant
headaches would bust the whole

market apart.

Important Info on Slide of the Year

"What eventually bankrupted St.
John was his attempt to block all the
other publishers by buying up, in
carload quantities, all the factory
output for over 6 months of dyed
acetate (made to my specifications,
and produced by Celanese Corp.) He
also bought up carload quantities of
comic book newsprint paper. He
didn't succeed in blocking everybody,
since there were other major acetate
and paper manufacturers, but he did
hold up a few, and for a while, his
books were of the best quality and led
the market.

"The only problem I had, was not
being allowed to use low acid paper
for the initial printing, although he
went along with most of my other
suggestions. My beef today is that if
he had allowed me to use low acid

paper, my last few mint copies of the
pioneering Mighty Mouse book
wouldn't be so browned out."

by Chris Olson

I was very proud of our clubs partici-
" pation at the last club meeting. It

wasn't just quantity, it was also qual
ity. In fact I think we put on a better
slide show than the P.S.A. Traveling
exhibition.

We also had some of our best

photographers judging, David Kuntz,
Lawrence Kaufman and Mike

McKinney! As you know we like
keeping our club in suspense so there
will be no postings of scores this
month, you'll have to wait for the
awards banquet outcome.

Speaking of which, be sure to
enter your best five slides for the slide
of the year competition. The deadline
is the next meeting on June 21.

We have two additional award

categories. The first is sponsored by
Reel 3-D and it is called the "High
Impact with Life" award, the slide
must feature a living creature and
have an " HP" mark on the form to be

eligible. The second additional award
is the " Ray Zone Award", which is
given to the slide that has the most
imaginative use of stereoscopic effect.
To be eligible for this award you must
place a RZ next to the listed slide in
the entry form.

Good luck and here are the May
competition winners!

A Group
• 1St. Place Kathy Day—"Fish On"

w!

Openingpanels from the 'real' world's first 3-Dcomicbook page
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• H.M. Earl Colgan—"Sheep and
Goat Herder #3"

• H.M. Christopher
Olson—"Patriotic Texas Ranger"

H.M. Christopher Olson—"Hey
There Big Boy"

• H.M. Abe Perlstein—"Forest Lass"

B Group

• 1st. Place Steve Berezin—"Dan

and Tom at Calico"

• H.M. Robin Burks—"Ocotillo #2"

• H.M. Bruno Lizzi—"Wildflowers"

Non-Conventional

• 1St. Place—James Comstock

"Gloxinia"

1St. Place—James Comstock

"Orchid Spray"

• H.M. Abe Perlstein—"Soaking up
Spring"
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